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Résumé

Dans ce qui suit, nous présentons un résumé détaillé de la thèse, en commençant par une introduction puis en présentant les deux principales contributions de ce travail. Le résumé suppose une connaissance préalable de la programmation orientée aspect (AOP) ainsi que de la programmation monadique en Haskell. Une brève introduction à ces sujets est disponible dans le Chapitre 2.

Introduction

Les langages de programmation orientée aspect supporte la définition modulaire des préoccupations transversales à travers un modèle de point de jonction (Kiczales et al., 1996). Dans le mécanisme de point de coupe/advice, la transversalité est prise en charge par le biais de points de coupe, qui quantifient sur les points de jonction, afin de déclencher implicitement des advices (Wand et al., 2004). Un tel mécanisme est typiquement intégré dans un langage de programmation existant en modifiant la processeur de langage, que ce soit le compilateur (soit directement, soit par l’intermédiaire de macros), ou la machine virtuelle. Dans un langage typé, introduire des points de coupe et des advices passe aussi par l’extension du système de type, si la correction du typage doit être conservée (Dantas et al., 2008; De Fraine et al., 2008).


D’une manière générale, cette thèse vise à apporter une réponse concrète à la question suivante :

Comment peut-on utiliser les types pour contrôler et raisonner sur l’interférence des effets de calcul, tels que l’état ou les exceptions mutable, dans un langage orientée aspect?

Pour fournir une réponse concrète, et compte tenu de ce qui précède, nous avons choisi d’utiliser les monades comme mécanisme pour manipuler et raisonner directement sur les effets de calcul. Cela nous a conduit à utiliser Haskell comme langage de programmation, étant donné son appui extraordinaire pour la programmation monadique. En particulier, la thèse présente deux principales contributions sous le nom de EffectiveAspects: la première est une intégration légère et complète des aspects dans Haskell, qui est typée et monadique. La seconde est un cadre monadique simplifié qui permet le raisonnement compositionnel sur les interférences d’aspects en présence de quantification sans restriction sur les points de coupe.

En ce qui concerne le modèle à part entière de l’AOP, par légère nous voulons signifier que les aspects sont fournies via une petite bibliothèque Haskell. L’intégration est à part entière car elle prend en charge le déploiement dynamique des aspects de première classe avec un langage de points de coupe extensible—que ne se trouve généralement que pour les langages d’aspects typés dynamiquement comme AspectScheme (Dutchyn et al., 2006) et AspectScript (Toledo et al., 2010).
Par *typée*, nous voulons dire que dans l’intégration, pointcuts, advices, et aspects sont tout à typage statique, et les liaisons de point d’action / de advice sont avérées sûrs. Type de solidité est directement dérivée en s’appuyant sur le système de type existant de Haskell (de type les classes (Wadler and Blott, 1989), fantôme types (Leijen and Meijer, 1999), et certaines extensions récentes de la Glasgow Haskell Compiler). Plus précisément, nous définissons une nouvelle classe de type anti-unification (Plotkin, 1970; Reynolds, 1970), qui est clé pour définir les aspects sécuritaires.

Parce que l’intégration est *monadique*, nous tirons deux notables avantages par rapport ad hoc approches aspects introduction dans un langage existante. Tout d’abord, nous pouvons directement raisonner sur les aspects et effets en utilisant des techniques traditionnelles monadiques. En bref, nous pouvons généraliser les combinateurs d’interférence EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010) dans le contexte d’ pointcuts et des advices. Et nous pouvons aussi utiliser l’analyse non-ingérence des techniques telles que celles de EffectiveAdvice, et d’autres avancées mécanismes, en particulier *monade vues* (Schrijvers and Oliveira, 2011). Deuxièmement, parce que nous intégrons un tisserand monadique, nous pouvons étendre le modulaire sémantique du langage de l’image. Nous illustrons cela par plusieurs extensions et de montrer comment le raisonnement basé type peut être appliquée à la langue extensions.

La deuxième contribution principale de cette thèse est un cadre formel pour raison de l’interférence des aspect de la présence de quantification. à ce faire, nous comblons le fossé entre notre modèle et le cadre MRI récemment mis au point par Oliveira et al. (2012). MRI, acronyme de *raisonnement modulaire sur les interférences*, est purement fonctionnelle modèle de programmation supplémentaire à effets. MRI permet modulaire raisonnement sur la non-ingérence des aspects en utilisant des techniques comme raisonnement équationnel et paramétricité (Reynolds, 1983; Wadler, 1989). Les principaux résultats de MRI sont deux théorèmes sur l’innocuité de mixins.

Parce que le MRI est le successeur de EffectiveAdvice, sur lequel notre modèle à part entière aspect est fondée, nous voulions apporter le raisonnement puissance de l’MRI pour la fixation d’AOP. La principale difficulté est que le MRI ne traite pas de quantification: advices sont mixins qui sont appliquées explicitement. L’absence de quantification simplifie grandement modulaire raisonnement, car il suffit d’étudier une fonction unique et mixin dans isolement. En outre, le MRI se concentre uniquement sur les applications graduelles de mixins, dans lequel la composition d’un composant de base avec une boîte mixin ensuite être traitée comme une nouvelle composante de base pour un mixin ultérieure application. En revanche, dans le modèle de point de coupure / d’avis d’AOP, plusieurs aspects vivent dans un environnement d’aspect et sont tous tissés à chaque joindre Point.

Par conséquent, et pour être plus précis, notre deuxième contribution principale est que nous démontrons, dans un modèle simplifié de monadique AOP, que tout paniers de quantification sans restriction *modulaire* raisonnement, il est prête à *composition* raisonnement: résultats globaux de l’innocuité peut être obtenue par la composition de petites épreuves. ce compositionnalité permet d’évoluer un système orientée aspect et *réutilisation* résultats précédemment établi. En particulier, nous formulons une équivalence comportementale théorème général entre un système orientée aspect donné de fonctionner par rapport à deux différents environnements d’aspect, projection modulo de plus effets secondaires. Ce théorème général est prouvé supposant quatre suffisante conditions qui doivent être établis séparément. Lorsqu’un système évolue orientée aspect, que certaines de ces conditions peut être nécessaire être rétabli afin de préserver le théorème général.

**L’incorporation complète des aspects**

L’intégration à part entière des aspects introduit des aspects dans un pur langage de programmation fonctionnel utilisant des monades. Bien que le cadre peut être réalisé sans effets considérer, nous croyons que la plupart applications intéressantes aspects comptent sur eux, et c’ est pourquoi nous adopter un réglage monadique dès le début. La prémisse fondamentale de programmation orientée aspect dans les langages fonctionnels, c’est que la fonction applications doivent faire l’objet d’aspect tissage. Nous introduisons la
terme *application ouverte* de se référer à une application de fonction génère un point de jonction, et par conséquent, peut être tissé.

**L’application ouverte des fonctions** L’ouverture de toutes les applications en fonction d’un programme ou seulement quelques-uns sélectionné ceux s’agit à la fois de la conception du langage et une mise en œuvre question. Au niveau de la conception, c’est le grand débat sur *inconscience* dans la programmation orientée aspect. Tout d’ouverture applications est plus souple, mais peut conduire à des aspects fragiles et violations d’encapsulation indésirables. Au niveau de la mise en œuvre, l’ouverture toutes les applications de la fonction nécessite soit un préprocesseur ou d’exécution support.

Pour l’instant, nous nous concentrons sur *quantification*—par pointcuts— et opter pour une conception conservatrice dans laquelle les applications ouvertes sont réalisés *explicitement* en utilisant l’opérateur #: $f # 2$ est la même que $f 2$, à l’exception que l’application génère un point de jonction qui est soumis aspect de tissage. Chapitre 5.3 présente une discussion en ce qui concerne la quantification et l’oubli.

**Illustration** Prenons un exemple simple, la fonction envisager *enqueue* qui ajoute des éléments à une file d’attente représentée comme une liste, et envisager aussi le *uniqueAdv* advice, qui impose que l’argument est seulement passé à *proceed* si elle n’est pas déjà présente dans la liste sous-jacente $l$ (*e.g.* pour éviter des éléments répétés lors de la représentation un ensemble à l’aide d’une liste);

\[
uniqueAdv\ proceed\ arg = \text{do } l \leftarrow \text{get} \\
\quad \text{if elem arg l} \\
\quad \quad \text{then return ()} \\
\quad \text{else proceed arg}
\]

Puis, en *program* nous *deploy* un *aspect* qui réagit aux applications de *enqueue*. Ceci est spécifié en utilisant le point de coupe *pcCall enqueue*.

\[
program \ n \ m = \text{do}\ deploy\ (aspect\ (pcCall\ enqueue)\ uniqueAdv) \\
\quad enqueue\ #\ n \\
\quad enqueue\ #\ m \\
\quad showQueue
\]

Évaluer *program* 1 2 renvoie une représentation de chaîne "[1, 2]" avec les deux éléments, alors *programme* 1 1 retours "[1]" avec seulement un élément. En effet, les deux résultats sont attendus. Comme le montre cette exemple, les aspects se composent d’un point de coupure / advices paire et sont créés avec *aspect*, et déployé avec *deploy*.

Notre développement de l’AOP s’appuie simplement sur la définition aspects (pointcuts, advices), l’environnement d’aspect sous-jacent avec la opérations pour déployer et annuler le déploiement aspects, et la fonction ouverte application.

**Le modèle de point de jonction**

Le soutien à la transversale fournie par un aspect orienté vers l’ langage de programmation réside dans son *point de jonction modèle* (Masuhara et al., 2003). Une jointure modèle de point est composé de trois éléments: *points de jonction* qui représente les étapes (dynamiques) dans l’exécution d’un programme que les aspects peuvent influer, un *signifie de identifier les points de jonction*—ici, pointcuts—and un *moyen de effectuer* à rejoindre les points—ici, advices.
Points de jonction  Points de jonction sont des applications de fonction. Une jointure Point $JP$ contient une fonction de type $A \rightarrow m b$, et un argument de saisissez $a$. La monade $m$ désigne l’effet de calcul sous-jacente empiler. Notez que cela signifie que seules les fonctions qui sont bien levé à un contexte monadique peut être advicelé. En outre, afin de pointcuts pour pouvoir raisonner sur le type de fonctions advicelés, nous exiger que les fonctions d’être $PolyTypeable$.  

\[
data JP m a b = (\text{Monad } m, PolyTypeable (a \rightarrow m b)) \Rightarrow JP (a \rightarrow m b) a
\]

A partir de maintenant nous omettons les contraintes de type liés à $PolyTypeable$ (le $PolyTypeable$ contrainte sur un type est requis chaque fois que le type doit être inspecté de manière dynamique; occurrences exactes de cette contrainte peut être trouvée dans la mise en œuvre).

Points de coupe  Un pointcut et un prédicat sur le point de jonction. Il est utilisé pour identifier les points de jonction d’intérêt. Un pointcut retourne simplement un booléen pour indiquer si elle correspond à un point donné joindre.

\[
data PC m a b = \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow PC (\forall a' b'.m (JP m a' b' \rightarrow m \text{ Bool}))
\]

Un pointcut est représenté comme une valeur de type $PC m a b$. Types $a$ et $b$ sont utilisés pour assurer la sécurité de type. Le prédicat lui-même est une fonction de type polymorphe $\forall a' b'.m (JP m a' b' \rightarrow Bool m)$, ce qui signifie qu’il a accès à la monade empiler. Le $\forall$ déclaration quantifie sur des variables de type $a'$ et $b'$ (en utilisant les rank-2 types), car un pointcut devrait être en mesure de faire correspondre contre toute joindre point, indépendamment des types spécifiques impliqués.

Le langage de points de coupe  Nous proposons deux désignateurs de point d’action de base, $pcCall$ et $pcType$, comme ainsi combinateurs de point d’action comme logiques, $pcOr$, $pcAnd$ et $pcNot$. A pointcut $pcType f$ correspond à toutes les applications ouvertes à fonctions avoir un type compatible avec $f$, et un point de coupure $pcCall f$ correspond tout ouvert applications à $f$.

\[
\begin{align*}
pcType f & = PC (\text{typePred (polyTypeOf } f)) \\
\text{where } \text{typePred } t & = \text{return } \$ \lambda j p \rightarrow \text{return } (\text{compareType } t j p) \\
\text{pcCall } f & = PC (\text{callPred } f (\text{polyTypeOf } f)) \\
\text{where } \text{callPred } f t & = \text{return } \$ \lambda j p \rightarrow \text{return } (\text{compareFun } f j p \land \text{compareType } t j p)
\end{align*}
\]

Dans les deux cas, nous utilisons l’fonction (fourni par polyTypeOf $PolyTypeable$) pour obtenir la représentation du type de fonction $f$, et comparer le type de la fonction en utilisant le point de jonction $\text{compareType}$. En outre, de mettre en œuvre $pcCall$ nous exigeons une notion de fonction l’égalité. Il est utilisé dans $\text{compareFun}$ à comparer la fonction de le point de jonction avec la fonction donnée $f$. Notez que dans $pcCall$ nous doivent également effectuer une comparaison de type, en utilisant $\text{compareType}$. C’est parce que dans la notion de l’égalité choisie une fonction polymorphe dont les variables de type sont instanciés dans un sens est égale à la même fonction, mais avec des variables de type instanciés d’une autre manière (e.g. id :: Int → Int est égal à id :: Float → Float).

Les utilisateurs peuvent définir leurs propres identifiants de point d’action. Par exemple, nous pouvons définir pointcuts de flux de contrôle comme de AspectJ $cflow$ (décrit dans la section 9.1), les flux de données pointcuts (Masuhara and Kawauchi, 2003), pointcuts qui s’appuient sur la trace d’exécution (Douence et al., 2005), etc.

1. Haskell fournit la $Typeable$ classe à l’introspection types monomorphes. $PolyTypeable$ est une extension qui prend en charge les monomorphe et polymorphe types
2. Pour cette notion de fonction des sexes, nous utilisons le $StableNames$ API, qui repose sur la comparaison du pointeur.
Les advices Un advice est une fonction qui s’exécute en place d’un point identifié joindre par un point d’action. Ce remplacement est similaire à ouvrir la récursivité dans EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010). Un advice reçoit une fonction (connue sous le nom proceed fonction) et retourne une nouvelle fonction du même type (qui peuvent ou peuvent ne pas s’appliquer l’original proceed fonction interne). Nous introduisons un alias de type pour des advices:

\[
type Advice m a b = (a \rightarrow m b) \rightarrow a \rightarrow m b
\]

Par exemple, le type \( \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow Advice m \text{ Int Int} \) est un synonyme de le type \( \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow (\text{Int } \rightarrow \text{Int } m) \rightarrow \text{Int } \rightarrow \text{Int } m \). Pour une donnée des advices de type \( Advice m a b \), nous appelons \( a \rightarrow mb \) le type advice des advices.

Les aspects Un aspect est une valeur première classe lier ensemble un pointcut et une advices. Soutenir les aspects de première classe est important: il permet possible de soutenir des modèles de programmation d’ordre supérieur, comme ceux illustré dans AspectScheme (Dutchyn et al., 2006); création séparée et le déploiement / annulation du déploiement des aspects, exportateurs opaque, aspects autonomes comme des unités simples, etc. Nous introduisons un ensemble de données définition des aspects, paramétrée par une monade \( m \) (qui doit être même dans le point de coupure et de advices):

\[
data Aspect m a b c d = Aspect (PC m a b) (Advice m c d)
\]

Plus tard, nous affinons la définition de Exposition, pour aborder la question de la liaison sûre pointcut / advice.

L’environnement d’aspects La liste des aspects qui sont déployés à un moment donné dans le temps est connu sous le nom environnement d’aspect. Pour être en mesure de définir le type AspectEnv comme une liste hétérogène des aspects, nous utilisons une existentiellement quantifiés données EAspect qui cache le type paramètres de Aspect:

\[
data EAspect m = \forall a b c d. EAspect (Aspect m a b c d)
\)

\[
type AspectEnv m = [EAspect m]
\]

Cet environnement peut être soit fixé initialement et utilisé globalement (Masuhara et al., 2003), comme dans AspectJ, ou il peut être manipulé dynamique, comme dans AspectScheme (Dutchyn et al., 2006). Autre stratégies de cadrage sont possibles lorsqu’il s’agit de dynamique déploiement (Tanter, 2008). Parce que nous sommes dans un monadique cadre, nous pouvons passer à l’environnement d’aspect en utilisant implicitement une monade. Une application de fonction ouvert peut alors déclencher l’ensemble des aspects actuellement déployés par la récupération de ces aspects de l’ monade sous-jacent.

Il ya un certain nombre d’options de conception pour l’environnement d’aspect, en fonction du type de déploiement d’aspect que l’on souhaite. suivant l’Reader monade, nous pouvons fournir un environnement d’aspect fixe, et ajouter la capacité à déployer un aspect de la mesure dynamique de l’ expression, de façon similaire à l’local méthode de l’Reader monade. nous peut également adopter une monade comme \( S \), afin de soutenir aspect dynamique déploiement et l’annulation du déploiement de portée mondiale. Sans perte de généralité, nous options pour cette dernière.

3. En Haskell une type de données existentiellement quantifié est déclarée en utilisant \( \forall \) avant que le constructeur de données
4. Parce que nous ne pouvons pas anticiper un ensemble fixée de contraintes de classe pour les aspects déployés, nous avons laissé le type paramètres non contraints. Aspects avec polymorphisme ad hoc doivent être instancié avant le déploiement de résoudre statiquement chaque restant contrainte type de classe (voir section 5.2 pour plus d’ détails).
Le transformateur de monades $A_T$  Parce que nous sommes intéressés à l’aide d’effets de calcul arbitraires programmes, nous définissons l’environnement d’aspect grâce à un monade transformateur, qui permet à l’programmeur de construire une pile de monade d’effets. L’$A_T$ monade transformateur est défini comme suit:

\[
\text{newtype } A_T m a = A_T (S_T (\text{AspectEnv } (A_T m)) m a) \text{ deriving } (\text{Monad})
\]

Pour définir l’$A_T$ transformateur nous réutilisons l’$S_T$ données constructeur, parce que l’$A_T$ transformateur est essentiellement un état transformateur que les fils de l’aspect environnement. Utilisation de l’\textit{GeneralizedNewtypeDeriving} extension de GHC, nous pouvons dériver automatiquement $A_T$ comme un exemple de \textit{Monad}. Nous avons également définir une instance propre de $\text{MonadTrans}$ (non représenté ici), et liftings implicites pour les transformateurs de monades standard de la MTL. Notez que l’environnement d’aspect est lié à la même monade $A_T m$, afin de fournir des éléments à ouvrir l’accès à des applications.

Le déploiement dynamique d’aspects Nous définissons maintenant les fonctions de déploiement dynamique, qui ajoute tout simplement et supprimer un aspect de l’environnement d’aspect:

\[
\begin{align*}
deploy, \text{ undeploy} & : E\text{Aspect} (A_T m) \to A_T m () \\
deploy \text{ asp} & = A_T \circ S_T \circ \lambda aenv \to \text{return } ((), \text{ asp : aenv}) \\
\text{undeploy \text{ asp} } & = A_T \circ S_T \circ \lambda aenv \to \text{return } ((), \text{ deleteAsp \text{ asp aenv}})
\end{align*}
\]

Enfin, afin d’en extraire le calcul de la monade sous-jacente d’une $A_T$ calcul nous définissons la fonction $\text{run}_{A_T}$, de type $\text{Monad } m \Rightarrow A_T m a \to m a$ (similaire à $\text{eval}_{ST}$ dans l’état monade transformateur), qui exécute un calcul dans un aspect initial vide environnement. Par exemple, dans le premier exemple de l’\textit{enqueue} fonction, on peut définir une \textit{client} comme suit:

\[
\text{client } n m = \text{run}_{I} (\text{run}_{A_T} (\text{program } n m))
\]

Le tissage d’aspects et l’application ouverte Aspect tissage est déclenché par les applications ouvertes, c’est-à- applications avec l’opérateur $\#$, par exemple $f \# x$. Nous introduisons une classe de type \textit{OpenApp} qui déclare le $\#$ opérateur. Ceci permet de surcharger $\#$ dans certains contextes, et il peut être utilisé pour déclarer des contraintes sur les monades de faire en sorte que l’opération est disponible dans un contexte donné.

\[
\text{class Monad } m \Rightarrow \text{OpenApp } m \text{ where} \\
(\#) :: (a \to m b) \to a \to m b
\]

L’opérateur $\#$ prend une fonction de type $a \to m b$ et renvoie une fonction (tissés) avec le même type. Toute monade composé avec l’$A_T$ transformateur a l’application ouverte définie:

\[
\text{instance Monad } m \Rightarrow \text{OpenApp } (A_T m) \text{ where} \\
f \# a = A_T \circ S_T \circ \lambda aenv \to \text{do} \\
(woven_f, aenv') \leftarrow \text{weave } f \text{ aenv aenv} (\text{newjp } f \ a) \\
\text{run } (woven_f \ a) \ aenv'
\]

Un des résultats de l’application ouverte à la création d’un point de jonction, $\text{newjp } f \ a$, qui représente l’application de $f$ de $a$. Le point de jonction est ensuite utilisé pour déterminer quels aspects dans le match de l’environnement, de produire une nouvelle fonction qui combine tous les advices applicables, et d’appliquer cette fonction à l’argument d’origine.

5. Dans le reste de cette présentation, nous utilisons le même technique pour définir nos transformateurs de monades personnalisé, donc nous omettons les \textit{deriving} clauses et définitions d’instance standard, comme \textit{MonadTrans}. 
La fonction à utiliser à un point de jonction est donnée produite par la fonction \textit{weave}:

\begin{verbatim}
weave :: Monad m ⇒ (a → AspectEnv (a m) m) → AspectEnv (a m) → (a → AspectEnv (a m) m)
weave f [] fenv _ = return (f, fenv)
weave f (asp : asps) fenv jp = case asp of EAspect (Aspect pc adv) →
do (match, fenv') ← apply_pc pc jp fenv
weave (if match then apply_adv adv f else f) asps fenv' jp
\end{verbatim}

La fonction \textit{weave} est définie de façon récursive sur l’aspect environnement. Pour chaque aspect, il applique le pointcut au point de jonction. Il utilise alors soit l’application partielle de l’avis de coupure correspond, ou \textit{f} contraire, de continuer à tisser sur le reste de la liste d’aspect. \textit{apply\_pc} vérifie si le point de coupure correspond au point de jonction et retourne un booléen et potentiellement l’environnement d’aspect modifié. Notez que \textit{apply\_pc} est évaluée dans l’environnement d’aspect complet \textit{fenv}, au lieu de la diminuer \textit{(asp : asps)} argument.

Cette définition est une adaptation directe de la fonction de tissage de AspectScheme (Dutchyn et al., 2006), et est également un tisserand monadique (Tabureau, 2012) qui prend en charge les extensions de langage modulaire (en le Chapitre 9, nous montrons comment exploiter cette fonction).

**L’application des advices** Comme nous l’avons vu, l’environnement d’aspect est de type \textit{AspectEnv m}, ce qui signifie que le type de la fonction de advice est caché. Par conséquent, demande de advices nécessite \textit{construire} les advices pour le bon saisir afin de l’appliquer à la fonction du point de jonction:

\begin{verbatim}
apply_adv :: Advice m a b → t → t
apply_adv adv f = (unsafeCoerce adv) f
\end{verbatim}

L’opération \textit{unsafeCoerce} de Haskell est (sans surprise) dangereux et peut donner des erreurs de segmentation ou des résultats arbitraires. Pour récupérer la sécurité, nous pourrions insérer un contrôle de type à l’exécution d’\textit{compare\_Type} juste avant la coercition. Nous faisons place aspects de type sécuritaire, tel que nous pouvons prouver que l’utilisation particulière de \textit{unsafeCoerce en apply\_adv est toujours sûre}.

**Lu sûreté du typage des aspects**

Assurer le type solidité en présence des aspects consiste à faire en sorte que l’avis est toujours appliqué en un point de la jonction bon typé. Notez que par “le type de point de jonction”, nous nous référons à le type de la fonction appliquée au point de joint considéré. Dans ce qui suit, nous présentons une description informelle de la défis en matière de types, pour montrer enfin le théorème de sécurité principal.

**Typer les points de coupe** L’intermédiaire entre un point de jonction et se joindre à un advice est le pointcut, dont la frappe correcte est donc crucial. Le type d’un pointcut comme un prédicat sur les points de jonction ne transmet pas d’informations sur la types de points de jonction, il correspond à. Pour garder cette information, nous utilisons \textit{variables de type fantôme} \textit{a} et \textit{b} dans la définition de \textit{PC}:

\begin{verbatim}
data PC m a b = Monad m ⇒ PC (\forall a' b' . m (JP m a' b' → m Bool))
\end{verbatim}

Une variable de type fantôme est une variable de type qui n’est pas utilisé sur la main droite de la définition de type de données. L’utilisation de type de fantôme variables à taper langues embarqués a été introduit par Leijen et Meijer de taper un plongement de SQL dans Haskell (Leijen and Meijer, 1999); il permet de “balise” informations de type supplémentaire sur les données. Dans notre contexte, nous l’utilisons pour ajouter le informations sur le type des points de jonction appariés par un pointcut: \textit{PC m a b} signifie qu’un point d’action peut correspondre à des applications de fonctions type de \textit{a → m b}. Nous appelons ce type, le type \textit{correspondait} de la pointcut. Les pointcut désignateurs sont chargés de préciser les apparié type de pointcuts qu’ils produisent.
Types les moins généraux  Parce que un pointcut correspond potentiellement de nombreux points de jonction des différents types, le type identifié doit être un type plus général. Par exemple, considérons un point d’action qui correspond à applications de fonctions de type $\text{Int} \to \text{Int} m$ et $\text{Char} \to m \text{Int}$. Son type adapté est le type paramétrique $a \to \text{Int} m$. Noter que c’est en fait la type moins général à la fois types. Un autre candidat plus générale est $a \to m b$, mais le type le moins général transmet plus précis informations. A titre d’exemple concret, est au-dessous de la signature du type de l’$\text{pcCall}$ pointcut désignateur:

$$\text{pcCall} :: \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow (a \to m b) \to \text{PC } m a b$$

En comparant les types  La signature de type de l’$\text{pcType}$ pointcut indicateur est le même que que de $\text{pcCall}$:

$$\text{pcType} :: \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow (a \to m b) \to \text{PC } m a b$$

Cependant, supposons que $f$ est une fonction de type $\text{Int} \to m a$. Nous voulons pointcut $\text{pcType } f$ pour correspondre applications des fonctions de plus types spécifiques, telles que $\text{Int} \to \text{Int} m$ et $\text{Int} \to m \text{Char}$. Ça signifie que $\text{compareType}$ vérifie effectivement que le type adapté de la pointcut est plus général que le type de point de jonction. Autrement dit, le type d’un point de jonction est compatible avec $f$ si elle est moins générale que la type apparié de $\text{pcType } f$.

Combinateurs logiques  Nous utilisons des contraintes de type afin de bien préciser le type identifié de combinaisons logiques de pointcuts. L’intersection de deux pointcuts matchs rejoindre les points qui sont décrits plus précisément par le unificateur principale de deux types appariés. Depuis supports Haskell cette unification lorsque la même variable de type est utilisé, nous pouvons simplement définir $\text{pcAnd}$ comme suit:

$$\text{pcAnd} :: \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow \text{PC } m a b \to \text{PC } m a b$$

Par exemple, un pointcut de flux de contrôle correspond à tout type de point de jonction, si son type est identifié $a \to m b$. Par conséquent, si $f$ est de type $\text{Int} \to m a$, le type apparié de $\text{pcAnd} (\text{pcCall } f) (g \text{pcCflow})$ est $\text{Int} \to m a$. C’est parce que, pour toute fonction $g$, le type identifié de $\text{pcCflow } g$ est le type le plus général $a \to m b$, qui n’a pas augmenter la spécificité de l’unificateur principale.

Dualement, l’union de deux pointcuts repose sur anti-unification (Plotkin, 1970; Reynolds, 1970), c’est-à- le calcul du type général moins de deux types. Haskell fait pas soutenir natif anti-unification. Nous exploitons le fait que classes de type multi-paramètre peuvent être utilisés pour définir des relations plus types, et de développer une nouvelle classe de type LeastGen (pour moins général) qui peut être utilisé en tant que contrainte pour calculer la moins type général $t$ de deux types $t_1$ et $t_2$ (défini dans le Chapitre 4.2):

$$\text{pcOr} :: (\text{Monad } m, \text{LeastGen } (a \to b) (c \to d) (e \to f)) \Rightarrow \text{PC } m a b \to \text{PC } m c d \to \text{PC } m e f$$

Dans cette définition, la contrainte LeastGen indique que $e \to f$ est le type général moins de $a \to b$ et $c \to d$, et est donc le type identifié de pointcut de la résultante. Par exemple, si $f$ est de type $\text{Int} \to m a$ et $g$ est de type $\text{Int} \to m \text{Float}$, la apparié type de $\text{pcOr } (\text{pcCall } f) (g \text{pcCall})$ est $\text{Int} \to m a$. L’exécution de LeastGen comme une classe de type est un élément crucial de notre conception, car il veille à ce que tout manquement à l’anti-unification sera rapporté statique comme une erreur de compilation. En outre, elle nous permet de s’appuyer sur le système de règlement de classe de type Haskell norme, au lieu de développer notre propre outil d’analyse externe.

6. Le terme de généralisation la plus spécifique est également valable, mais nous nous en tenons ici à la terminologie originale de Plotkin (1970)
Enfin, la négation d’un point de coupure ne peut égaler les points de jonction de n’importe quel type, car aucune hypothèse ne peut être faite sur les points de jonction appariés:

\[ \text{pcNot} :: \text{Monad m} \Rightarrow \text{PC m a b} \rightarrow \text{PC m a'} b' \]

Notez que le type de \text{pcNot} est assez restrictif. En fait, l’ des advices de tout aspect d’un seul \text{pcNot} pointcut doit être complètement générique parce que le type identifié correspond au type de frais variables. Le type apparié de \text{pcNot} peut être rendue plus spécifique à l’aide \text{pcAnd} de le combiner avec d’autres points de coupure avec des types plus spécifiques. Par exemple, si \( f \) est de type \( \text{Int} \rightarrow m a \) et \( g \) est de type \( \text{Int} \rightarrow m \text{Float} \), pointcut \text{pcAnd} \( (\text{pcType f} \ (\text{pcNot} \ (\text{pcCall g})) \) matchs l’application de l’ensemble des fonctions dont le type est compatible avec \( f \), sauf \( g \). Le type adapté de ce point de coupure est \( \text{Int} \rightarrow m a \), qui est plus spécifique que le type adapté d’un stand-alone \text{pcNot} pointcut.

**Langage ouvert de points de coupe** L’ensemble des désignateurs de point d’action dans notre langue est ouvert. Défini par l’utilisateur désignateurs point d’action sont toutefois responsables de la bonne spécifiant leurs types appariés. Si le type adapté est incorrecte ou trop spécifique, solidité est perdu. Par exemple, dans la section 9.1, afin de mettre en œuvre la \text{pcCflow} pointcut, nous définissons un pointcut auxiliaire qui correspond à tout point de jonction:

\[ \text{pcAny} = \text{PC} \ (\text{return} \ (\lambda j p \rightarrow \text{return True})) \]

Le type apparié de \text{pcAny} doit être \( a \rightarrow mb \) à maintenir solidité. Tout autre type, comme \text{e.g.} \( \text{Int} \rightarrow m a \), est mal typé et finira par conduire à des erreurs d’exécution.

**Contraindre les points de coupe à avoir des types spécifiques** Un pointcut ne peut pas faire n’importe quel type hypothèse sur le type de la jointure point il reçoit comme argument. La raison en est à nouveau l’ l’homogénéité de l’aspect de l’environnement: lorsque le déploiement d’un aspect, l’ type de son point d’action est caché. Lors de l’exécution, alors, un point de coupure est devrait être applicable à n’importe quel point de jonction. L’approche générale de faire un point d’action sécuritaire est donc à effectuer une vérification de type à l’exécution, comme a été illustrée dans la définition de \text{pcCall} et \text{pcType}. Cependant, certains pointcuts sont conçus pour être conjoint avec d’autres points de coupure qui va d’abord appliquer une suffisante type état.

Afin de soutenir la définition de points d’action que exigent les points de jonction être d’un type donné, nous fournissons le \text{RequirePC} type:

\[ \text{data RequirePC m a b = Monad m} \Rightarrow \text{RequirePC} \ (\forall a' b'. m \ (J P m a' b' \rightarrow m \text{Bool})) \]

La définition de \text{RequirePC} est similaire à celui de \text{PC}, avec deux des différences importantes. Tout d’abord, le type adapté d’un \text{RequirePC} est interprété comme un type exigence. Deuxièmement, une \text{RequirePC} n’est pas valide autonome pointcut: il doit être combinée à une norme \text{PC} que applique le type d’avance correct. Pour atteindre en toute sécurité, nous surchargeons \text{pcAnd}:

\[ \text{pcAnd} :: (\text{Monad m}, \text{LessGen} \ (a \rightarrow b) \ (c \rightarrow d)) \Rightarrow \text{PC m a b} \rightarrow \text{RequirePC} \ m c d \rightarrow \text{PC m a} \]

Dans ce cas, \text{pcAnd} donne une norme \text{PC} pointcut et vérifie que le type adapté de le \text{PC} pointcut est moins général que le type attendu par le \text{RequirePC} pointcut. Ceci est exprimé à l’aide du contrainte \text{LessGen}, qui est basé sur \text{LeastGen}.

---

7. Nous présentons une version simplifiée de \text{pcAny}, dans Section 9.1, ce pointcut pousse le courant rejoindre pointer dans une pile, qui est finalement inspecté par \text{pcCflow}.

8. La contrainte est différente de la contrainte précédente sur \text{pcAnd}. Ceci est possible grâce aux récentes \text{ConstraintKinds} extension de GHC.
Pour illustrer, nous définissons un indicateur de point d’action \( pcArgGT \) pour spécifier pointcuts qui correspondent lorsque l’argument à la jointure point est supérieure à une donnée \( n \) (de type \( a \) exemple de la classe de type \( Ord \)):

\[
\begin{align*}
  pcArgGT &::= (Monad m, Ord a) \Rightarrow a \rightarrow RequirePC m a b \\
  pcArgGT \ n &= RequirePC \ $ return \ $ \lambda j p \rightarrow return \ (unsafeCoerce \ (getJpArg \ j p) \geq n)
\end{align*}
\]

L’utilisation de \( unsafeCoerce \) pour contraindre le argument pour la rejoindre type \( a \) nous oblige à déclarer l’\( Ord \) contrainte \( a \) lors de la saisie pointcut retourné comme \( RequirePC \ m \ a \ b \) (avec une variable de type frais \( b \)). Pour obtenir un bon point de coupure, nous utilisons \( pcAnd \), par exemple pour correspondre tous les appels vers \( enqueue \) où l’argument est supérieur à 10:

\[
pcCall enqueue \ ‘pcAnd’ \ pcArgGT \ 10
\]

Le \( pcAnd \) combinateur garantit qu’un \( pcArgGT \) pointcut est toujours appliquée à un point de jonction avec un argument qui est en effet d’une bonne type: aucune vérification de type à l’exécution est nécessaire dans \( pcArgGT \), parce que le la contrainte est toujours plus sûr.

**Sûreté des advices** Si un aspect est bien typé, le type advicelé de l’avis est plus général que le type adapté du point de coupure.

**Theorem 1 (Safe Aspects).** Compte tenu des termes \( jp, pc \) et \( adv \) représentant un point de jonction, un un pointcut et des advices respectivement, étant donné un contexte de type \( \Gamma \). Ensuite,

\[
\begin{align*}
  \Gamma \vdash pc & : PC m a b \\
  \Gamma \vdash adv & : Advice m c d \\
  \Gamma \vdash aspect \ pc \ adv & : Aspect m a b c d \\
  \Gamma \vdash jp & : JP m a’ b’ \\
  \Gamma \vdash matches(pc, jp)
\end{align*}
\]

où matches est une relation de points de jonction accompagnée d’un point d’action, implique que \( a’ \rightarrow m b’ \) est moin generale que \( c \rightarrow m d \)

**Proof.** Nous prouvons séparément chaque sécurité de sécurité et des advices pointcut, et exploiter la transitivité de la \( moins générale \) relation. Voir Section 4.2 pour la preuve complète.

**Corollary 1 (Tissage sûr).** La contrainte des advices en \( apply\_adv \) est sûr.

**Contrôler les effects**

L’intégration des aspects monadique permet également de raisonner sur effets de calcul. Nous sommes particulièrement intéressés dans le raisonnement sur \( effet d’interférence \) entre les composants d’un système: aspects, les programmes de base et des combinaisons de ceux-ci. Pour ce faire, nous montrons d’abord comment adapter le types de non-interférence définis dans EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010), qui distinguent entre les aspect et le calcul de base. L’essence de cette technique consiste à utiliser paramétricité (Reynolds, 1983; Wadler, 1989) pour interdire composants de faire des hypothèses sur une partie de la pile de monade. Ensuite, parce que les composants doivent travailler de manière uniforme sur la section restreinte de la pile, ils ne peuvent utiliser les effets disponibles dans le section non-restreint.

Toutefois, cette approche ne répond pas lorsque l’on considère plusieurs aspects un système, car les aspects (et les programmes de base) peut encore intervenir entre eux. Nous montrons comment une amélioration de la technique peut être utilisée pour remédier à cette situation, mais ce n’est malheureusement pas pratique car il nécessite explicite enlèvements et fortement couple composants à des formes particulières de la monade pile — défavorable à la modularité et la réutilisabilité.
Distinguer aspect and calcul de base

Pour illustrer l’utilité de faire la distinction entre aspect et la base calcul, envisager un module de Fibonacci où les appels internes lever une exception quand donné un entier négatif comme argument. Dans ce situation, il est intéressant de faire en sorte que l’avis externe lié au point de coupe exposé n’est pas jeter ou attraper ces exceptions.

Après EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010), on peut appliquer un advice pour être paramétrique par rapport à une monade utilisé par la base calcul, séparer efficacement la pile de monade en deux. Pour ce fin, nous définissons l’$NIA_T$ ($NI$ signifie la non-ingérence) type:

\[
\text{newtype } NIA_T \ t \ m \ a = NIA_T \ (S_T \ (AspectEnv \ (NIA_T \ t \ m)) \ (t \ m) \ a)
\]

Observez que $NIA_T$ divise la pile de monade en une partie supérieure $t$, avec les effets disponibles aux aspects; et une partie inférieure $m$, avec les effets disponibles pour le calcul de base. Nous étendons autres définitions ($tisser$, $deployer$, etc) en conséquence.

Notez que $NIA_T$ est une monade bon, mais pas un transformateur de monade. Ce est parce que les $MonadTrans$ classe est conçue pour un constructeur de type $t$ qui est appliqué à certains monade $m$, mais $NIA_T$ prend deux types de arguments. Nous pourrions définir l’application partielle $NIA_T \ t$ comme un transformateur monade, mais ce n’est pas pratique parce explicite lift opérations seraient sauter la couche supérieure de la pile\(^9\). Toutefois, pour permettre le levage explicite en $NIA_T$ nous avons besoin d’une opération de transformation d’un calcul de $t \ m$ dans un calcul $NIA_T \ t \ m$. À cette fin, nous fournissons le fonction $niLift$ comme suit:

\[
\begin{aligned}
niLift :: & Monad \ (t \ m) \Rightarrow \ t \ m \ a \rightarrow NIA_T \ t \ m \\
niLift \ ma &= NIA_T \ S_T \ \lambda aenv \rightarrow do \\
\& \quad a \leftarrow ma \quad \text{return} \ (a, aenv)
\end{aligned}
\]

L’interférence des effets et les points de coupe La nouveauté par rapport aux EffectiveAdvice est que nous avons aussi à faire face avec des interférences de pointcuts. Mais pour permettre un raisonnement basé sur les effets sur pointcuts, nous devons la distinction entre la monade utilisée par le calcul de base et la monade utilisé par pointcuts. En effet, dans l’interprétation du type $PC \ m \ a \ b$, $m$ stands pour les monades, qui interdit de raisonner séparément à leur sujet. Pour résoudre ce problème, nous devons interpréter $PC \ m \ a \ b$ autrement, en disant que le type adapté est $a \rightarrow b$ au lieu de $a \rightarrow M \ b$. De cette manière, la monade pour le calcul de base (qui est implicitement lié par $b$) ne doit pas être $m$ au moment de la pointcut est défini. Pour s’adapter à cette nouvelle interprétation de la reste du code, très peu de changements doivent être faits. Principalement, les types de $pcCall$, $pcType$ et la définition de $Aspect$:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{pcCall}, \ pcType :: & Monad \ m \Rightarrow (a \rightarrow b) \rightarrow PC \ m \ a \ b \\
\text{data} \ Aspect \ m \ a \ c \ d &= (Monad \ m, \ LessGen \ (a \rightarrow b) \ (c \rightarrow m \ d)) \Rightarrow \\
& Aspect \ (PC \ m \ a \ b) \ (Advice \ m \ c \ d)
\end{aligned}
\]

Notez comment la définition de $Aspect$ force la monade de la pointcut calcul à être unifiée avec celle de l’avis, et avec celle de le code de base. Les résultats de la sécurité des types peut carrément être reformulée avec ces nouvelles définitions.

Typer des points de coupe et des advices qui n’interfèrent pas Utilisation des rank-2 types (Peyton Jones et al., 2007) nous permet de limiter l’ type de points de coupure et de advices. Les types synonymes suivants garantissent que la non-ingérence pointcuts ($NIPC$) et des advices ($NIAdivce$) ne utiliser des effets disponibles dans $t$.

---

\(^9\) Parce que nous lèverait partir de $m$ de $(NIA_T \ t) \ m$
En quantifiant universellement sur le type $m$ des effets utilisés dans le calcul de base, ces types appliquer, sur les propriétés d’ paramétricité, que pointcuts ou advices ne peuvent pas se référer à particulier effets dans le programme de base. Nous pouvons définir la construction d’aspect fonctions qui appliquent différentes (non) des motifs d’interférence, comme non-ingérence pointcut $NIPC$ des advices sans restriction $Advice$, pointcut illimité $PC$ de non-ingérence des advices $NIAdvice$, etc.

**Assurer la non-interférence** Pour en revenir à ouvrir Modules et pointcuts protégées, à appliquer des advices non-ingérence, nous devons définir un combinateur typé que exige un avis de type $NIAdvice$:

\[
\text{niAdvice} :: (\text{Monad} (t \ m), \text{Monad} m) \Rightarrow NIAdvice t a b \rightarrow Advice (\text{NIA}_{T} t m) a b
\]

Notez que le combinateur $niAdvice$ est mathématiquement l’identité fonction, mais il impose une exigence de type de l’argument. Utilisation ce combinateur, un module peut exposer un point de coupe protégée applique la non-ingérence avec des effets de base.

**Calcul de base non interférant** Symétriquement, nous pouvons vérifier qu’une partie du code de base ne peut pas interférer avec les effets disponibles pour les aspects en utilisant le synonyme de type $NIBase$, qui quantifie universellement sur le type $t$ d’effets à la disposition du advice:

\[
\text{type NIBase} m a b = \forall t. (\text{Monad} m, \text{MonadTrans} t) \Rightarrow a \rightarrow \text{NIA}_{T} t m b
\]

**Raisonner sur l’interférence des points de coupe** Une autre utilisation de l’effet raisonnement peut se faire au niveau de pointcuts. En effet, dans l’intégration des aspects monadique, nous permettons à pointcuts effectif. Par exemple, nous pouvons définir un point d’action séquentiel combinateur (Douence et al., 2001) $pcSeq pc_1 pc_2$, qui correspond à la première $pc_1$ puis $pc_2$:

\[
\text{pcSeq} :: (\text{SM} Bool m) \Rightarrow PC m a b \rightarrow PC m c d \rightarrow PC m c d
\]

\[
\text{pcSeq} (PC m pc_1) (PC m pc_2) =
\]

\[
\text{PC} \ \text{do} \ pc_1 \leftarrow pc_1
\]

\[
\text{pc}_2 \leftarrow pc_2
\]

\[
\text{return} \ \text{do} \ b \leftarrow \text{get}
\]

\[
\text{if} \ b \ \text{then} \ pc_2 \ \text{jp}
\]

\[
\text{else} \ \text{do} \ b' \leftarrow pc_1 \ \text{jp}
\]

\[
\text{put} \ b'
\]

\[
\text{return} \ False
\]

Comme indiqué dans l’$\text{SM} Bool m$ contrainte, le pointcut exige un état booléen dans lequel stocker le point de son courant comportement d’appariement: $False$ (resp. $True$) signifie $pc_1$ (resp. $pc_2$) doit être adapté. Par conséquent, un programme de base qui modifie cet état va modifier la comportement de la pointcut. Cette situation peut être évitée en utilisant l’ non-ingérence type de calcul de base $NIBase$, vient d’être décrit ci-dessus.

**Interférence entre différent aspects**

$\text{NIA}_{T}$ ne fait la distinction entre la base et l’aspect calcul. Bien qu’utile, cela implique que l’interférence entre aspects est encore possible parce que tous partagent la même partie supérieure de la pile de monade. Une situation similaire se produit avec base les programmes et la partie inférieure de la pile de monade.
Découper plus finement la pile monadique  Suite à l’idée utilisée dans NIA_T, nous avons besoin de diviser la pile de monade dans la monade pour le calcul de base m, et deux couches supérieures t₁ et t₂. L’idée est d’attribuer à chaque aspect d’une couche unique dans le pile, et d’utiliser paramétricité pour garantir la non-ingérence. À cette fin, nous définissons la NIA_T₂ monade, qui divise la monade empiler comme décrit. Nous considérons aussi niLift₂, qui sert la même rôle niLift.

\[
\text{newtype } \text{NIA}_T \cdot t \cdot t \cdot m \cdot a = \text{NIA}_T \cdot (\text{S} \cdot (\text{AspectEnv} \cdot (\text{NIA}_T \cdot t \cdot t \cdot m)) \cdot (t \cdot (t \cdot m)) \cdot a)
\]

Encore une fois, nous étendons autres définitions correctement (weave, etc). Utilisation rank-2 types, les synonymes de types suivants garantissent que non-ingérence pointcuts et advices accès ne peut accéder à l’effet disponibles dans la première couche L₁, ce qui correspond à t₁; ou dans la deuxième couche L₂, ce qui correspond à t₂.

\[
\text{type } \text{NIPC}_L \cdot t \cdot a \cdot b = \forall t \cdot m \cdot (\text{Monad } m \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t) \Rightarrow PC \cdot (\text{NIA}_T \cdot t \cdot t \cdot m) \cdot a \cdot b
\]

\[
\text{type } \text{NIPC}_L \cdot t \cdot a \cdot b = \forall t \cdot m \cdot (\text{Monad } m \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t) \Rightarrow PC \cdot (\text{NIA}_T \cdot t \cdot t \cdot m) \cdot a \cdot b
\]

\[
\text{type } \text{NIAdvice}_L \cdot t \cdot a \cdot b = \forall t \cdot m \cdot (\text{Monad } m \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t) \Rightarrow \text{Advice} \cdot (\text{NIA}_T \cdot t \cdot t \cdot m) \cdot a \cdot b
\]

\[
\text{type } \text{NIAdvice}_L \cdot t \cdot a \cdot b = \forall t \cdot m \cdot (\text{Monad } m \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t) \Rightarrow \text{Advice} \cdot (\text{NIA}_T \cdot t \cdot t \cdot m) \cdot a \cdot b
\]

Combinateurs de non-interférence  Pour appliquer les propriétés non-interférence, nous devons définir des advices combinateurs, comme nous l’avons fait avec niAdvice. Encore une fois, nous pouvons appliquer différents modèles non-ingérence, en définissant autant de construction fonctions selon les besoins. Nous décrivons les combinateurs de advice niAdvice_L₁ et niAdvice_L₂ qui assurent que les aspects fonctionnent exclusivement avec l’effet fourni par la première et la deuxième couche, respectivement.

\[
\text{niAdvice}_L \cdot (\text{Monad } m \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t) \Rightarrow \text{NIAdvice}_L \cdot t \cdot a \cdot b \rightarrow \text{Advice} \cdot (\text{NIA}_T \cdot t \cdot t \cdot m) \cdot a \cdot b
\]

\[
\text{niAdvice}_L \cdot (\text{Monad } m \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t \cdot \text{MonadTrans } t) \Rightarrow \text{NIAdvice}_L \cdot t \cdot a \cdot b \rightarrow \text{Advice} \cdot (\text{NIA}_T \cdot t \cdot t \cdot m) \cdot a \cdot b
\]

Bien que l’amélioration sur la base de l’approche binaire / aspect de EffectiveAdvice, cette approche présente deux inconvénients majeurs. Tout d’abord, il est pas extensible car nous avons besoin d’une autre NIA_Tₙ monade pour soutenir une réglage avec n effets mutuellement exclusifs pour les aspects. Deuxièmement, il est nécessaire d’utiliser levage explicite dans la mise en œuvre de advices. la raison en est que nous utilisons explicitement un effet à partir d’une couche à une position arbitraire dans la pile de monade. Parce que nous devons préserver paramétricité de faire respecter la non-ingérence, un advice ne peut pas faire tout hypothèses sur les transformateurs de monades qui composent le empiler. En particulier, il ne peut pas supposer que les transformateurs soutiennent chargements implicites des couches internes de la pile. En fait, dans la présence de levage implicite de la couche à partir de laquelle un effet est dépend de la pile en béton de monade utilisé. Ces questions entraînent la modularité et la réutilisabilité des aspects. En général, il existe une tension entre levage implicite—conçu pour faire une couche fournir plusieurs effets à la fois—et diviser la pile de monade avec un aspect / effet par couche. Dans Section 8.4 nous répondre à ces questions en utilisant monade vues (Schrijvers and Oliveira, 2011). L’idée essentielle de monade vue de définir piles monade virtuelles qui ne contiennent que les effets disponibles, soit à des aspects de calcul ou de base. Un virtuelle monade pile peut être construit en utilisant un masque de type structurelle masque, ou une approche de couches de la pile marqués, connus sous le nom nominale masques.
Un cadre pour le raisonnement compositionnelle

Programmation orientée aspect favorise la séparation des préoccupations au niveau textuel, mais sémantiques interactions entre les composants d’un aspect orienté programme sont difficiles à prévoir et contrôler. Par conséquent, la question de l’ingérence a reçu un grand nombre de domaines d’attention dans la littérature de l’AOP et connexes (dont nous parlerons plus tard dans le Chapitre 14).

En particulier, Oliveira et al. (2012) développé MRI, qui signifie raisonnement modulaire sur les interférences, un modèle purement fonctionnel de programmation incrémental avec effets. Les effets sont explicitées grâce à l’utilisation de monades. MRI permet à la fois le raisonnement modulaire et raisonnement sur la non-ingérence des effets en utilisant une gamme de raisonnement techniques comme raisonnement équationnel et paramétricité (Reynolds, 1983; Wadler, 1989). MRI a été utilisée pour exprimer deux théorèmes sur les mixins inoffensifs. La notion centrale est que un mixin est sans danger si le programme advicelé est équivalente à la programme déadvicelé, à condition que nous ignorons les effets introduits par le mixin. En MRI, l’innocuité peut être définie par rapport à une effet de calcul, dans la mesure où une fonction de projection associée existe d’ignorer les effets introduits. MRI englobe donc la notion de Dantas et Walker de advices inoffensif, qui est spécifique à l’I/O effets (Dantas and Walker, 2006).

Alors qu’à l’origine formulé comme “EffectiveAdvice” (Oliveira et al., 2010) avec un suggéré connexion à la programmation orientée aspect, MRI ne traite pas quantification; advices sont mixins qui sont appliquées de manière explicite. la manque de quantification simplifie grandement raisonnement modulaire, car il suffit d’étudier un module / fonction unique et un mixin dans isolement. En outre, MRI se concentre uniquement sur les applications graduées de mixins, dans lequel la composition d’un composant de base avec une boîte mixin ensuite être traitée comme une nouvelle composante de base pour un mixin ultérieure application. En revanche, dans le modèle de pointcut / advice d’AOP, plusieurs aspects vivent dans un environnement d’aspect et sont tous tissés à chaque point de joint.

La deuxième contribution principale de cette thèse aborde le défi de le raisonnement de l’interférence des aspect de la présence de quantification. Il a été avancé que la quantification sans restriction entrave le raisonnement modulaire, ce qui nécessite une forme de mondial raisonnement (Kiczales and Mezini, 2005). La récupération modulaire raisonnement peut être obtenue en limitant la quantification, par exemple suivant l’approche Open Modules (Aldrich, 2005). Pourtant, comme nous démontrons dans ce travail, tandis que la quantification sans restriction entrave modulaire raisonnement, il se prête au raisonnement compositionnel: résultats globaux de l’innocuité peut être obtenue par la composition de petites épreuves. Ceci permet compositionalité d’évoluer un système orienté aspect et réutiliser résultats précédemment établie.

En particulier, nous développons un cadre pour établir l’innocuité résultats sur les systèmes orientée aspect d’une manière de composition, à l’aide Haskell en tant que langue de la source de conveniente pour le système Fω comme il cela se fait également en MRI.

Le défi du raisonnement compositionnelle

Pour illustrer les difficultés de raisonnement sur les interférences aspect, nous introduisons un programme simple de base (écrit dans un imaginaire ML langue) défini en termes de certains connus fonctions $f$ et $g$.

$$
\text{prog } x \ y = \text{let } r_1 = f \ x \ \text{in}
\text{let } r_2 = g \ y \ \text{in}
\ r_1 + r_2
$$

Dans ce qui suit, nous présentons différentes modifications à un système composé de ce programme et de certains aspects, et considèrent les questions liées à équivalence sémantique. Nous définissons les aspects comme une paire pointcut / advice, et utiliser run pour exécuter des programmes avec certains aspects.

Ajouter des aspects Nous ajoutons d’abord un aspect du système existant. Par exemple, pour vous connecter tous les appels vers $f$ nous définissons un nouveau système:
\[ s_1 = \text{run } [(\text{call } f, \text{log})] \text{ prog} \]

avec une mise en œuvre typique de l’avis d’enregistrement:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{log proceed } x &= \text{print } "\text{Entering function ..."} \\
\text{proceed } x
\end{align*}
\]

Est le comportement de \( s_1 \) équivalent au programme initial? Strictement parler, ils ne sont pas équivalentes si l’on considère la sortie générée par \text{print}. Cependant, nous observons que la valeur de retour du système est resté inchangé, et que si nous ignorer la sortie imprimée, à la fois les systèmes sont équivalents. Cela correspond à la notion de \textit{innocuité} créé en MRI (Oliveira et al., 2012). Dans le cas général, établit que l’application de l’aspect de l’exploitation forestière est inoffensifs nécessite de raisonner à l’échelle mondiale sur l’aspect et le composé système.

Certaines questions se posent quand on voit, intuitivement, que les advices de l’exploitation forestière est inoffensif pour chaque fonction à laquelle il peut être appliqué. ce propriété de l’exploitation forestière lorsqu’il est vu comme un mixin est formalisé et prouvé dans MRI, mais peut-on utiliser cette connaissance lorsque l’avis est appliquée à un système via quantification?

**Étendre la quantification** Nous élargissons maintenant la quantification de l’aspect de l’exploitation forestière, la modification de la pointcut pour correspondre à rejoindre des points supplémentaires. Par exemple, si nous voulons maintenant pour enregistrer les appels à \( g \), il suffit de définir un point d’action combinée:

\[ s_2 = \text{run } [(\text{call } f \lor \text{call } g, \text{log})] \text{ prog} \]

Intuitivement, ce changement est également sans danger. Mais comment le prouver formellement? Avons-nous besoin de raisonner globalement sur le système de zéro? ou pouvons-nous réutiliser certains faits de la preuve que l’exploitation forestière \( f \) en le système est inoffensif?

**Faire évoluer le programme de base** Nous évoluons maintenant le programme de base en remplaçant l’utilisation de \( f \) avec qui d’une autre fonction \( h \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{prog'} x y &= \text{let } r_1 = h \text{ x in} \\
&\quad \text{let } r_2 = g \text{ y in} \\
&\quad r_1 + r_2 \\
\text{s_3} &= \text{run } [(\text{call } f \lor \text{call } g, \text{log})] \text{ prog'}
\end{align*}
\]

Une première observation est que \textit{call } \( f \) ne correspondra jamais. nous devons modifier des références à \( f \) également dans le milieu de l’image:

\[ s_4 = \text{run } [(\text{call } h \lor \text{call } g, \text{log})] \text{ prog'} \]

Modification \( f \) pour \( h \) sera très certainement modifier la sémantique de l’ programme de base, et par conséquent du système. Cela devrait quand le programme de base évolue. Cependant, on peut vouloir savoir si le aspect de l’exploitation forestière est encore inoffensif dans ce nouveau système. La question est: ce raisonnement ne devons-nous effectuer? Avons-nous besoin de prouver encore une fois que l’enregistrement est inoffensif en ce qui concerne l’ensemble du système, ou pouvons-nous raisonner de composition et ne vérifient que le advice est inoffensive par rapport à \( h \)?
Étendre la quantification, revisité  
Voyons maintenant un aspect de memoization, avec les advices suivants définition:

\[
\text{memo proceed } x = \begin{cases} 
\text{if (member } x \text{ table)} & \text{then } table\[x] \\
\text{else let } r = \text{proceed } x \text{ in} & \text{insert (table, } x, r) \\
& r
\end{cases}
\]

Les advices conserve une référence à une recherche \textit{table} de prédécalculée valeurs, indexés par des arguments \textit{x}. Si le résultat lié à \textit{x} est déjà dans le tableau, il est immédiatement renvoyée. Sinon, la valeur est calculé, stockées dans la table pour de futures références, et de retour.

Il est intuitivement évident que l’ajout memoization sur les appels vers \textit{f} est inoffensif. En fait, si nous appliquons à la main \textit{memo} comme un mixin au-dessus de \textit{f}, alors nous savons que même formellement qu’il est inoffensif (?).

Maintenant, si nous suivons la quantification élargissement scénario de ci-dessus—qui était inoffensif l’avis d’enregistrement—est la innocuité des memoization préservée?

\[
s_5 = \text{run } [(\text{call } f \lor \text{call } g, \text{memo})] \text{ prog}
\]

La réponse à la question dépend en fait du contexte dans lequel le advice est appliquée. Dans un contexte où \textit{f} et \textit{g} sont en réalité la même fonction, ou l’un des deux n’est jamais appliquées, alors innocuité est conservé. Mais si \textit{f} et \textit{g} sont différentes fonctions sont à la fois appliqué, le comportement du système est composé radicalement affecté parce que la même table de consultation est utilisé pour stocker les résultats de fonctions les deux!

Le raisonnement compositionnelle  
Les exemples présentés ci-dessus illustrent le fait que, en présence de quantification, il n’est généralement pas suffisante pour établir locale propriétés des aspects, mais il est également nécessaire de raisonner sur la contexte dans lequel ces éléments sont appliqués. Par conséquent, la modularité techniques de raisonnement développés dans le cas de MRI ne sont pas directement applicable dans un décor de quantification, car une certaine forme de raisonnement global est généralement nécessaire.

Mais le raisonnement global ne doit pas être monolithique, c’est pourquoi nous proposons un cadre formel pour établir les propriétés d’équivalence mondiaux dans un façon composition. Raisonnement composition facilite la tâche des établissant formellement des propriétés sur les programmes orientés aspect. dans pratiquer, alors qu’il est possible d’appliquer un raisonnement global monolithique à systèmes minuscules, comme ceux étudiés dans cette section, cette approche échelles à peine plus grands systèmes. En outre, le raisonnement de la composition accueille l’évolution du logiciel: il permet de réutiliser résultats précédemment établis qui sont stables dans le considéré changer de scénario.

Un modèle monadique abstrait de AOP

Notre approche de la composition raisonnement repose sur une monadique formulation d’AOP, mais est indépendant du béton mise en œuvre d’une monade transformateur aspectuelle de calcul. Dans ce chapitre, nous définissons un calcul monade transformateur aspectuelle notée \(\Lambda_T\) d’une manière abstraite, en prescrivant son interface et propriétés. Le théorème de raisonnement composition en est établi en fonction de cette spécification abstraite seulement.

Le modèle de points de jonction  
Comme précédemment, nous considérons un modèle de point de jonction où se joignent les points sont applications de fonction. Cependant, ici nous faisons abstraction sur tout béton choix de conception en introduisant un résumé rejoindre type de point, sur lequel prédicat pointcuts:
data Jp m a b

type Pc m a b = Jp m a b → Bool

Les variables de type désignent respectivement la pile de monade sous-jacente, et les types de la fonction appliquée arguments et de retour. Le béton représentation de Jp peut contenir plus d’informations (e.g. contextuelle information, tags) ou moins, si certaines informations n’est pas destiné à être utilisé dans pointcuts.

Parce qu’un modèle dénotationnel ne peut pas assumer génération implicite de rejoindre des points, nous avons besoin de la présence d’un application ouverte opérateur # Qui prend une fonction de type \( a \to A_T m b \) et renvoie une fonction du même type dont l’application produit un point de jonction (cet effet est encapsulé dans le \( A_T \) monade transformateur):

\[
(#) :: (a \to A_T m b) \to (a \to A_T m b)
\]

Notez que, en général, il n’y a aucune raison de penser d’une manière unique à générer les points de jonction, donc il peut en effet être une famille em de opérateurs \( \#^i \), qui sont interprétées par l’aspect tisserand nécessaire. Enfin, on peut voir une application ouverte partiel \( f \#^i \) comme un fonction d’ouverture, dont l’application produit les points de jonction.

Un advice est une fonction qui s’exécute en place d’un point identifié joindre par un point d’action. Le premier argument de l’avis, généralement appelé proceed, est une fonction qui représente le calcul initial à appariés point de jonction. Un aspect tout simplement un point d’action paires avec un advice.

\[
\begin{align*}
type & Advice m a b = (a \to m b) \to (a \to m b) \\
type & Aspect m a b = (Pc m a b, Advice m a b)
\end{align*}
\]

L’environnement d’aspects Les aspects qui doivent être déployés dans un calcul aspectuelle donnée sont spécifié dans la liste des aspects appelés un environnement d’aspect:

\[
\text{type } AEnv m = \ldots \quad \text{-- ADT à préciser}
\]

Afin d’éviter la complexité accidentelle, nous ne considérons pas le type problèmes de sécurité évoqués précédément dans cette spécification abstraite.

Le calcul des aspects Compte tenu d’un béton \( A_T \) transformateur, nous avons besoin d’une fonction qui évalue une \( A_T \) calcul donné un environnement d’aspect:

\[
\text{run}_A :: Monad m \Rightarrow AEnv (A_T m) \to A_T m a \to m a
\]

Abstraire l’application ouverte De même pour l’\( S_M \) et \( W_M \) classes de types, nous introduire une classe de type à définir une interface abstraite pour effectuer applications ouvertes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{class } & Monad m \Rightarrow A_M m \text{ where} \\
& \#^i :: (Int \to m Int) \to (Int \to m Int) \\
\text{instance } & Monad m \Rightarrow A_M (A_T m) \text{ where} \ldots
\end{align*}
\]

La seule opération de cette classe est \( \#^i \), et nous avons besoin que une monade \( A_T m \) être une instance de cette classe. Notez que \( A_M \) permet une forme de raisonnement basé type sur les applications ouvertes: tout fonction de type \( \forall m.D m \Rightarrow a \to m b \), où \( D \) est une classe contrainte qui n’entraîne pas \( A_M \), ne peut effectuer aucune ouverture applications (et ne peuvent donc pas émettre de points de jonction).
Propriétés nécessaires du transformateur $\mathcal{A}_T$

Pour être un bon modèle, l’$\mathcal{A}_T$ transformateur doit satisfaire un certain nombre de propriétés. Tout d’abord, il doit satisfaire aux lois de transformation de monade, et lorsqu’il est appliqué à une monade $m$, les lois monade doivent être satisfaites ainsi. En outre, pour tous les environnements d’aspect $aenv$, la fonction $\text{run}_\mathcal{A}_T aenv$ doit être une morphisme monade.

**Définition 1.** Une monade morphisme $h$ est une fonction de type

$$h :: \forall a. M_1 a \rightarrow M_2 a$$

qui transforme les calculs dans une monade $M_1$ dans les calculs de une autre monade $M_2$. La fonction remplit deux lois:

$$h \circ \text{return} \equiv \text{return}$$

$$h \ (m \gg f) \equiv h \ m \gg h \circ f \ (\forall m, f)$$

Pour $\text{run}_\mathcal{A}_T$, la première monade est $\mathcal{A}_T m$ et le second monade est juste $m$. De plus, les deux lois morphisme monades ont un sens intuitif dans ce cadre: la première loi exprime que le tissage n’a aucun impact sur calculs purs, et la seconde loi exprime que le tissage est composition.

Dans le même esprit, nous avons également besoin que d’une troisième loi est valable pour $\text{run}_\mathcal{A}_T aenv$:

$$\text{run}_\mathcal{A}_T aenv \circ \text{lift} \equiv \text{id}$$

Cette loi exprime que $\text{run}_\mathcal{A}_T aenv$ est un inverse à gauche de $\text{lift}$. Dans mots, tissant un calcul effectful qui n’implique pas ouvert applications n’a pas d’impact.

Ces lois doivent être mis en place chaque fois qu’un béton $\mathcal{A}_T$ transformateur est mis en oeuvre. Nous y reviendrons lors de la présentation simple $\mathcal{A}_T$ transformateur, dans Section ??.

**Raisonnner compositionnellement sur le modèle abstrait**

Cette section formalise notre approche au raisonnement de composition sur interférences aspect. Cette approche s’articule autour de la suivante théorème général, qui fournit un cadre pour le raisonnement. la théorème considère une AOP system qui est exécuté par rapport à un notamment l’environnement d’aspect $aenv$. Le théorème affirme que, sous quatre conditions suffisantes, le système conserve sa observable comportement dans un environnement autre aspect $aenv'$ que peut introduire des effets supplémentaires. Avec les quatre conditions, il fournit un étape par étape pour prouver la non-ingérence.

Une propriété essentielle du théorème est qu’il supporte raisonnement compositionnell. Compositionnalité est atteint parce que les fentes de théorème le système en deux parties, une fonction ouverte $f \#^1$ et un contexte $c$, dont les conditions sont indépendants, il peut être prouvé séparément, et peut être réutilisé dans des compositions différentes. En outre, le système peut facilement être décomposé en toutes les fonctions ouvertes individuels (plutôt que seulement deux parties) par l’application répétée de la théorème. En fait, la troisième condition ci-dessous, qui se rapporte à l’ contexte, est un exemple du théorème et invite donc explicitement cette décomposition systématique.

**Theorem 2** (Compositional Harmlessness Theorem). **Compte tenu de l’expression:**

$$\text{system} :: \forall m. C \ m \Rightarrow A \rightarrow \mathcal{A}_T m \ B$$

10. Si $\mathcal{A}_T$ charge le déploiement dynamique d’aspects, le tissage ne peut pas être de composition. Nous pouvons néanmoins prouver la monade lois morphisme pour le fragment statique et dynamique accord avec le déploiement sur une base au cas par cas.

11. Cette loi englobe en fait le premier morphisme de monade droit, comme $\text{return} \equiv \text{lift} \circ \text{return}$. 

Ici A et B sont des types, et m est une variable de type contraint par certains contraintes de classe de type C qu’au moins exigent m d’être une instance de Monad.

Nous supposons que system est donné en termes de ce qui suit décomposition:

\[
\text{system} \equiv c \ (f \ #^1)
\]

où c, f et i sont des valeurs arbitraires des types suivants (avec \(C_f\) entraîné par C; nouveau \(A'\) et \(B'\) sont certains types):

\[
c :: \forall m. C m \Rightarrow (A' \to \Lambda_T m B') \to A \to \Lambda_T m B
\]

\[
f :: \forall m. C_f m \Rightarrow A' \to \Lambda_T m B'
\]

En outre, on nous donne deux environnements d’aspect \(aenv\) et \(aenv'\) de types:

\[
aenv :: \forall m. D m \Rightarrow AEnv (\Lambda_T m)
\]

\[
aenv' :: \forall m. D m \Rightarrow AEnv (\Lambda_T (T m))
\]

où T est une instance de MonadTrans et D est une classe de type contrainte qui nécessite au moins m d’être une instance de Monad.

La fonction de projection suivant:

\[
\pi :: \forall m a. Monad m \Rightarrow T m a \to m a
\]

est un inverse à gauche de lift qui élimine le plus T effet à partir de la pile de monade T m.

Si les quatre conditions sur c et f donnés ci-dessous attente, nous avons que:

\[
\text{run}_{\Lambda_T} aenv \text{ system} \equiv \pi \ (\text{run}_{\Lambda_T} aenv' \text{ system})
\]

Les quatre conditions sur c et f sont:

1. Compositional weaving

\[
\forall env. \text{run}_{\Lambda_T} env \ (c \ (f \ #^1)) \equiv \text{run}_{\Lambda_T} env \ c \ (\text{lift} \circ \text{run}_{\Lambda_T} env \circ (f \ #^1))
\]

2. Compositional projection

\[
\pi \circ \text{run}_{\Lambda_T} aenv' \circ c \ (\text{lift} \circ \text{lift} \circ \pi \circ \text{run}_{\Lambda_T} aenv' \circ (f \ #^1))
\]

\[
\equiv \pi \circ \text{run}_{\Lambda_T} aenv' \circ c \ (\text{lift} \circ \text{run}_{\Lambda_T} aenv' \circ (f \ #^1))
\]

3. Contextual harmlessness

\[
\text{run}_{\Lambda_T} aenv \circ c \circ (\lambda g \to \text{lift} \circ g) \equiv \pi \circ \text{run}_{\Lambda_T} aenv' \circ c \circ (\lambda g \to \text{lift} \circ \text{lift} \circ g)
\]

4. Local harmlessness

\[
\text{run}_{\Lambda_T} aenv \circ (f \ #^1) \equiv \pi \circ \text{run}_{\Lambda_T} aenv' \circ (f \ #^1)
\]
Proof. La preuve procède par raisonnement équationnel simple:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv\ \text{system} \\
\equiv \{\text{-system decomposition -}\} \\
\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv\ (c\ (f\ #^i)) \\
\equiv \{\text{-compositional weaving -}\} \\
\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv\circ c\ (\text{lift}\circ \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv\circ f\ #^i) \\
\equiv \{\text{-local harmlessness -}\} \\
\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv\circ c\ (\text{lift}\circ \pi\circ \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv'\circ f\ #^i) \\
\equiv \{\text{-contextual harmlessness -}\} \\
\pi\ (\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv'\circ c\ (\text{lift}\circ \text{lift}\circ \pi\circ \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv'\circ f\ #^i)) \\
\equiv \{\text{-compositional projection -}\} \\
\pi\ (\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv'\circ c\ (\text{lift}\circ \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv'\circ f\ #^i)) \\
\equiv \{\text{-compositional weaving -}\} \\
\pi\ (\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv'\ (c\ (f\ #^i)))) \\
\equiv \{\text{-system decomposition -}\} \\
\pi\ (\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T}\ aenv'\ \text{system})
\end{align*}
\]

Dans la Section 11.2 nous donnons une explication détaillée de la manière dont le théorème peut être utilisé, ainsi qu’une illustration. Nous montrons aussi comment chacune des quatre conditions peuvent être remplies dans un modèle monadique simple qui est conforme à une restriction du modèle abstrait.

Contributions

Nous concluons ce résumé en récapitulant les principales contributions de cette thèse. Notre première contribution principale est le développement d’une nouvelle approche pour intégrer les aspects dans un langage existant. Nous exploitons les monades et le système de type de Haskell pour définir un plongement monadique typé qui prend en charge les extensions modulaires du langage et le raisonnement (informel) sur les effets des aspects. De plus, notre modèle peut être considéré comme le mariage de open modules avec EffectiveAdvice. D’une part, nous pouvons utiliser les modules standards de Haskell pour présenter une interface publique, tout en permettant des aspects internes (bien que pour l’instant ils soient limités au point de coupe \texttt{pcCall}, tout comme dans Open Modules). D’autre part, nous pouvons utiliser les combinateurs d’advices de EffectiveAdvice afin de contraindre les possibilités des advices.

La seconde contribution principale provient du fait que, dans le modèle point de coupe/ advice de la programmation orientée aspect, la quantification sans restriction sur les points de coupe pointcuts oblige à un raisonnement global. Nous montrons qu’un tel raisonnement global peut être compositionnel. La compositionnalité est cruciale pour le raisonnement formel à une échelle plus grande pour des systèmes de taille importante; les preuves d’équivalence sont difficiles à développer, elles doivent donc être partiellement réutilisées autant que possible lorsqu’un système évolue. Nous avons développé un cadre pour le raisonnement compositionnel sur les interférences, en utilisant les monades pour exprimer et raisonner sur les effets dans un cadre fonctionnel pur. Nous introduisons un théorème d’équivalence générale qui s’appuie sur quatre conditions suffisantes—à savoir la compositionnalité du tissage, la compositionnalité de la projection des effets, l’inoffensivité contextuelle et locale—qui peuvent être prouvées et réutilisées de façon indépendante.
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Introduction

“Formal methods will never have a significant impact until they can be used by people that don’t understand them”

Attributed to Tom Melham

“They [types] are the world’s best lightweight formal method!”

Pierce (2012)

Aspect-oriented programming languages support the modular definition of crosscutting concerns through a join point model (Kiczales et al., 1997). In the pointcut/advice mechanism, crosscutting is supported by means of pointcuts, which quantify over join points, in order to implicitly trigger advice (Wand et al., 2004). Such a mechanism is typically integrated in an existing programming language by modifying the language processor, may it be the compiler (either directly or through macros), or the virtual machine. In a typed language, introducing pointcuts and advices also means extending the type system, if type soundness is to be preserved. For instance, AspectML (Dantas et al., 2008) is based on a specific type system in order to safely apply advice. AspectJ (Kiczales et al., 2001) does not substantially extend the type system of Java and suffers from soundness issues. StrongAspectJ (De Fraine et al., 2008) addresses these issues with an extended type system. In both cases, proving type soundness is rather involved because a whole new type system has to be dealt with.

In functional programming, the traditional way to tackle language extensions, mostly for embedded languages, is to use monads (Moggi, 1991; Wadler, 1992). Early work on AOP suggests a strong connection to monads. De Meuter (1997) proposed to use them to lay down the foundations of AOP, and Wand et al. (2004) used monads in their denotational semantics of pointcuts and advice. Recently, Tabareau (2012) proposed a weaving algorithm that supports monads in the pointcut and advice model, which yields benefits in terms of extensibility of the aspect weaver, although in this work the weaver itself was not monadic but integrated internally in the system.

In general terms, this thesis aims to give a concrete answer to the following research question:

How can we use types to control and reason about interference of computational effects, such as mutable state or exceptions, in aspect-oriented languages?

To provide such a concrete answer, and considering the above, we chose to use monads as the mechanism to directly manipulate and reason about computational effects. This in turn led us to using the Haskell programming language, given its extraordinary support for monadic programming. In particular, the thesis presents two main contributions under the name of EffectiveAspects: the first is a lightweight, full-fledged embedding of aspects in Haskell, that is typed and monadic. The second is a simplified monadic framework which allows compositional reasoning about aspect interference in the presence of unrestricted quantification through pointcuts.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

With respect to the full-fledged model of AOP, by lightweight we mean that aspects are provided as a small standard Haskell library. The embedding is full-fledged because it supports dynamic deployment of first-class aspects with an extensible pointcut language—as is usually found only in dynamically-typed aspect languages like AspectScheme (Dutchyn et al., 2006) and AspectScript (Toledo et al., 2010).

By typed, we mean that in the embedding, pointcuts, advices, and aspects are all statically typed, and pointcut/advice bindings are proven to be safe. Type soundness is directly derived by relying on the existing type system of Haskell (type classes (Wadler and Blott, 1989), phantom types (Leijen and Meijer, 1999), and some recent extensions of the Glasgow Haskell Compiler). Specifically, we define a novel type class for anti-unification (Plotkin, 1970; Reynolds, 1970), which is key to define safe aspects.

Because the embedding is monadic, we derive two notable advantages over ad-hoc approaches to introducing aspects in an existing language. First, we can directly reason about aspects and effects using traditional monadic techniques. In short, we can generalize the interference combinators of EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010) in the context of pointcuts and advice. And also we can use non-interference analysis techniques such as those from EffectiveAdvice, and from other advanced mechanisms, in particular monad views (Schrijvers and Oliveira, 2011). Second, because we embed a monadic weaver, we can modularly extend the aspect language semantics. We illustrate this with several extensions and show how type-based reasoning can be applied to language extensions.

The second main contribution of this thesis is a formal framework to reason about aspect interference in the presence of quantification. To do this we bridge the gap between our model and the MRI framework developed recently by Oliveira et al. (2012). MRI, which stands for Modular Reasoning about Interference, is a purely functional model of incremental programming with effects. MRI enables modular reasoning about non-interference of aspects using techniques like equational reasoning and parametricity (Reynolds, 1983; Wadler, 1989). The main results from MRI are two theorems about harmlessness of mixins.

Because MRI is the successor of EffectiveAdvice, on which our full-fledged aspect model is based, we wanted to bring the reasoning power of MRI to the setting of AOP. The main difficulty was that MRI does not address quantification: advices are mixins which are applied explicitly. The lack of quantification greatly simplifies modular reasoning because it is enough to study a single function and mixin in isolation. In addition, MRI only focuses on step-wise applications of mixins, in which the composition of a base component with a mixin can then be treated as a new base component for a subsequent mixin application. In contrast, in the pointcut/advice model of AOP, several aspects live in an aspect environment and are all woven at each join point.

Therefore, and to be more specific, our second main contribution is that we demonstrate, in a simplified model of monadic AOP, that while unrestricted quantification hampers modular reasoning, it is amenable to compositional reasoning: global harmlessness results can be obtained through the composition of smaller proofs. This compositionality makes it possible to evolve an aspect-oriented system and reuse previously-established results. In particular, we formulate a general behavioral equivalence theorem between a given aspect-oriented system run with respect to two different aspect environments, modulo projection of additional side-effects. This general theorem is proven assuming four sufficient conditions that have to be established separately. When an aspect-oriented system evolves, only some of these conditions may need to be re-established in order to preserve the general theorem.

Organization of the Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. We start with a chapter that presents some preliminary background, followed by three parts that address the main developments of this work: design and type safety, controlling effects, and compositional reasoning about aspect interference. Finally, we conclude in a fourth part by summarizing the contributions of our work and highlighting potential lines of future work. Note that we split the discussion of related work into two parts: the first is presented at the end of Part I, while the second is presented at the end of Part III.
Preliminaries

Chapter 2 presents preliminary background needed specially in the first part of the thesis. Further background is introduced gradually as it is required in order to present our work. In particular this chapter presents a brief introduction to aspect-oriented programming, a tutorial-style presentation of Haskell programming, and an overview of monadic programming in Haskell. Readers proficient with any of these topics may safely skip the corresponding section, or the whole chapter.

Part I: Design and Type Safety

The first part describes the design of the full-fledged model of monadic AOP in Haskell, as well as the proof that the model is statically safe. In particular:

Chapter 3 defines the particular join point model used in our approach. That is, it defines how join points, pointcuts, advices and aspects are implemented. It also describes the mechanisms for aspect deployment and aspect weaving.

Chapter 4 addresses the challenge of how to reuse the type system of Haskell in order to prove that the pointcut/advice are statically safe. That is, to guarantee that in a well-typed program aspects will never be applied incorrectly, with respect to the types of their arguments.

Chapter 5 discusses several design issues about the model, in particular with respect to quantification, obliviousness and bounded polymorphism.

Chapter 6 discusses work directly related to the model proposed in this part. In particular, it shows previous connections between monads and AOP and compares our model to other functional aspect languages.

Part II: Controlling Effects

The second part describes how to reuse the results from EffectiveAdvice and Open Modules in order to enforce restrictions on aspects through the use of protected pointcuts. It also shows how to implement modular language extensions through the use of monad transformers. In particular:

Chapter 7 introduces the notion of protected pointcuts and advice combinators, and how that generalizes the control flow combinators from EffectiveAdvice.

Chapter 8 describes two approaches to control effect interference. The first uses the parametricity-based approach of EffectiveAdvice. After highlighting the limitations of this approach, this chapter describes a novel approach using monad views, a technique recently developed by Schrijvers and Oliveira (2011).

Chapter 9 describes several modular extensions to the aspect semantics. In particular it shows how to implement a user-defined control flow pointcut, the semantics of secure, privileged and protected weaving, as well as the semantics of execution levels (Tanter et al., 2014).

Part III: Compositional Reasoning About Aspect Interference

In the third part we step back from the full-fledged embedding of aspects in order to present a general theorem of compositional aspect harmlessness. This theorem is proven with respect to an abstract monadic model. In particular:

Chapter 10 presents the challenges of compositional reasoning by giving some examples in a fictitious ML-like language. It also introduces some additional background on monadic reasoning.

Chapter 11 first introduces the abstract monadic model of AOP, and then presents the formal development of the compositional harmlessness theorem. One of the preconditions of the theorem is local harmlessness, which is specific to each particular monadic AOP model.

Chapter 12 defines a simple monadic AOP model that fulfills the formal requirements of the compositional harmlessness theorem. The model is a simplification of the one developed in Chapter 3.
Chapter 13 illustrates how to prove local harmlessness in the simple monadic AOP model developed in the previous chapter. In particular it illustrates that local harmlessness can be proven by reusing the results of MRI.

Chapter 14 finishes the discussion of related work, started in Chapter 6, by summarizing several approaches to modular reasoning in AOP and for reasoning about aspect interference.

Part IV: Conclusions

In the final part of the thesis, Chapter 15 summarizes the contributions of this work while Chapter 16 describes potential directions for future work. Finally, Appendix A shows the proofs regarding some properties of the simple monadic model of Chapter 12.

Related Publications and Implementations

The results presented in Parts I and II were initially published by Tabareau et al. (2013) and later extended by Figueroa et al. (2014). The framework for compositional reasoning, i.e. the result of Part III, was recently published by Figueroa et al. (2014).

Earlier work on a monadic weaver implemented in Typed Racket was published by Figueroa et al. (2012). Regarding modular language extensions (Chapter 9) Figueroa et al. (2013) presented a modular implementation of the programmable membranes semantics of AOP (Tanter et al., 2012). Tangentially related to this thesis, the author also co-authored an extension to execution levels (Figueroa and Tanter, 2011), as well as the extended version of that work (Tanter et al., 2014).

The implementation of the full-fledged model is available at http://pleiad.cl/effectiveaspects. The model for compositional reasoning is available at http://pleiad.cl/research/cri.
Preliminaries

This chapter presents the preliminary concepts used throughout the thesis, in particular those used in Part I. To not overload the reader we start with this minimal background, and then, as our presentation advances, we will progressively introduce the concepts required for specific subsections of the thesis.

We start by briefly describing aspect-oriented programming (Section 2.1); our summary is indeed very short because we assume that readers will be familiar with this topic. However, based on our experience in submitting our work to the community of aspect-oriented researchers, the same cannot be said about Haskell programming in general, and monadic programming in particular. This is why we provide a tutorial-like introduction to Haskell programming (Section 2.2), and specifically to the basics of monadic programming in Haskell (Section 2.3). Readers already familiar with any of these topics may safely skip the corresponding sections (or the entire chapter).

2.1 Aspect-Oriented Programming

Separation of concerns (Parnas, 1972) is a design principle for software systems where the complexity is addressed by separating the problem into individual and manageable concerns or components. In addition to the reduced complexity, the main benefit of this approach is allowing simpler and independent evolution of the software. The potential for separating concerns is greatly influenced by the design of the programming language in use; in particular, traditional paradigms such as procedural, object-oriented, or functional programming only allow developers to decompose a system under a single decomposition mechanism (procedures, objects, or functions), an issue that is informally known as the tyranny of the dominant decomposition (Tarr et al., 1999).

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is a programming paradigm proposed by Kiczales et al. (1996) as an advanced mechanism to modularize crosscutting concerns. These concerns are said to crosscut the code of a system because they cannot be properly modularized in the dominant decomposition mechanism of the language—therefore they are either scattered (appear in multiple modules), tangled (several concerns are implemented in the same method or function), or both. Typical examples of crosscutting concerns are persistence, monitoring, security and error handling, among others. This general definition of AOP does not specify how to implement the means for modular crosscutting behavior; instead, the particular support for crosscutting in an aspect-oriented language lies in its join point model (Masuhara et al., 2003). Indeed, there are several mechanisms or models to implement AOP, including at least those described by Masuhara and Kiczales (2003): pointcut/advice, open classes (Clifton et al., 2000), traversal specifications (Lieberherr and Silva-Lepe, 1994), and class composition (Ossher and Tarr, 2001).
In our work we focus only on the pointcut/advice model and we take this model to be the definition of AOP used in this thesis. The pointcut/advice model is arguably the most emblematic AOP mechanism to date, given its use in mainstream aspect languages like AspectJ (Kiczales et al., 2001) and several languages used in research, like e.g. AspectScript (Toledo et al., 2010), AspectScheme (Dutchyn et al., 2006), AspectML (Dantas et al., 2008) or Aspectual Caml (Masuhara et al., 2005). In the pointcut/advice model crosscutting is supported by means of pointcuts, which are predicates to quantify over specific (dynamic) points in program execution, called join points, in order to implicitly trigger the execution of advice. An aspect is essentially just a pointcut/advice pair. Although aspects provide a source-level modularization of the code, the crosscutting behavior declared in aspects must be inserted in the proper points of execution such that it is reflected at runtime. This is done by a weaving process, which can be static (e.g. the AspectJ compiler), dynamic (e.g. the AspectScheme interpreter) or a combination thereof (e.g. what is done in DynamicAspectJ (Assaf and Noyé, 2008)).

Illustration in AspectJ To briefly illustrate these concepts, consider the following implementation of a simple logging aspect in AspectJ:

```java
aspect Logging {
  
  pointcut callGetConfiguration : call(Integer getConfiguration())

  Object around() : callGetConfiguration {
    logger.append("Calling getConfiguration");
    return proceed();
  }
}
```

Similar to Java classes, an aspect is declared using the aspect keyword. Pointcuts can be anonymous or named, as in our example. The callGetConfiguration pointcut matches all calls to the getConfiguration method, which returns an integer and takes no arguments. Finally, we define an around advice, which performs the action indicated in its body upon join points matched by callGetConfiguration. An around advice executes in place of a join point matched by its corresponding pointcut. The special method proceed, which is only available inside the body of around advice, can be used to resume the computation of the matched join point. In our example, the advice first writes to the logger object and then resumes the advised method by calling proceed.

Quantification and obliviousness Filman and Friedman (2000) proposed that quantification and obliviousness were the essential characteristics of an aspect-oriented language:

"AOP can be understood as the desire to make quantified statements about the behavior of programs, and to have these quantifications hold over programs written by oblivious programmers."

Filman and Friedman (2000)

However this characterization may be too strong, as wild quantification has been shown to hamper (modular) reasoning of aspect-oriented systems (Aldrich, 2005; Kiczales and Mezini, 2005; Sullivan et al., 2010). Indeed, some proposals in the AOP community have explicit, rather than oblivious, mechanisms or interfaces to identify join points of interest (Bodden, 2011; Bodden et al., 2014; Hoffman and Eugster, 2007; Steimann et al., 2010). As we explain in Chapter 3 and discuss later in Section 5.3, our model of aspect-oriented programming uses explicit emission of join points.
2.2 Basics of Haskell Programming

We now present a brief tutorial introduction to the basics of Haskell programming, while the next section overviews monadic programming in Haskell. We believe this introduction should suffice for readers not already proficient in Haskell. Nevertheless, for a deeper introduction to the language we recommend the Gentle Introduction to Haskell\(^1\) (on whose structure this section is based on), complemented with the Try Haskell\(^2\) site, which allows one to run Haskell directly from a web browser. We also recommend the excellent Learn You a Haskell book and website\(^3\). Note this is not an introduction to functional programming per se, but rather to the specific syntax and semantics of Haskell.

According to its website\(^4\), Haskell is a programming language that is: \textit{polymorphically statically typed, lazy, and purely functional}. Its implementation is based on the polymorphic lambda calculus, and is typically used as a convenient source language for System F\(_\omega\) (e.g. (Figueroa et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2012)). We now describe in more detail what this means, from a developer point of view.

2.2.1 Values and Types

Being purely functional means that all computations are performed on syntactical expressions which yield values. Also, being statically typed implies that every expression and value has a type. Haskell has a few built-in types, including: \texttt{Int}, \texttt{Char}, \texttt{Bool}, function types, lists, tuples and the unit type\(^5\) denoted as \texttt{()}. In addition, developers can define their own types. In Haskell all values—most notably functions— are first-class, that is, they can be returned by functions, passed as argument, stored in data structures, etc. For instance, the following are valid Haskell values:

\[
\begin{align*}
1 &:: \texttt{Int} \\
\texttt{'}h\texttt{'} &:: \texttt{Char} \\
(\lambda n \rightarrow n > 0) &:: \texttt{Int} \rightarrow \texttt{Bool} \\
[1, 2, 3] &:: [\texttt{Int}] \\
(\texttt{'}a\texttt{', }1) &:: (\texttt{Char}, \texttt{Int})
\end{align*}
\]

Here the \texttt{::} annotation means “has type”, that is, 1 has type \texttt{Int}, \texttt{'}h\texttt{'} has type \texttt{Char}, the anonymous lambda expression \(\lambda n \rightarrow n > 0\) has a function type \texttt{Int} \rightarrow \texttt{Bool}, \[1, 2, 3\] is a list of integers with type \[\texttt{Int}\], and finally, \(\texttt{'}a\texttt{', }1\) is a 2-tuple with type \((\texttt{Char}, \texttt{Int})\). Note that functions, lists and tuples have a special notation, but are not essentially different from user-defined types.

User-defined types Users can define their own data types using a \texttt{data} declaration. For example, a type representing a point with two integer coordinates is defined as:

\begin{verbatim}
data IntPoint = IntPt Int Int
\end{verbatim}

This declaration defines the \texttt{IntPoint} type and the \texttt{IntPt} function—known as the \textit{data constructor}—used to construct values of such type. For types with a single data constructor, the typical convention is to use the same name for both the type and the data constructor, hence the definition would be:

\begin{verbatim}
data IntPoint = IntPoint Int Int
\end{verbatim}

---

1. \url{http://www.haskell.org/tutorial}  
2. \url{http://tryhaskell.org}  
3. \url{http://learnyouahaskell.com/}  
4. \url{http://www.haskell.org/haskellwiki/Introduction}  
5. The unit type (\texttt{()}) is inhabit only by the unit value, also denoted as \texttt{()}. It can be regarded as the \texttt{Void} type in Java.
Record syntax  User-defined types can also be expressed using record syntax, this means that each field of a data constructor is given a name, which can be used as an accessor function, for instance we can define:

```haskell
data IntPoint = IntPoint {getX :: Int, getY :: Int}
```

then evaluating `getX (IntPoint 3 2)` yields 3 and evaluating `getY (IntPoint 3 2)` yields 2.

Parametric Polymorphism Haskell features parametric polymorphism (also known as generics in Java). This means that a type can be universally quantified or parametrized by other types. For instance, although lists in Haskell must be homogeneous (e.g. all values of the same type), there is a single parametrized type constructor (and data constructor) for lists. Lists are constructed using the : function and the empty list value [], whose types are:

```haskell
(:) :: a -> [a] -> [a]
[] :: [a]
```

These types are a shorthand notation of the more explicit universal quantification:

```haskell
(:) :: ∀a.a -> [a] -> [a]
[] :: ∀a.[a]
```

In these type signatures [] denotes the list type constructor and a (and lower-case letters in general) denotes a type variable. This means that given a concrete instantiation of a, e.g. Int, the list type constructor will yield a concrete type, e.g. [Int].

Polymorphic type constructors As a consequence of parametric polymorphism, data declarations can define type constructors with any number of type variables. For instance, points need not have only integer coordinates, but rather any single arbitrary type:

```haskell
data Point a = Point a a
```

or even more, a different type for each axis:

```haskell
data Point' a b = Point' a b
```

These declarations define two type constructors: `Point` and `Point'`, which take types as arguments to produce new types. They also define the data constructors with types `a -> a -> Point a` and `a -> b -> Point' a b`, respectively. For example, the value `Point 1 3` has type `Point Int Int`, and the value `Point' 3 'z'` has type `Point' Int Char`.

Variants and recursive types A user-defined data type can encompass several variants, constructed by different data constructors, under the same, potentially recursive, type. For example, consider the type of a polymorphic binary tree:

```haskell
data BinTree a = Leaf a | Node a (BinTree a) (BinTree a)
```

This declaration defines the `BinTree` type constructor, and the `Leaf` and `Node` data constructors. A binary tree with type `BinTree a` is either a `Leaf` with a value of type `a`, or a node with a value of the same type and two subtrees of type `BinTree a`.

---

6. Note that (:) means that : is an infix operator, just like +
2.2. BASICS OF HASKELL PROGRAMMING

**Type synonyms**  Observe that we did not mention strings as part of the built-in data types. The reason is that, just like in C, a string is defined as a list of characters. Haskell provides *type synonyms* to introduce a new name for a type:

```haskell
type String = [Char]
```

Note that there is no data constructor—this declaration just instructs the compiler to perform a simple text substitution from `String` to `[Char]` when processing a source file.

2.2.2 Functions and Pattern Matching

A function is defined by giving its type signature and its implementation, for instance:

```haskell
add1 :: Int → Int
add1 x = x + 1
```

The `add1 :: Int → Int` expression is the *type signature* of function `add1`; and the `add1 x = x + 1` is its actual implementation, meaning that it takes argument `x` and returns the value `x + 1`. Functions can have polymorphic types as well, and in most simple cases explicit type signatures can be omitted thanks to the type inference mechanism of Haskell.

Pattern matching is a core language feature used to discriminate or deconstruct values according to their data constructors (either built-in or user-defined). For example, consider a function `binTreeDepth` that computes the depth of a binary tree. The result of the function depends on whether the value is a `Leaf` or a `Node`. To this end, Haskell provides two ways to pattern match on values. First, the case expression explicitly matches a value against a set of possible patterns:

```haskell
binTreeDepth :: BinTree a → Int
binTreeDepth t = case t of
  | Leaf a → 1
  | Node a left right → 1 + max (binTreeDepth left, binTreeDepth right)
```

The second option is specific to function definitions, and it allows to define a function by several different *equations* (note the use of the `_` pattern, which signals that the value is of no interest):

```haskell
binTreeDepth :: BinTree a → Int
binTreeDepth (Leaf _) = 1
binTreeDepth (Node _ left right) = 1 + max (binTreeDepth left, binTreeDepth right)
```

The special syntax of lists and tuples can be used for pattern matching. As an example of the former, consider the `length` function, which computes the size of an arbitrary list (we illustrate matching on tuples below). A list is either empty, with pattern `[]`, or is composed of head `x` with tail `xs`, with pattern `(x : xs)`:

```haskell
length :: [a] → Int
length [] = 0
length (x : xs) = 1 + length xs
```

Finally, patterns can match on literal values and can be arbitrarily nested. As a contrived example, consider a function to check whether a list starts with the `(1, ['a', 'b', 'c', True])` tuple:

```haskell
startsWithTuple :: [(Int, [Char], Bool)] → Bool
startsWithTuple ((1, ['a', 'b', 'c', True], True): _) = True
startsWithTuple _ = False
```

This last example highlights an important point: patterns are tried from top to bottom, and only the body of the first matched pattern is evaluated. A fatal runtime error is raised if no pattern matches the arguments.
Function composition and chaining  Two operators are specially relevant when working with functions, and are extensively used throughout this document. Consider two functions \( f \) and \( g \); the first operator is function composition:

\[
(\circ) :: (b \to c) \to (a \to b) \to a \to c
\]

which is used just like in mathematics, that is, \((f \circ g) \, x\) is equivalent to \(f \,(g \, x)\). The second one is the dollar sign operator:

\[
($) :: (a \to b) \to a \to b
\]

which is typically used to avoid parentheses due to its higher precedence with respect to other functions. Essentially, \( f \, $(e) \) applies function \( f \) to the result of evaluation expression \( e \), e.g. \( f \,(g \, x) \) can be written as \( f \, $(g \, x) \).

2.2.3 Lexical Scoping and Local Identifiers

Identifiers in Haskell are always lexically scoped; they can be introduced either at the top level, or locally using a let expression or a where clause. For instance consider a function that sums the even numbers in a list of integers:

```haskell
sumEven :: [Int] \to Int
sumEven l = let evens = filter even l in sum evens
```

Using let we define the local identifier \( evens \), bound to a list with the even numbers in \( l \). We then simply \( sum \) these numbers. Alternatively, we can write the function using a where clause instead of let:

```haskell
sumEven l = sum evens
  where evens = filter even l
```

In general choosing between let and where is a matter of programming style\(^7\); and we tend to prefer where over let.

2.2.4 Type Classes and Ad Hoc Polymorphism

In addition to parametric polymorphism, Haskell supports another kind of polymorphism called \textit{ad hoc polymorphism}, also known as overloading. The idea is to use the same function name to refer to different implementations that are identified by the types of their arguments and return value. The classical example in Haskell is the equality function, denoted as \( \equiv \). Ideally we want to use the same operator to compare equality of integers, booleans, characters, lists, or user-defined types (note however that function equality is undecidable in general). This is achieved using type classes (Wadler and Blott, 1989): a type class, similar to a class in object-oriented languages, defines an abstract interface of methods and is parameterized by one or more types. Following our example, the \( Eq \) type class defines the \( \equiv \) binary operator for equality comparisons:

```haskell
class Eq a where
  (\equiv) :: a \to a \to Bool
```

This declaration can be read as: “if a concrete type \( T \) is registered as an instance of type class \( Eq \), then it is statically known that there exists a function \((\equiv_T) :: T \to T \to Bool\)”. For example, to define equality comparisons for \textit{IntPoints} we register the type as an instance of \( Eq \):

\(^7\) Although there are subtle differences, as discussed in [http://www.haskell.org/haskellwiki/Let_vs._Where](http://www.haskell.org/haskellwiki/Let_vs._Where)
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instance Eq IntPoint where
    IntPoint x₁ y₁ ≡ IntPoint x₂ y₂ = x₁ ≡ x₂ ∧ y₁ ≡ y₂

This definition relies on the fact that Int is already an instance of Eq, thus allowing us to evaluate \( x₁ \equiv x₂ \) and \( y₁ \equiv y₂ \). Most built-in types, with the notable exception of functions, are already instance of this class. Now consider the equality of binary trees:

instance Eq a ⇒ BinTree a where
    Leaf x ≡ Leaf y = x ≡ y
    Node x l₁ r₁ ≡ Node y l₂ r₂ = x ≡ y ∧ l₁ ≡ l₂ ∧ r₁ ≡ r₂

Binary tree equality is defined by two equations, one for each data constructor: two \texttt{Leaf}s are equal if they hold the same value; similarly, two \texttt{Node}s are equal if they have the same value and their subtrees are equal. However, this declaration is predicated on the fact that we can check the equality of the elements in the tree. This restriction is reflected by the \texttt{Eq a ⇒ BinTree a} expression, which is a type class constraint (or class constraint or simply constraint). In other words, given a concrete type \( T \), we can only declare an \texttt{Eq (BinTree T)} instance if there is already an \texttt{Eq T} instance.

Finally, it is important to remark that the type checker statically rejects any program where a type class method is used on arguments whose types are not registered instances of the class.

### 2.2.5 Bounded Polymorphism

A notorious characteristic of parametric polymorphism is that a function cannot do any meaningful operation on the arguments on which it is polymorphic. Bounded polymorphism (Cardelli and Wegner, 1985) is another form of polymorphism that restricts the universal quantification of parametric polymorphism to a set of types that are known to implement a particular interface—therefore, the operations specific to that interface can be safely used inside a bounded polymorphic function. In Haskell this is implemented using type classes and constraints; for example, the \texttt{elem} function only requires an equality comparison to check whether a value belongs to a list:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{elem} :: & \quad \text{Eq a ⇒ a → [a] → Bool} \\
\text{elem} & \begin{cases} 
\text{False} & \text{if } a \text{ is a list} \\
\text{a} \equiv x \lor \text{elem} a xs & \text{if } \text{a is a list} 
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

The type of \texttt{elem} can be read as: “for all types \( a \) such that \( a \) is instance of \texttt{Eq}, the function takes a value of type \( a \), a list of elements of the same type, and returns a boolean”. Because it is statically known that, regardless of its particular instantiation, the type \( a \) is instance of \texttt{Eq}, we can safely use the \( \equiv \) operation in the definition of the function. This would not possible if the type were only \( a \rightarrow [a] \rightarrow \text{Bool} \).

### 2.2.6 newtype Declarations

In addition to \texttt{data} declarations and \texttt{type} synonyms, Haskell provides a third way to define types: \texttt{newtype} declarations. A \texttt{newtype} declaration defines a type just like \texttt{data}, but is restricted to types with \textit{exactly one data constructor with one field in it}. There are two main uses of \texttt{newtype}, the first is to allow data abstraction without having duplicate implementations. For instance:

\texttt{newtype CharPoint = CharPoint (Point Char Char)}

allows developers to export the (opaque) type \texttt{CharPoint} while using internally \texttt{Point Char Char}.\footnote{The restrictions on \texttt{newtype} allow the GHC compiler to optimize away the extra data constructor such that at runtime both expressions are isomorphic.} The second use is to redefine the type classes on which a type is registered. The reason is that a \texttt{newtype} does not inherit the instance declarations of the underlying type. This technique is commonly used in monadic programming; we use it in Section 3.3 to define a custom monad transformer based on a standard one.
2.3 Monadic Programming in a Nutshell

1990 - [...] Haskell gets some resistance due to the complexity of using monads to control side effects. 
Wadler tries to appease critics by explaining that "a monad is a monoid in the category of endofunctors, what’s the problem?"

Fictional quotation attributed to Philip Wadler by James Iry

Monads (Moggi, 1991; Wadler, 1992) are a denotational approach to embed and reason about computational effects such as mutable state, I/O, or exception-handling in purely functional languages like Haskell. Monad transformers (Liang et al., 1995) allow the modular construction of monads that combine several effects. A monad transformer is a type constructor used to create a monad stack where each layer represents an effect. Monadic programming in Haskell is provided by the standard Monad transformers library (known as MTL) (Liang et al., 1995), which defines a set of monad transformers that can be flexibly composed together.

A monad is defined by a type constructor \( m \) and functions \( \gg= \) (called bind) and \( \text{return} \). At the type level a monad is a regular type constructor, although conceptually we distinguish a value of type \( a \) from a computation in monad \( m \) of type \( m \ a \). Monads provide a uniform interface for computational effects, as specified in the Monad type class:

\[
\text{class Monad } m \text{ where} \\
\text{return} :: a \rightarrow m \ a \\
(\gg=) :: m \ a \rightarrow (a \rightarrow m \ b) \rightarrow m \ b
\]

Here \( \text{return} \) promotes a value of type \( a \) into a computation of type \( m \ a \), and \( \gg= \) is a pipeline operator that takes a computation, extracts its value, and applies an action to produce a new computation. The precise meanings for \( \text{return} \) and \( \gg= \) are specific to each monad. The computational effect of a monad is “hidden” in the definition of \( \gg= \), which imposes a sequential evaluation where the effect is performed at each step. To avoid cluttering caused by using \( \gg= \) Haskell provides the do-notation, which directly translates to chained applications of \( \gg= \). The \( x \leftarrow k \) expression binds identifier \( x \) with the value extracted from performing computation \( k \) for the rest of a do block.

The simplest monad is the identity monad, denoted as \( I \), which has no computational effect:

\[
\text{newtype } I \ a = I \ a \\
\text{instance Monad } I \text{ where} \\
\text{return} a = I \ a \\
(I \ a) \gg= f = f \ a
\]

A monad transformer is defined by a type constructor \( t \) and the lift operation, as specified in the MonadTrans type class:

\[
\text{class MonadTrans } t \text{ where} \\
\text{lift} :: m \ a \rightarrow t \ m \ a
\]

The purpose of \( \text{lift} \) is to promote a computation from an inner layer of the monad stack, of type \( m \ a \), into a computation in the monad defined by the complete stack, with type \( t \ m \ a \). Each transformer \( t \) must declare in an effect-specific way how to make \( t \ m \) an instance of the Monad class.

10. \( x \leftarrow k \) performs the effect in \( k \), while let \( x = k \) does not (the in keyword is omitted when using let inside a do expression).
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To illustrate monadic programming we first describe the use of the state monad transformer \texttt{StateT}, denoted as \texttt{S\_T}, whose computational effect is to thread a value with read-write access.

\begin{verbatim}
newtype S\_T s m a = S\_T (s \to m (a, s))
eval\_S\_T :: S\_T s m a \to s \to m a
\end{verbatim}

A \texttt{S\_T s m a} computation is a function that takes an initial state of type \texttt{s} and returns a computation in the underlying monad \texttt{m} with a pair containing the resulting value of type \texttt{a}, and a potentially modified state of type \texttt{s}. The \texttt{eval\_S\_T} function evaluates a \texttt{S\_T s m a} computation using an initial state \texttt{s} and yields only the returning computation \texttt{m a}. In addition, functions \texttt{get\_S\_T} and \texttt{put\_S\_T} allow to retrieve and update the state inside a computation, respectively 11.

\begin{verbatim}
get\_S\_T :: Monad m \Rightarrow S\_T s m s
get\_S\_T = S\_T \_\to return (s, s)
put\_S\_T :: Monad m \Rightarrow s \to S\_T s m ()
put\_S\_T s' = S\_T \_\to return (((), s'))
\end{verbatim}

Note that both functions get the current state from some previous operation (\texttt{eval\_S\_T} or \texttt{eval\_S\_T}). The difference is that \texttt{get\_S\_T} returns this value and keeps the previous state unchanged, whereas \texttt{put\_S\_T} replaces the previous state with its argument.

**Example Application** Consider a mutable queue of integers with operations to enqueue and dequeue its elements. To implement it we will define a monad stack \texttt{M\_1}, which threads a list of integers using the \texttt{S\_T} transformer on top of the identity monad. We also define \texttt{runM\_1}, which initializes the queue with an empty list, and returns only the resulting value of a computation in \texttt{M\_1}.

\begin{verbatim}
newtype M\_1 = S\_T [Int] I
runM\_1 :: M\_1 a \to a
runM\_1 c = runI $ eval\_S\_T c []
\end{verbatim}

The implementation of the queue operations using \texttt{M\_1} is simple, we just enqueue elements at the end of the list and dequeue elements from the beginning.

\begin{verbatim}
enqueue\_1 :: Int \to M\_1 ()
enqueue\_1 n = do queue \leftarrow get\_S\_T
  put\_S\_T $ queue ++ [n]
dequeue\_1 :: M\_1 Int
dequeue\_1 = do queue \leftarrow get\_S\_T
  put\_S\_T $ tail queue
  return $ head queue
\end{verbatim}

**Handling Error Scenarios** The above implementation of \texttt{dequeue\_1} terminates with a runtime error if it is performed on an empty queue, because \texttt{tail} fails when applied on an empty list. To provide an error-handling mechanism we use the error monad transformer \texttt{ErrorT}, denoted as \texttt{E\_T}.

\begin{verbatim}
newtype E\_T e m a = E\_T m (Either e a)
runE\_T :: Monad m \Rightarrow E\_T e m a \to m (Either e a)
\end{verbatim}

11. Note the use of $, here and throughout the rest of the paper, to avoid extra parentheses.
The type Either e a represents two possible values: a Left e value or a Right a value. In this case the convention is that a Left e value is treated as an error, while a Right a value is considered a successful operation. Then, the throw E T and catch E T operations can be defined to raise and handle exceptions.

\[
\text{throw E T} :: \text{Monad m} \Rightarrow e \to E T e m a \\
\text{throw E T e} = E T \ return (\text{Left e})
\]

\[
\text{catch E T} :: \text{Monad m} \Rightarrow E T e m a \to (e \to E T e m a) \to E T e m a \\
\text{m 'catch E T' h} = E T \ do a \leftarrow \text{runE T m} \\
\text{case a of} \\
\text{Left err} \to \text{runE T (h err)} \\
\text{Right val} \to \text{return (Right val)}
\]

Observe that catch E T is intended to be used as an infix operator, where the first argument is the protected expression that would be inside a try block in Java, while the second argument is the exception handler.

### Combining State and Error-Handling Effects

To implement a queue with support for exceptions we first define a new monad stack M₂ that combines both effects (using Strings as error messages):

\[
\text{type } M₂ = ST [\text{Int}] (ET String \ I) \\
\text{runM₂ c} = \text{runI } \ runET \ evalST c \ [\ ]
\]

Then we define the enqueue₂ operation as before, but using M₂:

\[
\text{enqueue₂ :: Int} \to M₂ () \\
\text{enqueue₂ n} = \text{do queue} \leftarrow \text{getST} \\
\text{putST} \$ \text{queue} \ + \ [\ n]
\]

However, the straightforward definition of dequeue₂ fails with a typing error:

\[
\text{dequeue₂ :: M₂ Int} \\
\text{dequeue₂ = do queue} \leftarrow \text{getST} \\
\text{if null queue} \\
\text{then throwET "Queue is empty" -- typing error} \\
\text{else do putST \$ tail queue} \\
\text{return \$ head queue}
\]

The problem is that throwET returns a computation whose type is (ET String \ I) Int, but the return type of dequeue₂ is (ST [\text{Int}] (ET String \ I)) Int.

### Explicit Lifting in the Monad Stack

Using lift we can reuse a function intended for an inner layer on the stack, like throwET. The number of lift calls corresponds to the distance between the top of the stack and the inner layer of the stack. Hence for dequeue₂ we need only one call to lift:

\[
\text{dequeue₂ :: M₂ Int} \\
\text{dequeue₂ = do queue} \leftarrow \text{getST} \\
\text{if null queue} \\
\text{then (lift o throwET) "Queue is empty"} \\
\text{else do putST \$ tail queue} \\
\text{return \$ head queue}
\]

Although we managed to implement a queue with support for both effects, this is not satisfactory from a software engineering point of view. The reason is that plain monadic programming and explicit liftings produce a strong coupling between functions and particular monad stacks, hampering reusability and maintainability of the software.
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2.3.2 Polymorphism on the Monad Stack

To address the coupling of functions with particular monad stacks and to expand the notion of monads as a uniform interface for computational effects, the MTL defines a set of type classes associated to particular effects. This way, monadic functions can impose constraints in the monad stack using these type classes instead of relying on a specific stack. These class constraints can be seen as families of monads, making a function polymorphic with respect to the concrete monadic stack used to evaluate it.

State Operations    The MonadState type class, denoted as $S_M$, defines the interface for state-related operations, and $S_T$ is the canonical instance of this class.\(^\text{12}\)

\[
\text{class Monad } m \Rightarrow S_M s m | m \rightarrow s \text{ where}
\]
\[
\text{get :: } m s
\]
\[
\text{put :: } s \rightarrow m ()
\]

Error-Handling Operations    The MonadError type class, denoted as $E_M$, defines the standard interface for error-handling operations, with $E_T$ as its canonical instance.

\[
\text{class Monad } m \Rightarrow E_M e m | m \rightarrow e \text{ where}
\]
\[
\text{throwError :: } e \rightarrow m a
\]
\[
\text{catchError :: } m a \rightarrow (e \rightarrow m a) \rightarrow m a
\]

Implicit Lifting in the Monad Stack    Going back to our example of the integer queue, the implementation using class contraints now is as follows:

\[
\text{enqueue :: (Monad } m, S_M [\text{Int}] m) \Rightarrow \text{Int } \rightarrow m ()
\]
\[
\text{enqueue } n = \text{do } queue \leftarrow \text{get}
\]
\[
\text{put } \$ queue \leftarrow [n]
\]
\[
\text{dequeue :: (Monad } m, S_M [\text{Int}] m, E_M \text{String } m) \Rightarrow m \text{Int}
\]
\[
\text{dequeue } = \text{do } queue \leftarrow \text{get}
\]
\[
\text{if } \text{null queue }
\]
\[
\text{then } \text{throwError } "\text{Queue is empty}"
\]
\[
\text{else do } \text{put } \$ \text{tail queue}
\]
\[
\text{return } \$ \text{head queue}
\]

Observe that the functions are defined in terms of an abstract monad $m$, which is required to be an instance of $S_M$, for insertions; and both $S_M$ and $E_M$ for retrieving values. Also note that $\text{lift}$ is not required to use $\text{throwError}$ in $\text{dequeue}$. The reason is that using type classes, like $S_M$ or $E_M$, an operation is automatically routed to the first layer of the monad stack that is instance of the respective class. The MTL defines implicit liftings between its transformers, by defining several class instances for each of them. Because of this, $M_2$ is instance of both $S_M$ and $E_M$.

The major limitation of implicit liftings is that it only chooses the first layer of a given effect. Consequently, when more than one instance of the same effect are used, e.g. two state transformers to hold the state of a queue and a stack, the parts of the program that access inner layers must use explicit lifting.

Explicit and implicit lifting are the standard mechanism in Haskell to handle the monad stack. The mechanism used to handle the monad stack directly determines the expressiveness of the type-based reasoning techniques, and other properties like modularity and reusability of components. This is discussed in

\(^{12}\) Expression $m \rightarrow s$ denotes a functional dependency (Jones, 2000), which means that the type of $m$ determines the type of $s$, allowing a more precise control of type inference.
detail in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8; in particular we show that the standard mechanism falls short to deal with interference of multiple aspects. Then we use monad views, a novel mechanism for managing the monad stack recently developed by Schrijvers and Oliveira (2011), to propose another approach to address this situation.
Design and Type Safety
Introducing Aspects

The fundamental premise for aspect-oriented programming in functional languages is that function applications need to be subject to aspect weaving. We introduce the term open application to refer to a function application that generates a join point, and consequently, can be woven.

Open Function Applications Opening all function applications in a program or only a few selected ones is both a language design question and an implementation question. At the design level, this is the grand debate about obliviousness in aspect-oriented programming. Opening all applications is more flexible, but can lead to fragile aspects and unwanted encapsulation breaches. At the implementation level, opening all function applications requires either a preprocessor or runtime support.

For now, we focus on quantification—through pointcuts—and opt for a conservative design in which open applications are realized explicitly using the # operator: f # 2 is the same as f 2, except that the application generates a join point that is subject to aspect weaving. We will come back to obliviousness in Section 5.3, showing how different answers can be provided within the context of our proposal.

Monadic Setting Our approach to introduce aspects in a pure functional programming language like Haskell can be realized without considering effects. Nevertheless, most interesting applications of aspects rely on computational effects (e.g. tracing, memoization, exception handling, etc.). We therefore adopt a monadic setting from the start. Also, as we describe in Part II of the thesis, this setting allows us to exploit the approach of EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010) and other monadic reasoning mechanisms in order to perform type-based reasoning about effects in presence of aspects.

Illustration As a basic example, recall the enqueue function (Section 2.3.2) and consider the uniqueAdv advice, which enforces that the argument is only passed to proceed if it is not already present in the underlying list l (e.g. to avoid repeated elements when representing a set using a list);

\[
\text{uniqueAdv proceed arg} = \text{do } l \leftarrow \text{get} \\
\text{if elem arg } l \\
\text{then return ()} \\
\text{else proceed arg}
\]

Then, in program we deploy an aspect that reacts to applications of enqueue. This is specified using the pointcut pcCall enqueue.
3.1 Join Point Model

The support for crosscutting provided by an aspect-oriented programming language lies in its *join point model* (Masuhara et al., 2003). A join point model is composed by three elements: *join points* that represents the (dynamic) steps in the execution of a program that aspects can affect, a *means of identifying* join points—here, pointcuts—and a *means of effecting* at join points—here, advices.

**Join Points**  Join points are function applications. A join point $JP$ contains a function of type $a \to m\ b$, and an argument of type $a$. The monad $m$ denotes the underlying computational effect stack. Note that this means that only functions that are properly lifted to a monadic context can be advised. In addition, in order for pointcuts to be able to reason about the type of advised functions, we require the functions to be *PolyTypeable*.\(^1\)

\[\text{data } JP\ m\ a\ b = (\text{Monad } m, \text{PolyTypeable} \ (a \to m\ b)) \Rightarrow JP \ (a \to m\ b)\ a\]

From now on we omit the type constraints related to *PolyTypeable* (the *PolyTypeable* constraint on a type is required each time the type has to be inspected dynamically; exact occurrences of this constraint can be found in the implementation).

**Pointcuts** A pointcut is a predicate on the current join point. It is used to identify join points of interest. A pointcut simply returns a boolean to indicate whether it matches the given join point.

\[\text{data } PC\ m\ a\ b = \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow PC \ (\forall a'\ b'.m\ (JP\ m\ a'\ b' \to m\ \text{Bool}))\]

A pointcut is represented as a value of type $PC\ m\ a\ b$. Types $a$ and $b$ are used to ensure type safety, as discussed in Section 4.1.1. The predicate itself is a function with polymorphic type $\forall a'\ b'.m\ (JP\ m\ a'\ b' \to m\ \text{Bool})$, meaning it has access to the monad stack. The $\forall$ declaration quantifies on type variables $a'$ and $b'$ (using rank-2 types) because a pointcut should be able to match against any join point, regardless of the specific types involved (we come back to this in Section 4.1.1).

---

\(^1\) Haskell provides the *Typeable* class to introspect monomorphic types. *PolyTypeable* is an extension that supports both monomorphic and polymorphic types.
3.2. ASPECT DEPLOYMENT

**Pointcut Language**  We provide two basic pointcut designators, \textit{pcCall} and \textit{pcType}, as well as logical pointcut combinators, \textit{pcOr}, \textit{pcAnd}, and \textit{pcNot}. A pointcut \textit{pcType} \( f \) matches all open applications to functions that have a type compatible with \( f \) (see Section 4.1.1 for a precise definition), and a pointcut \textit{pcCall} \( f \) matches all open applications to \( f \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{pcType } f &= \text{PC} \left( \text{typePred} \left( \text{polyTypeOf} f \right) \right) \\
\text{where} & \quad \text{typePred } t = \text{return} \; \lambda \text{jp} \to \text{return} \; \left( \text{compareType} \; t \; \text{jp} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{pcCall } f &= \text{PC} \left( \text{callPred } f \left( \text{polyTypeOf} f \right) \right) \\
\text{where} & \quad \text{callPred } f \; t = \text{return} \; \lambda \text{jp} \to \text{return} \; \left( \text{compareFun} \; f \; \text{jp} \land \text{compareType} \; t \; \text{jp} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

In both cases we use the \textit{polyTypeOf} function (provided by \textit{PolyTypeable}) to obtain the type representation of function \( f \), and compare it to the type of the function in the join point using \textit{compareType}. Additionally, to implement \textit{pcCall} we require a notion of function equality \(^2\). This is used in \textit{compareFun} to compare the function in the join point with the given function \( f \). Note that in \textit{pcCall} we also need to perform a type comparison, using \textit{compareType}.  This is because under the chosen notion of equality a polymorphic function whose type variables are instantiated in one way is equal to the same function but with type variables instantiated in some other way (e.g. \( \text{id} :: \text{Int} \to \text{Int} \) is equal to \( \text{id} :: \text{Float} \to \text{Float} \)).

Users can define their own pointcut designators. For instance, we can define control-flow pointcuts like AspectJ’s \textit{cflow} (described in Section 9.1), data flow pointcuts (Masuhara and Kawauchi, 2003), pointcuts that rely on the trace of execution (Douence et al., 2005) (Section 8.1), etc.

**Advice** An advice is a function that executes in place of a join point matched by a pointcut. This replacement is similar to open recursion in EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010). An advice receives a function (known as the \textit{proceed} function) and returns a new function of the same type (which may or may not apply the original \textit{proceed} function internally). We introduce a type alias for advice:

\[
\text{type } \text{Advice } m \; a \; b = (a \to m \; b) \to a \to m \; b
\]

For instance, the type \( \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow \text{Advice } m \; \text{Int} \; \text{Int} \) is a synonym for the type \( \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow (\text{Int} \to m \; \text{Int}) \to \text{Int} \to m \; \text{Int} \). For a given advice of type \( \text{Advice } m \; a \; b \), we call \( a \to m \; b \) the \textit{advised type} of the advice.

**Aspects** An aspect is a first-class value binding together a pointcut and an advice. Supporting first-class aspects is important: it makes it possible to support higher-order programming patterns, like those illustrated in AspectScheme (Dutchyn et al., 2006); separate creation and deployment/undeployment of aspects, exporting opaque, self-contained aspects as single units, etc. We introduce a data definition for aspects, parametrized by a monad \( m \) (which has to be the same in the pointcut and advice):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{data } \text{Aspect } m \; a \; b \; c \; d &= \text{Aspect} \left( \text{PC} \; m \; a \; b \right) \left( \text{Advice} \; m \; c \; d \right)
\end{align*}
\]

We defer the detailed definition of \textit{Aspect} with its type class constraints to Section 4.1.2, when we address the issue of safe pointcut/advice binding.

3.2 Aspect Deployment

**Aspect Environment** The list of aspects that are deployed at a given point in time is known as the \textit{aspect environment}. To be able to define the type \textit{AspectEnv} as an heterogeneous list of aspects, we use an

---

\(^2\) For this notion of function equality, we use the \textit{StableNames} API, which relies on pointer comparison. See Section 5.1 for discussion on the issues of this approach.
existentially-quantified\textsuperscript{3}, data \textit{EAspect} that hides the type parameters of \textit{Aspect}:\textsuperscript{4}

\begin{verbatim}
data EAspect m = ∀a b c d. EAspect (Aspect m a b c d)

type AspectEnv m = [EAspect m]
\end{verbatim}

This environment can be either fixed initially and used globally (Masuhara et al., 2003), as in AspectJ, or it can be handled dynamically, as in AspectScheme (Dutchyn et al., 2006). Different scoping strategies are possible when dealing with dynamic deployment (Tanter, 2008). Because we are in a monadic setting, we can pass the aspect environment implicitly using a monad. An open function application can then trigger the set of currently-deployed aspects by retrieving these aspects from the underlying monad.

There are a number of design options for the aspect environment, depending on the kind of aspect deployment that is desired. Following the \textit{Reader} monad, we can provide a fixed aspect environment, and add the ability to deploy an aspect for the dynamic extent of an expression, similarly to the \textit{local} method of the \textit{Reader} monad. We can also adopt a state-like monad, in order to support dynamic aspect deployment and undeployment with global scope. Without loss of generality, we go for the latter.

\textbf{The $A_T$ Monad Transformer} Because we are interested in using arbitrary computational effects in programs, we define the aspect environment through a \textit{monad transformer} (Section 2.3), which allows the programmer to construct a monad stack of effects. The $A_T$ monad transformer is defined as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
newtype $A_T m a = A_T (ST (AspectEnv (A_T m)) m a) deriving (Monad)
\end{verbatim}

To define the $A_T$ transformer we reuse the $S_T$ data constructor, because the $A_T$ transformer is essentially a state transformer (Section 2.3.1) that threads the aspect environment. Using the \textit{GeneralizedNewtypeDeriving} extension of GHC, we can automatically derive $A_T$ as an instance of \textit{Monad}. We also define a proper instance of \textit{MonadTrans} (not shown here), and implicit liftings for the standard monad transformers of the MTL.\textsuperscript{5} Observe that the aspect environment is bound to the same monad $A_T m$, in order to provide aspects with access to open applications.

\textbf{Dynamic Aspect Deployment} We now define the functions for dynamic deployment, which simply add and remove an aspect from the aspect environment:

\begin{verbatim}
deploy, undeploy :: EAspect ($A_T m) \rightarrow $A_T m ()
deploy asp = $A_T \circ \ ST \ ($ \ lambda aenv \ \rightarrow \ return (()), asp : aenv)
undeploy asp = $A_T \circ \ ST \ ($ \ lambda aenv \ \rightarrow \ return (()), deleteAsp asp aenv)
\end{verbatim}

Finally, in order to extract the computation of the underlying monad from an $A_T$ computation we define the \textit{runA_T} function, with type \textit{Monad m} $\Rightarrow$ $A_T m a \rightarrow$ m a (similar to \textit{evalS_T} in the state monad transformer), that runs a computation in an empty initial aspect environment. For instance, in the initial example of the \textit{enqueue} function, we can define a \textit{client} as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
client n m = runI (runA_T (program n m))
\end{verbatim}

\section{3.3 Aspect Weaving}

Aspect weaving is triggered by open applications, that is, applications performed with the \# operator, for instance $f \ # x$.

\textsuperscript{3} In Haskell an existentially-quantified data type is declared using $\forall$ before the data constructor

\textsuperscript{4} Because we cannot anticipate a fixed set of class constraints for deployed aspects, we left the type parameters unconstrained. Aspects with ad-hoc polymorphism have to be instantiated before deployment to statically solve each remaining type class constraint (see Section 5.2 for more details).

\textsuperscript{5} In the rest of this presentation we use the same technique to define our custom monad transformers, hence we omit the \textit{deriving} clauses and standard instance definitions, like \textit{MonadTrans}. 

Open Applications  We introduce a type class $\text{OpenApp}$ that declares the $\#$ operator. This makes it possible to overload $\#$ in certain contexts, and it can be used to declare constraints on monads to ensure that the operation is available in a given context.

$$\text{class Monad } m \Rightarrow \text{OpenApp } m \text{ where}$$

$$(\#) :: (a \to m b) \to a \to m b$$

The $\#$ operator takes a function of type $a \to m b$ and returns a (woven) function with the same type. Any monad composed with the $\text{AT}$ transformer has open application defined:

$$\text{instance Monad } m \Rightarrow \text{OpenApp } (\text{A}\text{T } m) \text{ where}$$

$$f \# a = \text{A}\text{T } \lambda aenv \to \text{do}$$

$$(\text{woven}\_f, aenv') \leftarrow \text{weave } f \ aenv \ aenv \ (\text{newjp } f \ a)$$

$$\text{run } (\text{woven}\_f \ a) \ aenv'$$

An open application results in the creation of a join point, $\text{newjp } f \ a$, that represents the application of $f$ to $a$. The join point is then used to determine which aspects in the environment match, produce a new function that combines all the applicable advices, and apply that function to the original argument.

Weaving  The function to use at a given join point is produced by the $\text{weave}$ function:

$$\text{weave :: Monad } m \Rightarrow (a \to m b) \to \text{AspectEnv } m \to$$

$$(\text{a} \to \text{AspectEnv } m \to (a \to m b, \text{AspectEnv } m))$$

$$\text{weave } f \ [] \ fenv \ = \ return \ (f, fenv)$$

$$\text{weave } f \ (\text{asp : asps}) \ fenv \ j p = \text{case } \text{asp} \ of$$

$$\text{EAspect } (\text{Aspect } p c \ \text{adv}) \to$$

$$\text{do} \ (\text{match}, fenv') \leftarrow \text{apply}\_pc p c \ j p \ fenv$$

$$\text{weave } (\text{if } \text{match} \ \text{then} \ \text{apply}\_adv \ \text{adv } f \ \text{else} \ f) \ \text{asps} \ fenv' \ j p$$

The $\text{weave}$ function is defined recursively on the aspect environment. For each aspect, it applies the pointcut to the join point. It then uses either the partial application of the advice to $f$ if the pointcut matches, or $f$ otherwise, to keep on weaving on the rest of the aspect list. $\text{apply}\_pc$ checks whether the pointcut matches the join point and returns a boolean and a potentially modified aspect environment. Note that $\text{apply}\_pc$ is evaluated in the full aspect environment $fenv$, instead of the decreasing $(\text{asp : asps})$ argument.

This definition is a direct adaptation of AspectScheme’s weaving function (Dutchyn et al., 2006), and is also a monadic weaver (Tabareau, 2012) that supports modular language extensions (in Chapter 9 we show how to exploit this feature).

Applying Advice  As we have seen, the aspect environment has type $\text{AspectEnv } m$, meaning that the type of the advice function is hidden. Therefore, advice application requires coercing the advice to the proper type in order to apply it to the function of the join point:

$$\text{apply}\_adv :: \text{Advice } m \ a \ b \to t \to t$$

$$\text{apply}\_adv \ \text{adv } f = (\text{unsafeCoerce } \text{adv}) \ f$$

The operation $\text{unsafeCoerce}$ of Haskell is (unsurprisingly) unsafe and can yield segmentation faults or arbitrary results. To recover safety, we could insert a runtime type check with $\text{compareType}$ just before the coercion. We instead make aspects type safe such that we can prove that the particular use of $\text{unsafeCoerce}$ in $\text{apply}\_adv$ is always safe.

To summarize, the join point model described in this chapter is relatively simple: join points represent open function applications and their arguments, pointcuts are predicates over arbitrary join points, advices are functions that receive the original join point computation as their $\text{proceed}$ argument, and aspects are
pointcut/advice pairs. Upon an open application the weaving function constructs and applies a function that combines all applicable advices at the corresponding join point. Unfortunately the use of existential quantification, in order to provide an heterogeneous aspect environment, forces us to perform an unsafe cast operation that—unless proven otherwise—breaks the type soundness of the language. The following chapter describes how we deal with the challenge of ensuring type soundness in the presence of aspects. The key concept of our solution consists in using an anti-unification algorithm at the level of types to check that an advice is always applied at join points of the proper type.
4

Type Safety

In this chapter we describe how to ensure type soundness in the presence of aspects. We start with an informal discussion (Section 4.1), highlighting the issues that arise from a lack of soundness and giving an intuitive presentation of our solution. Then we formally prove the safety of our approach (Section 4.2).

4.1 Typing Aspects, Informally

Ensuring type soundness in the presence of aspects consists in ensuring that an advice is always applied at a join point of the proper type. Note that by “the type of the join point”, we refer to the type of the function being applied at the considered join point.

4.1.1 Typing Pointcuts

The intermediary between a join point and an advice is the pointcut, whose proper typing is therefore crucial. The type of a pointcut as a predicate over join points does not convey any information about the types of join points it matches. To keep this information, we use phantom type variables $a$ and $b$ in the definition of $PC$:

```
data PC m a b = Monad m ⇒ PC (∀a' b'. m (JP m a' b' → m Bool))
```

A phantom type variable is a type variable that is not used on the right hand-side of the data type definition. The use of phantom type variables to type embedded languages was first introduced by Leijen and Meijer to type an embedding of SQL in Haskell (Leijen and Meijer, 1999); it makes it possible to “tag” extra type information on data. In our context, we use it to add the information about the type of the join points matched by a pointcut: $PC m a b$ means that a pointcut can match applications of functions of type $a \to m b$. We call this type the matched type of the pointcut. Pointcut designators are in charge of specifying the matched type of the pointcuts they produce.

**Least General Types** Because a pointcut potentially matches many join points of different types, the matched type must be a more general type. For instance, consider a pointcut that matches applications of functions of type $Int \to m Int$ and $Float \to m Int$. Its matched type is the parametric type $a \to m Int$. Note that this is in fact the least general type of both types.\(^1\) Another more general candidate is $a \to m b$,

\(^1\) The term most specific generalization is also valid, but we stick here to Plotkin’s original terminology (Plotkin, 1970).
but the least general type conveys more precise information. As a concrete example, below is the type
signature of the \textit{pcCall} pointcut designator:

\[ \text{pcCall} :: \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow (a \rightarrow m \ b) \rightarrow PC m a b \]

**Comparing Types** The type signature of the \textit{pcType} pointcut designator is the same as that of \textit{pcCall}:

\[ \text{pcType} :: \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow (a \rightarrow m \ b) \rightarrow PC m a b \]

However, suppose that \( f \) is a function of type \( Int \rightarrow m \ a \). We want the pointcut \textit{pcType} \( f \) to match applications of functions of more specific types, such as \( Int \rightarrow m \ Int \) and \( Int \rightarrow m \ Char \). This means that \textit{compareType} actually checks that the matched type of the pointcut is \textit{more general} than the type of the join point. In other words, the type of a join point is \textit{compatible} with \( f \) (as stated in Section 3.1) if it is less general than the matched type of \textit{pcType} \( f \).

**Logical Combinators** We use type constraints in order to properly specify the matched type of logical combinations of pointcuts. The intersection of two pointcuts matches join points that are most precisely described by the \textit{principal unifier} of both matched types. Since Haskell supports this unification when the same type variable is used, we can simply define \textit{pcAnd} as follows:

\[ \text{pcAnd} :: \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow PC m a b \rightarrow PC m a b \rightarrow PC m a b \]

For instance, a control flow pointcut matches any type of join point, so its matched type is \( a \rightarrow m \ b \). Consequently, if \( f \) is of type \( Int \rightarrow m \ a \), the matched type of \textit{pcAnd} (\textit{pcCall} \( f \)) (\textit{pcCflow} \( g \)) is \( Int \rightarrow m \ a \). This is because, for any function \( g \), the matched type of \textit{pcCflow} \( g \) is the most general type \( a \rightarrow m \ b \), which does not increase the specificity of the principal unifier.

Dually, the union of two pointcuts relies on \textit{anti-unification} (Plotkin, 1970; Reynolds, 1970), that is, the computation of the least general type of two types. Haskell does not natively support anti-unification. We exploit the fact that multi-parameter type classes can be used to define relations over types, and develop a novel type class \textit{LeastGen} (for \textit{least general}) that can be used as a constraint to compute the least general type \( t \) of two types \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) (defined in Section 4.2):

\[ \text{pcOr} :: (\text{Monad } m, \text{LeastGen} (a \rightarrow b) (c \rightarrow d) (e \rightarrow f)) \Rightarrow PC m a b \rightarrow PC m c d \rightarrow PC m e f \]

In this definition the \textit{LeastGen} constraint indicates that \( e \rightarrow f \) is the least general type of \( a \rightarrow b \) and \( c \rightarrow d \), and therefore is the matched type of the resulting pointcut. For instance, if \( f \) is of type \( Int \rightarrow m \ a \) and \( g \) is of type \( Int \rightarrow m \ Float \), the matched type of \textit{pcOr} (\textit{pcCall} \( f \)) (\textit{pcCall} \( g \)) is \( Int \rightarrow m \ a \). Implementing \textit{LeastGen} as a type class is a crucial element of our design because it ensures that any failure to perform anti-unification will be reported statically as a compile-time error. Moreover, it allows us to rely on the standard Haskell type class resolution system, instead of developing our own external analysis tool.

Finally, the negation of a pointcut can match join points of any type because no assumption can be made on the matched join points:

\[ \text{pcNot} :: \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow PC m a b \rightarrow PC m a' b' \]

Observe that the type of \textit{pcNot} is quite restrictive. In fact, the advice of any aspect with a single \textit{pcNot} pointcut must be completely generic because the matched type corresponds to fresh type variables. The matched type of \textit{pcNot} can be made more specific using \textit{pcAnd} to combine it with other pointcuts with more specific types. For example, if \( f \) is of type \( Int \rightarrow m \ a \) and \( g \) is of type \( Int \rightarrow m \ Float \), the pointcut \textit{pcAnd} (\textit{pcType} \( f \)) (\textit{pcNot} (\textit{pcCall} \( g \))) matches the application of all functions whose type is compatible with \( f \), except \( g \). The matched type of this pointcut is \( Int \rightarrow m \ a \), which is more specific than the matched type of a stand-alone \textit{pcNot} pointcut.
Open Pointcut Language  The set of pointcut designators in our language is open. User-defined pointcut
designators are however responsible for properly specifying their matched types. If the matched type is
incorrect or too specific, soundness is lost. For example, in Section 9.1, in order to implement the \texttt{pcCflow}
pointcut, we define an auxiliary pointcut that matches any join point:
\begin{align*}
\texttt{pcAny} &= \texttt{PC} \left( \texttt{return} \ (\lambda \texttt{jp} \to \texttt{return} \ \texttt{True}) \right)
\end{align*}
The matched type of \texttt{pcAny} must be \texttt{a \to m b} to maintain soundness. Any other type, like \textit{e.g.} \texttt{Int \to m a},
is ill-typed and will eventually lead to runtime errors.

Constraining Pointcuts to Specific Types  A pointcut cannot make any type assumption about the type
of the join point it receives as argument. The reason for this is again the homogeneity of the aspect en-
vironment: when deploying an aspect, the type of its pointcut is hidden. At runtime, then, a pointcut is
expected to be applicable to any join point. The general approach to make a pointcut safe is therefore to
perform a runtime type check, as was illustrated in the definition of \texttt{pcCall} and \texttt{pcType} in Section 3.1.
However, certain pointcuts are meant to be conjoined with others pointcuts that will first apply a sufficient
type condition.

In order to support the definition of pointcuts that require join points to be of a given type, we provide the \texttt{RequirePC} type:
\begin{align*}
data \texttt{RequirePC m a b} &= \texttt{Monad m} \Rightarrow \texttt{RequirePC} \ (\forall \texttt{a'} \texttt{b'}. \texttt{m} \ (\texttt{JP m a'} \texttt{b'} \to \texttt{m Bool}))
\end{align*}
The definition of \texttt{RequirePC} is similar to that of \texttt{PC}, with two important differences. First, the matched
type of a \texttt{RequirePC} is interpreted as a type \textit{requirement}. Second, a \texttt{RequirePC} is not a valid stand-alone
pointcut: it has to be combined with a standard \texttt{PC} that enforces the proper type upfront. To safely achieve
this, we overload \texttt{pcAnd}:
\begin{align*}
\texttt{pcAnd} :: (\texttt{Monad m}, \texttt{LessGen} \ (\texttt{a} \to \texttt{b}) \ (\texttt{c} \to \texttt{d})) \Rightarrow \\
\texttt{PC m a b} \to \texttt{RequirePC m c d} \to \texttt{PC m a b}
\end{align*}
In this case \texttt{pcAnd} yields a standard \texttt{PC} pointcut and checks that the matched type of the \texttt{PC} pointcut
is \textit{less general} than the type expected by the \texttt{RequirePC} pointcut. This is expressed using the constraint
\texttt{LessGen}, which, as we will see in Section 4.2, is based on \texttt{LeastGen}.

To illustrate, let us define a pointcut designator \texttt{pcArgGT} for specifying pointcuts that match when the
argument at the join point is greater than a given \texttt{n} (of type \texttt{a} instance of the \texttt{Ord} type class):
\begin{align*}
\texttt{pcArgGT} :: (\texttt{Monad m}, \texttt{Ord a}) \Rightarrow a \to \texttt{RequirePC m a b} \\
\texttt{pcArgGT} \ n &= \texttt{RequirePC} \ $ \texttt{return} \ $ \lambda \texttt{jp} \to \texttt{return} \ (\texttt{unsafeCoerce} \ (\texttt{getJpArg jp}) \geq n)
\end{align*}
The use of \texttt{unsafeCoerce} to coerce the join point argument to the type \texttt{a} forces us to declare the \texttt{Ord}
constraint on \texttt{a} when typing the returned pointcut as \texttt{RequirePC m a b} (with a fresh type variable \texttt{b}).
To get a proper pointcut, we use \texttt{pcAnd}, for instance to match all calls to \texttt{enqueue} where the argument is
greater than 10:
\begin{align*}
\texttt{pcCall enqueue 'pcAnd' pcArgGT 10}
\end{align*}
The \texttt{pcAnd} combinator guarantees that a \texttt{pcArgGT} pointcut is always applied to a join point with an
argument that is indeed of a proper type: no runtime type check is necessary within \texttt{pcArgGT}, because the
coercion is always safe.

2. We present a simplified version of \texttt{pcAny}. In Section 9.1, this pointcut pushes the current join point into a stack, which is
eventually inspected by \texttt{pcCflow}.

3. The constraint is different from the previous constraint on \texttt{pcAnd}. This is possible thanks to the recent \textit{ConstraintKinds}
extension of GHC.
4.1.2 Typing Aspects

The main typing issue we have to address consists in ensuring that a pointcut/advice binding is type safe, so that the advice application does not fail. A first idea to ensure that the pointcut/advice binding is type safe is to require the matched type of the pointcut and the advised type of the advice to be the same (or rather, unifiable):

```
-- wrong!
data Aspect m a b = Aspect (PC m a b) (Advice m a b)
```

This approach can however yield unexpected behavior. Consider this example:

```haskell
idM x = return x
adv :: Monad m ⇒ Advice (Char → m Char)
adv proceed c = proceed (toUpper c)
program = do
  deploy (aspect (pcCall idM) adv)
  x ← idM "a"
  y ← idM [True, False, True]
  return (x, y)
```

The matched type of the pointcut `pcCall idM` is `Monad m ⇒ a → m a`. With the above definition of `Aspect`, `program` passes the type checker because it is possible to unify `a` and `Char` to `Char`. However, when evaluated, the behavior of `program` is undefined because the advice is unsafely applied with an argument of type `[Bool]`, for which `toUpper` is undefined.

The problem is that during type checking, the matched type of the pointcut and the advised type of the advice can be unified. Because unification is symmetric, this succeeds even if the advised type is more specific than the matched type. In order to address this, we again use the type class `LessGen` to ensure that the matched type is less general than the advice type:

```
data Aspect m a b c d = (Monad m, LessGen (a → m b) (c → m d)) ⇒ Aspect (PC m a b) (Advice m c d)
```

This constraint ensures that pointcut/advice bindings are type safe: the coercion performed in `apply_adv` (Section 3.3) always succeeds. We formally prove this in the following section.

4.2 Typing Aspects, Formally

We now formally prove the safety of our approach. We start briefly summarizing the notion of type substitutions and the `is less general` relation between types. Note that we do not consider type class constraints in the definition. Then we describe a novel anti-unification algorithm implemented with type classes, on which the type classes `LessGen` and `LeastGen` are based. We finally prove pointcut and aspect safety, and state our main safety theorem.

4.2.1 Type Substitutions

In this section we summarize the definition of type substitutions and introduce formally the notion of least general type in a core System F type system (without ad-hoc polymorphism), as used in Haskell. Thus, we consider the core System F grammar of types (Pierce, 2002), extended with base types and `m`-ary type constructors:
4.2. TYPING ASPECTS, FORMALY

\[ t ::= \begin{align*} & x & \text{type variables} \\ & t \to t & \text{function types} \\ & \forall x.t & \text{universal type} \\ & t_b & \text{base types} \\ & c_m t \ldots t & \text{type constructors} \end{align*} \]

where \( t_b := \text{Int, Char, \ldots} \) is an arbitrary set of base types and \( c_m \) is an arbitrary set of type \( m \)-ary type constructors. \( t_b \) models Haskell base types, while \( t_c \) models user-defined types, declared using \texttt{data} or \texttt{newtype} declarations, and Haskell base type constructors. Finally, we also consider a (simplified \(^4\)) typing environment \( \Gamma = (x_i : t_i)_{i \in \mathbb{N}} \) that binds variables to types.

\textbf{Definition 2} (Type Substitution, from (Pierce, 2002)). A type substitution \( \sigma \) is a finite mapping from type variables to types. It is denoted \([x_1 \mapsto t_1, \ldots, x_n \mapsto t_n]\), where \( \text{dom}(\sigma) \) and \( \text{range}(\sigma) \) are the sets of types appearing in the left-hand and right-hand sides of the mapping, respectively. It is possible for type variables to appear in \( \text{range}(\sigma) \). Substitutions are always applied simultaneously on a type. If \( \sigma \) and \( \gamma \) are substitutions, and \( t \) is a type, then \( \sigma \circ \gamma \) is the composed substitution, where \((\sigma \circ \gamma)t = \sigma(\gamma t)\). Application of substitution on a type is defined inductively on the structure of the type.

Substitution is extended pointwise for typing environments in the following way: \( \sigma(x_i : t_i)_{i \in \mathbb{N}} = (x_i : \sigma t_i)_{i \in \mathbb{N}} \). Also, applying a substitution to a term \( t \) means to apply the substitution to all type annotations appearing in \( t \).

\textbf{Definition 3} (Less General Type). We say type \( t_1 \) is less general than type \( t_2 \), denoted \( t_1 \preceq t_2 \), if there exists a substitution \( \sigma \) such that \( \sigma t_2 = t_1 \). Observe that \( \preceq \) defines a partial order on types (modulo \( \alpha \)-renaming). To distinguish a particular substitution \( \sigma \) bound to \( \preceq \), we use the notation \( \preceq_{\sigma} \).

\textbf{Definition 4} (Least General Type). Given types \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \), we say type \( t \) is the least general type \textit{iff} \( t \) is the supremum of \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) with respect to \( \preceq \).

\textbf{Illustration} As a simple illustration of these concepts, consider two functions \( f \) and \( g \) that are polymorphic on a monad \( m \). We write their types in explicit form as:

\[
\begin{align*}
& f :: \forall m. \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow \text{Int } \rightarrow m \text{Int} \\
& g :: \forall m. \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow \text{Float } \rightarrow m \text{Int}
\end{align*}
\]

Let us name \( T_f \) and \( T_g \) the types of \( f \) and \( g \), respectively. Also, let us define:

\[
T = \forall a b. \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow a \rightarrow m b
\]

Then, we can deduce that \( T \preceq_{\alpha_f} T_f \) and \( T \preceq_{\alpha_g} T_g \). That is, \( T \) is less general that both \( T_f \) and \( T_g \). This is because there are two substitutions \( \alpha_f = [a \mapsto \text{Int}, b \mapsto \text{Int}] \) and \( \alpha_g = [a \mapsto \text{Float}, b \mapsto \text{Int}] \), such that \( \alpha_fT = T_f \) and \( \alpha_gT = T_g \). However \( T \) is not the least general type of \( T_f \) and \( T_g \). Because \( f \) and \( g \) have the same return type, \( m \) \text{Int}, the type of \( T \) is too broad due to its type variable \( b \). Indeed, the least general type of \( T_f \) and \( T_g \) is \( T' = \forall a. m. \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow a \rightarrow m \text{Int} \); which can be obtained by applying substitution \( \beta = [b \mapsto \text{Int}] \) to \( T \). Therefore we have that \( T_f \preceq_{[a \mapsto \text{Int}]} T' \preceq_{\beta} T \) and \( T_g \preceq_{[a \mapsto \text{Float}]} T' \preceq_{\beta} T \).

To prove that \( T' \) is the supremum of \( T_f \) and \( T_g \) with respect to \( \preceq \), consider that any other type \( T'' \) such that \( T'' \preceq_{\gamma} T' \) is bound to a substitution \( \gamma \). Because \( T' \) only has one free type variable \( a \), there are two options for \( \gamma \): (i) it replaces \( a \) for a concrete monomorphic type, which fails to generalize both \( T_f \) and \( T_g \); or (ii) it maps \( a \) to a fresh type variable \( c \); which implies that \( T'' \) is \( \alpha \)-equivalent with \( T'' \).
class LeastGen' a b c σ_{in} σ_{out} | a b c σ_{in} → σ_{out}

-- Inductive case: The two type constructors match,
-- recursively compute the substitution for type arguments a_i, b_i.

instance (LeastGen' a_1 b_1 c_1 σ_0 σ_1, ..., LeastGen' a_n b_n c_n σ_{n-1} σ_n, T c_1...c_n ∼ c) ⇒ LeastGen' (T a_1...a_n) (T b_1...b_n) c σ_0 σ_n

-- Default case: The two type constructors don’t match, c has to be a variable,
-- either unify c with c′ if c′ → (a, b), or extend the substitution with c → (a, b)

instance (Analyze c (TVar c), MapsTo σ_{in} c′ (a, b), VarCase c′ (a, b) c σ_{in} σ_{out}) ⇒ LeastGen' a b c σ_{in} σ_{out}

Figure 4.1: The LeastGen' type class. An instance holds if c is the least general type of a and b.

### 4.2.2 Statically Computing Least General Types

In an aspect declaration, we statically check the type of the pointcut and the type of the advice to ensure a safe binding. To do this we encode an anti-unification algorithm at the type level, exploiting the type class mechanism. A multi-parameter type class R t_1...t_n can be seen as a relation R on types t_1...t_n, and instance declarations as ways to inductively define this relation, in a manner very similar to logic programming.

The type classes LessGen and LeastGen used in Section 4.1 are defined as particular cases of the more general type class LeastGen', shown in Figure 4.1. This class is defined in line 1 and is parametrized by types a, b, c, σ_{in} and σ_{out}. Note that σ_{out} is functionally dependent on a, b, c and σ_{in}; and that there is no where keyword because the class declares no operations. Both σ_{in} and σ_{out} denote substitutions encoded at the type level as a list of mappings from type variables to pairs of types. We use pairs of types in substitutions because we have to simultaneously compute substitutions from c to a and from c to b.

To be concise, lines 4-7 present a single definition parametrized by the type constructor arity but in practice, there needs to be a different instance declaration for each type constructor arity.

**Proposition 1.** If LeastGen' a b c σ_{in} σ_{out} holds, then substitution σ_{out} extends σ_{in} and σ_{out}c = (a, b).

**Proof.** By induction on the type representation of a and b.

A type can either be a type variable, represented as TVar a, or an n-ary type constructor T applied to n type arguments. The rule to be applied depends on whether the type constructors of a and b are the same or not.

(i) If the constructors are the same, then the rule defined in lines 4-7 computes (T c_1...c_n) using the induction hypothesis that σ_i c_i = (a_i, b_i), for i = 1...n. The component-wise application of constraints is done from left to right, starting from substitution σ_0 and extending it to the resulting substitution σ_n. The type equality constraint (T c_1...c_n) ∼ c checks that c is unifiable with (T c_1...c_n) and, if so, unifies them. Then, we can check that σ_n c = (a, b).

(ii) If the type constructors are not the same the only possible generalization is a type variable. In the rule defined in lines 10-13 the goal is to extend σ_{in} with the mapping c → (a, b) such that σ_{out} c = (a, b), while preserving the injectivity of the substitution (see next proposition).

---

4. In (Pierce, 2002) the type environment Γ also keeps track of type variables in order to control their scope.

5. We use the TVar and Analyze type classes from PolyTypeable to get a type representation at the type level. For simplicity we omit the rules for analyzing type representations.
Proposition 2. If $\sigma_{in}$ is an injective function, and $\text{LeastGen}' a b c \sigma_{in} \sigma_{out}$ holds, then $\sigma_{out}$ is an injective function.

Proof. By construction $\text{LeastGen}'$ introduces a binding from a fresh type variable to $(a, b)$, in the rule defined in lines 10-13, only if there is no type variable already mapping to $(a, b)$—in which case $\sigma_{in}$ is not modified.

To do this, we first check that $c$ is actually a type variable ($T\text{Var} c$) by checking its representation using $\text{Analyze}$. Then in relation $\text{MapsTo}$ we bind $c'$ to the (possibly inexistent) type variable that maps to $(a, b)$ in $\sigma_{in}$. In case there is no such mapping, then $c'$ is $\text{None}$.

Finally, relation $\text{VarCase}$ binds $\sigma_{out}$ to $\sigma_{in}$ extended with $\{ c \mapsto (a, b) \}$ in case $c'$ is $\text{None}$, otherwise $\sigma_{out} = \sigma_{in}$. It then unifies $c$ with $c'$. In all cases $c$ is bound to the variable that maps to $(a, b)$ in $\sigma_{out}$, because it was either unified in rule $\text{MapsTo}$ or in rule $\text{VarCase}$. The hypothesis that $\sigma_{in}$ is injective ensures that any preexisting mapping is unique.

\[ \Box \]

Proposition 3. If $\sigma_{in}$ is an injective function, and $\text{LeastGen}' a b c \sigma_{in} \sigma_{out}$ holds, then $c$ is the least general type of $a$ and $b$.

Proof. By induction on the type representation of $a$ and $b$.

(i) If the type constructors are different the only generalization possible is a type variable $c$.

(ii) If the type constructors are the same, then $a = T a_1 \ldots a_n$ and $b = T b_1 \ldots b_n$. By Proposition 1, $c = T c_1 \ldots c_n$ generalizes $a$ and $b$ with the substitution $\sigma_{out}$. By induction hypothesis $c_i$ is the least general type of $(a_i, b_i)$.

Now consider a type $d$ that also generalizes $a$ and $b$, i.e. $a \preceq d$ and $b \preceq d$, with associated substitution $\alpha$. We prove $c$ is less general than $d$ by constructing a substitution $\tau$ such that $\tau d = c$.

Again, there are two cases, either $d$ is a type variable, in which case we set $\tau = \{ d \mapsto c \}$, or it has the same outermost type constructor, i.e. $d = T d_1 \ldots d_n$. Thus $a_i \preceq d_i$ and $b_i \preceq d_i$; and because $c_i$ is the least general type of $a_i$ and $b_i$, there exists a substitution $\tau_i$ such that $\tau_i d_i = c_i$, for $i = 1 \ldots n$.

Now consider a type variable $x \in \text{dom}(\tau_i) \cap \text{dom}(\tau_j)$. By definition of $\alpha$, we know that $\sigma_{out}(\tau_i(x)) = \alpha(x)$ and $\sigma_{out}(\tau_j(x)) = \alpha(x)$. Because $\sigma_{out}$ is injective (by Proposition 2), we deduce that $\tau_i(x) = \tau_j(x)$ so there are no conflicting mappings between $\tau_i$ and $\tau_j$, for any $i$ and $j$. Consequently, we can define $\tau = \bigcup \tau_i$ and check that $\tau d = c$.

\[ \Box \]

Definition 5 (LeastGen type class). To compute the least general type $c$ for $a$ and $b$, we define:

\[ \text{LeastGen} a b c \triangleq \text{LeastGen}' a b c \sigma_{empty} \sigma_{out} \]

where $\sigma_{empty}$ is the empty substitution and $\sigma_{out}$ is the resulting substitution.

Definition 6 (LessGen type class). To establish that type $a$ is less general than type $b$, we define:

\[ \text{LessGen} a b c \triangleq \text{LeastGen} a b b \]

4.2.3 Least General Types in Practice

The definition of $\text{LeastGen}'$ may appear intimidating at first. Nevertheless, from a developer point of view, only $\text{LeastGen}$ and $\text{LessGen}$ should be used, and these two type classes should not pose a problem.

In particular, users of our library should not define their own instances of these two classes, because they will be correctly inferred when the proper $\text{Typeable}$ and $\text{PolyTypeable}$ instances are in place.\(^6\) Thus, both type classes are meant to be only as class constraints in the definition of other components of the software. Indeed, the case of polymorphic composition of components is probably the most interesting use of the anti-unification type classes; in our setting this amounts to pointcut composition and aspect construction.

As simple examples, consider the following functions using anti-unification in their types:

\[ ^6 \text{And those instances can in turn be defined using the } \text{DeriveDataTypeable} \text{ GHC extension; or the } \text{AutoDeriveTypeable} \text{ extension in GHC } \geq 7.8. \]
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\(a :: \text{LessGen Int } a \Rightarrow a \rightarrow \text{Int} \quad -- \text{correct, resulting type is polymorphic}\)
\(a = 10\)
\(b :: \text{LessGen (Int, Int, Char)} \ (\text{Int}, [\text{Char}], \text{Char}) \ t \Rightarrow t \rightarrow \text{Int} \quad -- \text{t inferred to (Int, a, Char)}\)
\(b = 10\)
\(c :: \text{LeastGen [(a, Int)] [(String, Int)] t \Rightarrow t \rightarrow \text{Int} \quad -- \text{t inferred to [(a, Int)]}\)
\(c = 10\)
\(d :: \text{LessGen Int Float} \Rightarrow \text{Int} \quad -- \text{fails to resolve}\)
\(d = 10\)

Now, recall the definition of \(\text{Aspect}\) given in Section 4.1:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{data} \ \text{Aspect} \ m \ a \ b \ c \ d = & (\text{Monad } m, \ \text{LessGen } (a \rightarrow m \ b) (c \rightarrow m \ d)) \Rightarrow \\
& \text{Aspect } (\text{PC } m \ a \ b) (\text{Advice } m \ c \ d)
\end{align*}
\]

and that the essential idea is that advice must be prepared to handle its corresponding pointcut in the aspect definition. Going back to the initial example of that section, consider:

\[
\begin{align*}
idM :: \text{Monad } m & \Rightarrow a \rightarrow m \ a \\
idM \ x & = \text{return } x \\
da & = \text{return } x \\
d & = a \\
da & = \text{return } x
\end{align*}
\]

Because the type of \(a\) is not less general than \(idM\), the \(\text{LessGen } (a \rightarrow m \ a) (Char \rightarrow m \ Char)\) constraint fails, and thus aspect \(asp\) cannot be defined. A potential solution is to advice a particular instantiation of \(idM\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{asp} & = \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow \text{Aspect } m \ a \ a \ Char \ Char \quad -- \text{LessGen resolution fails} \\
\text{asp} & = \text{aspect } (\text{pcCall } idM) \ adv
\end{align*}
\]

which will only trigger advice on applications of \(idM\) bound to characters, but not in other cases. Otherwise, the advice needs to be more general or it simply cannot be used in this case.

**Plotkin’s anti-unification example**  As a more interesting example of anti-unification in a non-AOP context, we now present Plotkin’s original example for the need of anti-unification. In Plotkin’s seminal paper (Plotkin, 1970), the need for anti-unification is justified from a logical point of view. The question to be solved was how to generalize the following clauses automatically:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The result of heating <strong>this</strong> bit of iron to 419°C was <strong>that</strong> it melted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The result of heating <strong>that</strong> bit of iron to 419°C was <strong>that</strong> it melted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The result of heating <strong>any</strong> bit of iron to 419°C was <strong>that</strong> it melts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is formalized in Plotkin’s paper as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Bitofiron(bit 1) } \land \text{Heated(bit 1, 419) } & \supset \text{Melted(bit 1)} \\
\text{Bitofiron(bit 2) } \land \text{Heated(bit 2, 419) } & \supset \text{Melted(bit 2)} \\
(x) \text{Bitofiron}(x) \land \text{Heated}(x, 419) & \supset \text{Melted}(x)
\end{align*}
\]

The very same generalization can be done if \(\text{Bitofiron, Heated and Melted}\) are seen as type constructors \(A, B\) and \(C\), and \(bit_1, bit_2\) and \(419\) as types \(t_1, t_2,\) and \(t_3\).
\[
A(t_1) \rightarrow B(t_1,t_3) \rightarrow C(t_1) \\
A(t_2) \rightarrow B(t_2,t_3) \rightarrow C(t_2)
\]

\[
\forall \ a, \ A(a) \rightarrow B(a,t_3) \rightarrow C(a)
\]

The following Haskell code computes a generalization similar to Plotkin’s example:\(^7\):

```haskell
data BitofIron a = BitofIron a
data Heated a b = Heated a b
data Melted a = Melted a
data Bit1
data Bit2
bit1 :: BitofIron Bit1 \rightarrow Heated Bit1 Int \rightarrow Melted Bit1
bit1 = ⊥
bit2 :: BitofIron Bit2 \rightarrow Heated Bit2 Int \rightarrow Melted Bit2
bit2 = ⊥
geneneralize :: LeastGen t_1 t_2 t_3 ⇒ t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \rightarrow t_3
geneneralize = ⊥
```

That is, Haskell type class resolution is able to derive automatically the type of generalize bit1 bit2 as

\((\text{generalize bit1 bit2}) :: \text{BitofIron}\ a \rightarrow \text{Heated}\ a\ \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Melted}\ a\)

### 4.2.4 Pointcut Safety

We now establish the safety of pointcuts with relation to join points.

**Definition 7 (Pointcut match).** We define the relation \(\text{matches}(pc, jp)\), which holds iff applying pointcut \(pc\) to join point \(jp\) in the context of a monad \(m\) yields a computation \(m\ True\).

**Definition 8 (Safe user-defined pointcut).** Given a join point term \(jp\) and type environment \(Γ\), a user-defined pointcut \(pc\) is safe if:

\[
Γ \vdash pc : PC m a b \\
Γ \vdash jp : JP m a' b' \\
Γ \vdash \text{matches}(pc, jp)
\]

implies that

\(a' \rightarrow m b' \preceq a \rightarrow m b\)

Now we prove that the matched type of a given pointcut is more general than the join points matched by that pointcut.

**Proposition 4.** Given a join point term \(jp\) and a pointcut term \(pc\), and type environment \(Γ\); and that if \(pc\) is user-defined, then it is safe (according to Definition 8). Then,

\[
Γ \vdash pc : PC m a b \\
Γ \vdash jp : JP m a' b' \\
Γ \vdash \text{matches}(pc, jp)
\]

implies that

\(a' \rightarrow m b' \preceq a \rightarrow m b\)

---

\(^7\) Note that in our example, the computational content of functions is not relevant, so we use \(⊥\) to inhabit each type.
Proof. By induction on the matched type of the pointcut.

— Case pcCall: By construction the matched type of a pcCall f pointcut is the type of f. Such a pointcut matches a join point with function g if and only if: f is equal to g, and the type of f is less general than the type of g. (On both pcCall and pcType this type comparison is performed by compareType on the type representations of its arguments.)

— Case pcType: By construction the matched type of a pcType f pointcut is the type of f. Such a pointcut only matches a join point with function g whose type is less general than the matched type.

— Case pcAnd on PC PC: Consider pc1 ‘pcAnd’ pc2. The matched type of the combined pointcut is the principal unifier of the matched types of the arguments—which represents the intersection of the two sets of join points. The property holds by the induction hypothesis applied to pc1 and pc2.

— Case pcAnd on PC RequirePC: Consider pc1 ‘pcAnd’ pc2. The matched type of the combined pointcut is the type of pc1 and it is checked that the type required by pc2 is more general so the application of pc2 will not yield an error. The property holds by induction hypothesis on pc1.

— Case pcOr: Consider pc1 ‘pcOr’ pc2. The matched type of the combined pointcut is the least general type of the matched types of the argument, computed by the LeastGen constraint—which represents the union of the two sets of join points. The property holds by induction hypothesis on pc1.

— Case pcNot: The matched type of a pointcut constructed with pcNot is a fresh type variable, which by definition is more general than the type of any join point.

\[\square\]

4.2.5 Advice Safety

If an aspect is well-typed, then the advised type of the advice is more general than the matched type of the pointcut:

**Proposition 5.** Given a pointcut term pc, an advice term adv, and a type environment \(\Gamma\), if

\[\Gamma \vdash pc : PC m a b\]

\[\Gamma \vdash adv : Advice m c d\]

\[\Gamma \vdash (aspect pc adv) : Aspect m a b c d\]

then

\[a \rightarrow m b \preceq c \rightarrow m d\]

**Proof.** Using the definition of Aspect (Section 4.1.2) and because it holds that \(\Gamma \vdash aspect pc adv : Aspect m a b c d\), we know that the constraint LessGen is satisfied, so by Definitions 4 and 5, and Proposition 1, we can check that \(a \rightarrow m b \preceq c \rightarrow m d\).

\[\square\]

4.2.6 Safe Aspects

We now show that if an aspect is well-typed, then the advised type of the advice is more general than the type of join points matched by the corresponding pointcut:

**Theorem 3 (Safe Aspects).** Given the terms jp, pc and adv representing a join point, a pointcut and an advice respectively, given a type environment \(\Gamma\); and assuming that if pc is a user-defined pointcut, then it is safe (according to Definition 8). Then,

\[\Gamma \vdash pc : PC m a b\]

\[\Gamma \vdash adv : Advice m c d\]

\[\Gamma \vdash aspect pc adv : Aspect m a b c d\]

\[\Gamma \vdash jp : JP m a' b'\]

\[\Gamma \vdash matches(pc, jp)\]
implies that

\[ a' \rightarrow m \ b' \preceq c \rightarrow m \ d \]

**Proof.** By Proposition 4 and 5 and the transitivity of \( \preceq \).

**Corollary 2 (Safe Weaving).** The coercion of the advice in \( \text{apply}\_adv \) is safe.

**Proof.** Recall \( \text{apply}\_adv \) (Section 3.3):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{apply}\_adv :: & \text{Advice} \ m \ a \ b \rightarrow t \rightarrow t \\
\text{apply}\_adv \ f = & (\text{unsafeCoerce} \ adv) \ f
\end{align*}
\]

By construction, \( \text{apply}\_adv \) is used only with a function \( f \) that comes from a join point that is matched by a pointcut associated to \( \text{adv} \). Using Theorem 3, we know that the join point has type \( JP \ m \ a' b' \) and that \( a' \rightarrow m \ b' \preceq a \rightarrow m \ b \). We note \( \sigma \) the associated substitution. Then, by compatibility of substitutions with the typing judgement (Pierce, 2002), we deduce \( \sigma \Gamma \vdash \sigma \text{adv} : \text{Advice} \ m \ a' b' \). Therefore \( \text{unsafeCoerce} \ adv \) corresponds exactly to \( \sigma \text{adv} \), and is safe.

In this chapter we have shown that our particular use of the unsafe cast operation in the context of applying advices is always safe. Consequently, in a well-typed program advices “do not go wrong”, that is, they are always applied to join points of the proper type. We rely on a partial order on types, namely in the is less general relation. After proving that the \( \text{LeastGen}' \) type class statically computes or verifies this relation for two types, the rest of the proofs are straightforward. An aspect is well-typed iff the matched type of its pointcut is less general than the type of the advice. In turn, a pointcut is safely defined iff the type of the join points accepted by the pointcut is less general than the matched type of the pointcut, encoded using phantom type variables.

Finally, observe that the model described in Chapters 3 and 4 reflects a specific point in the design space of a typed monadic embedding of aspects. The next chapter concludes with the first part of this thesis, discussing a number of issues and design decisions that guided the development of our model.
5

Discussion About the Model

We now discuss a number of issues related to our approach regarding quantification and obliviousness, how to deal with overloaded functions, the technical requirements of our model and a reflection regarding performance.

5.1 Quantification

Pointcuts quantify about join points, and a major element of the join point is the function being applied. In existing AOP languages there are many ways by which pointcuts select advised entities: for instance, by name (e.g. method names in AspectJ (Kiczales et al., 2001), function names in AspectML (Dantas et al., 2008)), by reference equality (e.g. AspectScheme (Dutchyn et al., 2006), AspectScript (Toledo et al., 2010)), by their type (e.g. AspectJ), using a mechanism to explicitly attach tags or types to join points (e.g. Ptolemy (Rajan and Leavens, 2008), JPIs (Bodden et al., 2014)), etc.

In our presentation we have developed the \texttt{pcType} and \texttt{pcCall} pointcuts as a means to quantify based on the type and identity of functions. The \texttt{pcType} designator relies on type comparison, implemented using the \texttt{PolyTypeable} type class in order to obtain representations for polymorphic types. The \texttt{pcCall} is more problematic, as it relies on function equality, but Haskell does not provide an operator like \texttt{eq} in Scheme. Indeed, the general problem of determining function equality is undecidable, thus an approximation is required. We now discuss two approaches to implement this pointcut designator.

5.1.1 Approximating Equality on Functions

A first workaround is to implement a pointer comparison operator like \texttt{eq} in Scheme, to define an approximate notion of function equality.

\textbf{StableNames} The \texttt{StableNames} pointer-comparison API is provided by default in the GHC compiler; unfortunately it is fragile. \texttt{StableNames} equality is safe in the sense that it does not equate two functions that are not the same, but two functions that are equal can be seen as different. The problem becomes even more systematic when it comes to bounded polymorphism. Indeed, each time a function with constraints is used, a new closure is created by passing the current method dictionary of type class instances. Even with optimized compilation (e.g. \texttt{ghc -O}), this (duplicated) closure creation is unavoidable and so \texttt{StableNames} will consider different any two constrained functions, even if the passed dictionary is the same.
Tagged Functions Another approach, which is basically a manually-implemented version of *StableNames*, is to define a special class of tagged functions whose equality is defined as the equality of their tags:

```haskell
type FunctionTag = ...
data Function a b = Function (a -> b) FunctionTag
instance Eq (Function a b) where
  Function _ t1 ≡ Function _ t2 = t1 ≡ t2
```

This approach allows us to have a somewhat robust notion of function equality. However such a solution is cumbersome and hardly scalable, because it would force us to duplicate all operations on functions (e.g. *compose*, *map*, etc.). An additional problem of this solution is the need to properly tag functions, using either a preprocessor or some unique supply monad.

### 5.1.2 Tagged Function Applications

A different approach, similar to that of Ptolemy or JPIs, is to attach tags to function applications rather than to functions themselves (which implies modifying the join point model accordingly). In this approach the `#` operator takes a tag as an additional argument and emits a tagged join point. For example `f # x` applies function `f` with tag `t` to argument `x`. Instead of defining a `pcCall` pointcut based on function identity, we can define a `pcTag` pointcut as follows:

```haskell
pcTag :: Monad m ⇒ FunctionTag → PC m a’ b’
pcTag t = PC $ return $ λ jp → return (getJpTag jp ≡ t)
```

Observe that in contrast to `pcCall`, the matched type of `pcTag` consists of fresh type variables, just like `pcNot`. This is because tagged applications can now represent a family of functions to be advised. To be practical, the matched type must be refined using `pcAnd`. Crucially, this approach maintains the safety of aspects because functions with the right tag but an incompatible type will not be advised. Tagged applications are orthogonal to the implementation of `pcType`, which may or may not take them into account.

The model of explicitly tagged applications appears to be the most applicable in practice, and it is also amenable to formal reasoning, as we will describe later in Part III. However, the original development of EffectiveAspects (Figueroa et al., 2014; Tabareau et al., 2013), presented in this first part of the thesis, considered only the approaches of Section 5.1.1.

### 5.2 Aspects and Bounded Polymorphism

From a programmer’s point of view, it can be interesting to advise an overloaded function (that is, the application of all the possible implementations) with a single aspect. However, deploying aspects in the general case of bounded polymorphism is problematic because of the resolution of class constraints. For example, consider the Log type class as follows:

```haskell
class Show a ⇒ Log a where
  log :: Monad m ⇒ a → m String
```

Now it may be desirable to advise all applications of `log`, for instance to define a custom text format:

```haskell
formatLogAdv :: (Log a, Monad m) ⇒ Advice m a String
formatLogAdv proceed arg = do
  s ← proceed arg
  return $ "[Log: " ++ s ++ "]"

program n = do
  deploy (aspect (pcCall log) formatLogAdv)
  log # n
```

But `program` fails to compile. The particular error given by GHC 7.4 is:
5.3. OBLIVIOUSNESS

No instance for (Show c1) arising from a use of ‘log’
The type variable ‘c1’ is ambiguous
Possible fix: add a type signature that fixes
these type variable(s)
Note: there are several potential instances:
instance Show Double -- Defined in ‘GHC.Float’
instance Show Float -- Defined in ‘GHC.Float’
instance (Integral a, Show a) => Show (GHC.Real.Ratio a)
-- Defined in ‘GHC.Real’
...plus 45 others

Recall that in order to be able to type the aspect environment, we existentially hide the matched and
advised types of an aspect (Section 3.2). This means that all type class constraints must be solved statically
at the point an aspect is deployed. If the matched and advised types are both bounded polymorphic types,
type inference cannot gather enough information to statically solve the constraints. So advising all possible
implementations requires repeating deployment of the same aspect with different type annotations, one for
each instance of the involved type classes. In our example it means having to deploy for each instance of
Log (for some unspecified monad m):

```
program n = do deploy (aspect (pcCall (log :: Integer → m String) formatLogAdv)
                deploy (aspect (pcCall (log :: Float → m String) formatLogAdv)
                ... log # n
```

To alleviate this problem, we developed a macro using TemplateHaskell (Sheard and Jones, 2002). Thus
the resulting program can be written as:

```
program n = do $(deployOnMethod "Log" "log" [\ | formatLogAdv |])
log # n
```

which will expand into the annotated deployment for each instance, described above. The macro requires
the name of the type class and the method, as well as the advice.

The macro extracts all the constrained variables in the matched type of the pointcut (Log a in the
example), and generates an annotated deployment for every possible combination of instances that satisfy
all constraints. In order to retain safety, the advised type of an aspect must be less constrained than its
matched type. This is statically enforced by the Haskell type system after macro expansion.

5.3 Obliviousness

The embedding of aspects we have presented thus far supports quantification through pointcuts, but is
not oblivious: open applications are explicit in the code. A first way to introduce more obliviousness without
requiring non-local macros or, equivalently, a preprocessor or ad hoc runtime semantics, is to use partial
applications of #. For instance, the enqueue function can be turned into an implicitly woven function by
defining enqueue' = enqueue #. It can be sufficient in similar scenarios where quantification is under
control. Otherwise, it can yield issues in the definition of pointcuts that rely on function identity, because
enqueue' and enqueue are different functions. Also, this approach is not entirely satisfactory with respect
to obliviousness because it has to be applied specifically for each function.

De Meuter (1997) proposes to use the binder of a monad to redefine function application. His approach
focuses on defining one monad per aspect, but can be generalized to a list of dynamically-deployed aspects
as presented in Section 3.2. For this, we can redefine the monad transformer A_T to make all monadic
applications open transparently:
instance Monad m ⇒ Monad (A m) where
return a = A (λ aenv → return (a, aenv))
k >>= f = do x ← k
            f # x

This presentation improves obliviousness because any monadic application is now an open application,
but it suffers from a major drawback: it breaks the monadic laws. Indeed, left identity and associativity

-- Left identity:
return x >>= f = f x
-- Associativity:
(m >>= f) >>= g = m >>= (λ x → f x >>= g)

can be invalidated, depending on the current list of deployed aspects. This is not surprising as AOP allows
one to redefine the behavior of a function and even to redefine the behavior of a function depending on
its context of execution. Breaking monadic laws is not prohibited by Haskell, but it is very dangerous and
fragile; for instance, some compilers exploit the laws to perform optimizations, so breaking them can yield
incorrect optimizations.

5.4 Technical Requirements of our Model

The current implementation of Effective Aspect uses several extensions of the GHC Haskell compiler
(see the details at http://plead.cl/EffectiveAspects). Nevertheless, we believe that the anti-unification al-
gorithm at the type level (Section 4.1.1) is the essential feature that would be required to make our approach
work on other languages. A potential line of work is to port EffectiveAspects to Scala, which has some
likeness to Haskell and also has monads, and investigate what kind of issues arise in the process.

We have presented a typed and sound monadic embedding of aspects where pointcuts, advices, and
aspects are first-class. Among several issues, a crucial point in the design of our model is the need for a
decidable notion of function equality. Additionally, it is not clear how to combine aspects and bounded
polymorphism in a way other than deploying one aspect for every combination of instances of the involved
type classes. Nevertheless, our model is open to further improvements.

The next chapter concludes the first part of the thesis by discussing work related to functional aspect
languages as well as the relation between aspects and monads. Then, the second part of this work builds
upon the model here presented to show how, by virtue of using monads, we can reuse and extend several
techniques to control the interaction between aspects and computational effects.

5.5 Performance

All our design choices so far have only considered the expressiveness of the model, without taking
performance into account. Although we have not performed any benchmarks to measure the performance—
mainly because we lack a baseline for comparison due to the fact that no similar Haskell libraries exist, and
secondly because we believe it is out of the scope of this work—we acknowledge that there are two critical
points in the design that determine the performance of the model: keeping track of the aspect environment
and evaluating the pointcut predicates on join points.

Regarding the first point, we are using a heterogeneous list of aspects inside a pure state-like monad—the
aspect environment. Accessing the aspect environment involves a search in the monad stack and retriev-
ing an immutable data structure from memory. Similarly, deploying and undeploying aspects requires us
to functionally construct a new aspect environment. Based on our experience with other AOP languages,
we assume that the quantity of deploy/undeploy operations will be low, thus it probably will not hamper
performance much. On the other hand, access to the aspect environment is triggered by every open application, thus it is crucial to optimize the access to the corresponding layer of the monad stack. We consider that using the ST monad (Launchbury and Peyton Jones, 1994) (as a monad transformer, like the one available at http://hackage.haskell.org/package/STMonadTrans) would be an interesting option in order to more efficiently store, access and modify the operations over the aspect environment. Otherwise, using the IO monad at the bottom of the stack would require a re-design of our approach. In all cases, proper benchmarking is a requirement before performing any radical changes to the model.

The second point—evaluation of pointcuts—is more crucial, because every open application triggers the evaluation of all pointcuts in the aspect environment, even those that would never match a given join point. Fortunately, the AOP literature is rich in optimization techniques for this situation; we distinguish the work of Avgustinov et al. (2005) and the model of Masuhara et al. (2003), which although focused towards the static model of AspectJ can serve as good starting points for research.

An important opportunity for optimization—which we are missing—comes from the fact that a pointcut predicate has a polymorphic type \( \forall a' \ b'. Jp \ a' \ b' \to m \ Bool \); while the information of the matched type of the pointcut may be more specific. Discarding pointcuts is a simple an essential optimization step in AspectJ (Avgustinov et al., 2005):

“[...] pointcut matching, checks for each possible join point shadow in the program and each advice declaration, whether the pointcut could possibly match a join point at that shadow. If so, it constructs a dynamic residue of the runtime checks to be performed at the shadow to determine whether the pointcut actually matches.”

In general, we believe that several existing techniques can be adapted to our model, but that doing so involves working at a lower-level, possibly as a source-to-source analysis and transformation tool. We believe it is an interesting engineering work, but would like to have more evidence for the need of optimization before going into such efforts.
Related Work, Part I

For convenience to the reader, each part of this thesis presents a separate discussion of related work. In this chapter we discuss the connection between monads and AOP, as well as the relation between EffectiveAspects and other functional aspect languages.

Connection between monads and AOP  The earliest connection between aspects and monads was established by De Meuter in 1997 (De Meuter, 1997). In that work, he proposes to describe the weaving of a given aspect directly in the binder of a monad. As we have just described above (Section 5.3), doing so breaks the monad laws, and is therefore undesirable.

Wand et al. (Wand et al., 2004) formalize pointcuts and advice and use monads to structure the denotational semantics; a monad is used to pass the join point stack and the store around evaluation steps. The specific flavor of AOP that is described is similar to AspectJ, but with only pure pointcuts. The calculus is untyped.

Hofer and Osterman (Hofer and Ostermann, 2007) shed some light on the modularity benefits of monads and aspects, clarifying that they are different mechanisms with quite different features: monads do not support declarative quantification, and aspects do not provide any support for encapsulating computational effects. In this regard, our work does not attempt at unifying monads and aspects, contrary to what De Meuter suggested. Instead, we exploit monads in Haskell to build a flexible embedding of aspects that can be modularly extended. In addition, the fully-typed setting provides the basis for reasoning about monadic effects.

Monadic weaving  The notion of monadic weaving was described by Tabareau (2012), where he shows that writing the aspect weaver in a monadic style paves the way for modular language extensions. He illustrated the extensibility approach with execution levels (Tanter, 2010) and level-aware exception handling (Figueroa and Tanter, 2011). In Chapter 9 we describe how this extensibility can be exploited in the context of our model. The authors then worked on a practical monadic aspect weaver in Typed Racket (Figueroa et al., 2012). However, the type system of Typed Racket turned out to be insufficently expressive, and the top type $\text{Any}$ had to be used to describe pointcuts and advices. This was the original motivation to study monadic weaving in Haskell. Also in contrast to this work, prior work on monadic aspect weaving does not consider a base language with monads. In our model, both the base language and the aspect weaver are monadic, combining the benefits of type-based reasoning about effects and modular language extensions (described in Part II and Part III)—including type-based reasoning about language extensions.
AOP in Haskell via type classes  Haskell has already been the subject of AOP investigations using the type class system as a way to perform static weaving (Sulzmann and Wang, 2007). AOP idioms are translated to type class instances, and type class resolution is used to perform static weaving. This work only supports simple pointcuts, pure aspects and static weaving, and is furthermore very opaque to modular changes as the translation of AOP idioms is done internally at compile time.

Comparison with dynamically-typed aspect languages  The specific flavor of pointcut/advice AOP that we have developed is directly inspired by AspectScheme (Dutchyn et al., 2006) and AspectScript (Toledo et al., 2010): dynamic aspect deployment, first-class aspects, and extensible set of pointcut designators. While we have not yet developed the more advanced scoping mechanisms found in these languages (Tanter, 2008), we believe there are no specific challenges in this regard. The key difference here is that these languages are both dynamically typed, while we have managed to reconcile this high level of flexibility with static typing.

Comparison with statically-typed aspect languages  In terms of statically-typed functional aspect languages, the closest proposal to ours is AspectML (Dantas et al., 2008). In AspectML, pointcuts are first-class, but advice is not. The set of pointcut designators is fixed, as in AspectJ. AspectML does not support: advising anonymous functions, aspects of aspects, separate aspect deployment, and undeployment.

AspectML was the first language in which first-class pointcuts were statically typed. The typing rules rely on anti-unification, just like we do in this paper. The major difference, though, is that AspectML is defined as a completely new language, with a specific type system and a specific core calculus. Proving type soundness is therefore very involved (Dantas et al., 2008). In contrast, we do not need to define a new type system and a new core calculus. Type soundness in our approach is derived straightforwardly from the type class that establishes the anti-unification relation. Half of Section 4.2 is dedicated to proving that this type class is correct. Once this is done (and it is a result that is independent from AOP), proving aspect safety is direct. Another way to see this work is as a new illustration of the expressive power of the type system of Haskell, in particular how phantom types and type classes can be used in concert to statically type embedded languages.

Aspectual Caml (Masuhara et al., 2005) is another polymorphic aspect language. Interestingly, Aspectual Caml uses type information to influence matching, rather than for reporting type errors. More precisely, the type of pointcuts is inferred from the associated advices, and pointcuts only match join points that are valid according to these inferred types. We believe this approach can be difficult for programmers to understand, because it combines the complexities of quantification with those of type inference. Aspectual Caml is implemented by modifying the Objective Caml compiler, including modifications to the type inference mechanism. There is no proof of type soundness.

The advantages of our typed embedding do not only lie within the simplicity of the soundness proof. They can also be observed at the level of the implementation. The AspectML implementation is over 15,000 lines of ML code (Dantas et al., 2008), and the Aspectual Caml implementation is around 24,000 lines of Objective Caml code (Masuhara et al., 2005). In contrast, our implementation, including all extensions from Part II, is only around 1,600 lines of Haskell code. Also, embedding an AOP extension entirely inside a mainstream language has a number of practical advantages, especially when it comes to efficiency and maintainability of the extension.
Controlling Effects
Open and Protected Modules, with Effects

In the previous chapters we have shown the design, implementation, and type safety of the EffectiveAspects model. In this chapter we now turn our attention to illustrating how we can exploit the monadic embedding of aspects to encode Open Modules (Aldrich, 2005) extended with effects. Additionally we present the notion of protected pointcuts, which are pointcuts whose type places restrictions on admissible advice. We illustrate the use of protected pointcuts to enforce control flow properties of external advice, reusing the approach of EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010).

7.1 Background: Open Modules

Before we start with our development, we give a small background on Open Modules. Aldrich (2005) proposed Open Modules as a module system that intends to be open to extension with advice, while still allowing modular reasoning with respect to the implementation details of modules. In particular, this means that function calls that are internal to the implementation of a module cannot be advised from outside. That is, external advice can only intercept calls to functions in the public interface of a module as well as pointcuts explicitly exported by a module. Conversely, only internal advice can affect internal calls between functions.

Open Modules is formalized in a functional aspect language called TinyAspect, which features “second-class” advices and aspects. There is only one pointcut designator that matches calls to a function name. The name must be specified either in the public or private interface of a module. The language features a type system to enable modular reasoning between module boundaries. The key contribution of Open Modules is the idea that a module must be able to restrict aspect quantification by controlling the join points in which it can be advised.

From our point of view, the principal drawback of Open Modules is that computational effects are not explicitly addressed in its core calculus, despite being used in the code of impure advice. Therefore it is not clear to what extent the notion of Open Modules is compatible with modular reasoning in the presence of computational effects.

7.2 A Simple Example

We first describe a simple example that serves as the starting point. Figure 7.1 describes a Fibonacci module, following the canonical example of Open Modules. The module uses an internal aspect to implement the recursive definition of Fibonacci: the base function, fibBase, simply implements the base case;
module Fib (fib, pcFib) where
import AOP
pcFib = pcCall fibBase 'pcAnd' pcArgGT 2
fibBase n = return 1
fibAdv proceed n = do f₁ ← fibBase # (n - 1)
                      f₂ ← fibBase # (n - 2)
                      return (f₁ + f₂)
fib :: Monad m ⇒ m (Int → m Int)
fib = do deploy (aspect pcFib fibAdv)
         return $ fibBase #

Figure 7.1: Fibonacci module.

module MemoizedFib (fib) where
import qualified Fib
import AOP
memo proceed n =
  do table ← get
     if member n table
        then return (table ! n)
     else do y ← proceed n
              table' ← get
              put (insert n y table')
              return y

fib = do deploy (aspect Fib.pcFib memo)
        Fib.fib

Figure 7.2: Memoized Fibonacci module.

and the fibAdv advice implements recursion when the pointcut pcFib matches. Note that pcFib uses the user-defined pointcut pcArgGT (defined in Section 4.1.1) to check that the call to fibBase is done with an argument greater than 2. The fib function is defined by first deploying the internal aspect, and then partially applying # to fibBase. This transparently ensures that an application of fib is open. The fib function is exported, together with the pcFib pointcut, which can be used by an external module to advise applications of the internal fibBase function. Figure 7.2 presents a Haskell module that provides a more efficient implementation of fib by using a memoization advice. To benefit from memoization, a client only has to import fib from the MemoizedFib module instead of directly from the Fib module.

Note that if we consider that the aspect language only supports the pcCall pointcut designator, this implementation actually represents an open module proper. Preserving the properties of open modules, in particular protecting from external advising of internal functions, in presence of arbitrary quantification (e.g. pcType, or an always-matching pointcut) is left for future work. Importantly, just like Open Modules, the approach described here does not ensure anything about the advice beyond type safety. In particular, it is possible to create an aspect that incorrectly calls proceed several times, or an aspect that has undesired computational effects. Fortunately, the type system can assist us in expressing and enforcing specific interference properties.
7.3 Protected Pointcuts

In order to extend Open Modules with effect-related enforcement, we introduce the notion of protected pointcuts, which are pointcuts enriched with restrictions on the effects that associated advice can exhibit. Simply put, a protected pointcut embeds a combinator that is applied to the advice in order to build an aspect. If the advice does not respect the (type) restrictions expressed by the combinator, the aspect creation expression simply does not type check and hence the aspect cannot be built. A combinator is any function that can produce an advice:

\[
\text{type } \text{Combinator } t \ a \ b = \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow t \to \text{Advice } m \ a \ b
\]

The \text{protectPC} function packs together a pointcut and a combinator:

\[
\text{protectPC :: } (\text{Monad } m, \text{LessGen } (a \to m b) (c \to m d)) \Rightarrow
\text{PC } m \ a \ b \rightarrow \text{Combinator } t \ m \ c \ d \rightarrow \text{ProtectedPC } m \ a \ b \ t \ c \ d
\]

A protected pointcut, of type \text{ProtectedPC}, cannot be used with the standard aspect creation function \text{aspect}. The following \text{pAspect} function is the only way to get an aspect from a protected pointcut (the constructor \text{PPC} is not exposed):

\[
\text{pAspect :: } \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow \text{ProtectedPC } m \ a \ b \ t \ c \ d \rightarrow t \to \text{Aspect } m \ a \ b \ c \ d
\]

\[
\text{pAspect (PPC pc comb) adv = aspect pc (comb adv)}
\]

The key point here is that when building an aspect using a protected pointcut, the combinator \text{comb} is applied to the advice \text{adv}. We now show how to exploit this extension of Open Modules to restrict control flow properties, using the proper type combinators. The next chapter describes how to control computational effects.

7.4 Enforcing Control Flow Properties

Rinard \textit{et al.} present a classification of advice in four categories depending on how they affect the control flow of programs (Rinard \textit{et al.}, 2004):

- **Combination**: The advice can call \textit{proceed} any number of times.
- **Replacement**: There are no calls to \textit{proceed} in the advice.
- **Augmentation**: The advice calls \textit{proceed} exactly once, and it does not modify the arguments to or the return value of \textit{proceed}.
- **Narrowing**: The advice calls \textit{proceed} at most once, and does not modify the arguments to or the return value of \textit{proceed}.

In EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira \textit{et al.}, 2010), Oliveira and colleagues show a type-based enforcement of these categories, through advice combinators (Figure 7.3). These combinators fit the general \textit{Combinator} type we described in Section 7.3, and can therefore be embedded in protected pointcuts. Observe that no combinator is needed for combination advice, because no interference properties are enforced. Replacement advice is advice that has no access to \textit{proceed}. Augmentation advice is represented by a pair of \textit{before}/\textit{after} advice functions, such that \textit{after} has access to the argument, the return value, and an extra value optionally exposed by the \textit{before} function. A narrowing advice is in fact the combination of both a replacement advice and an augmentation advice, where the choice between both is driven by a runtime predicate.

As an illustration, observe that memoization is a typical example of a narrowing advice: the combination of a replacement advice ("return memoized value without proceeding") and an augmentation advice ("proceed and memoize return value"), where the choice between both is driven by a runtime predicate ("is there a memoized value for this argument?"). Therefore it is now straightforward for the \textit{Fib} module to expose a protected pointcut that restricts valid advice to narrowing advice only:
**CHAPTER 7. OPEN AND PROTECTED MODULES, WITH EFFECTS**

**type** Replace $m a b = (a \rightarrow m b)$

replace :: Replace $m a b \rightarrow$ Advice $m a b$
replace radv proceed = radv

**type** Augment $a b c m = (a \rightarrow m c, a \rightarrow b \rightarrow c \rightarrow m ()$)

augment :: Monad $m \Rightarrow$ Augment $a b c m \rightarrow$ Advice $m a b$

augment (before, after) proceed arg =

do $c \leftarrow$ before arg
    $b \leftarrow$ proceed arg
    after arg $b$ $c$
return $b$

**type** Narrow $m a b c = (a \rightarrow m$ Bool, Augment $m a b c$, Replace $m a b)$

narrow :: Monad $m \Rightarrow$ Narrow $m a b c \rightarrow$ Advice $m a b$

narrow ($p$, $aug$, $rep$) proceed $x$ =

do $b \leftarrow p$ $x$
    if $b$ then replace $rep$ proceed $x$
    else augment $aug$ proceed $x$

**Figure 7.3:** Replacement, augmentation and narrowing advice combinators (adapted from (Oliveira et al., 2010)).

**memo** :: ($S_M$ (Map $a$ $b$) $m$, $Ord$ $a$) $\Rightarrow$ Narrow $a$ $b$ () $m$

memo = ($pred$, (before, after), $rep$) where

pred $n$ = do {table ← get; return (member $n$ table)}
before _ = return ()
after $n$ $r$ = do {table ← get; put (insert $n$ $r$ table)}
rep $x$ = do {table ← get; return (table ! $n$)}

**Figure 7.4:** Memoization as a narrowing advice (adapted from (Oliveira et al., 2010)).

**module** Fib ($fib$, ppcFib) where

ppcFib = protectPC pcFib narrow

. . .

The protected pointcut $ppcFib$ embeds the $narrow$ type combinator. Hence, only advice that can be statically typed as narrowing advice can be bound to that pointcut. A valid definition of the $memo$ advice is given in Figure 7.4. Note that the protected pointcut is only restrictive with respect to the control flow effect of the advice, but not with respect to its computational effect: any monad $m$ is accepted.

Finally, note that this approach is not limited to the four categories of Rinard et al.; custom kinds of advice can be defined in a similar way. For instance, we consider adaptation advice as a weaker version of narrowing where the advice is allowed to modify the arguments to proceed. The implementation is straightforward:

**type** Adaptation $a b c m = (a \rightarrow a, a \rightarrow m c, a \rightarrow b \rightarrow c \rightarrow m ()$)

adapt :: Adaptation $a b c m \rightarrow$ Advice $m a b$

adapt ($adapter$, before, after) proceed arg =

augment (before, after) proceed ($adapter$ arg)

A relevant design choice is whether the $adapter$ function is pure or is allowed to perform effects. This choice affects which properties can be statically checked based on the type of the advice. Allowing effects
7.4. ENFORCING CONTROL FLOW PROPERTIES

is more expressive, but it is source of potential interferences, in addition to advices and pointcuts.

In this chapter we have shown how we can directly combine the principles of Open Modules with the control flow combinators of EffectiveAdvice. The combination is fairly straightforward: first, because pointcuts are first-class they can directly be exported in the public interface of a module. Second, by using monads we get to reuse, without modification, the EffectiveAdvice combinators. In the next chapter we further exploit the techniques of EffectiveAdvice in order to control the interference between computational effects intended only for aspects, the base system, or both.
Controlling Effect Interference

The monadic embedding of aspects also enables reasoning about computational effects. We are particularly interested in reasoning about effect interference between components of a system: aspects, base programs, and combinations thereof. To do this, in Section 8.1 we first show how to adapt the non-interference types defined in EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010), which distinguish between aspect and base computation. The essence of this technique is to use parametricity (Reynolds, 1983; Wadler, 1989) to forbid components from making assumptions about some part of the monad stack. Then, because components must work uniformly over the restricted section of the stack, they can only utilize effects available in the non-restricted section.

However this approach falls short when considering several aspects in a system, because aspects (and base programs) can still interfere between them. In Section 8.2 we show how a refinement of the technique can be used to address this situation, but that unfortunately is impractical because it requires explicit liftings and strongly couples components to particular shapes of the monad stack—hampering modularity and reusability.

Finally, we show in Section 8.4 a different approach to enforce non-interference based on monad views (Schrijvers and Oliveira, 2011), a recently developed mechanism for handling the monad stack, which is summarized in Section 8.3.

8.1 Distinguishing Aspect and Base Computation

To illustrate the usefulness of distinguishing between aspect and base computation, consider a Fibonacci module where the internal calls throw an exception when given a negative integer as argument. In that situation, it is interesting to ensure that the external advice bound to the exposed pointcut cannot throw or catch those exceptions.

Following EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010), we can enforce an advice to be parametric with respect to a monad used by base computation, effectively splitting the monad stack into two. To this end we define the $\textit{NIA}_T$ ($\textit{NI}$ stands for non-interference) type:

\[
\text{newtype} \quad \textit{NIA}_T \ t \ m \ a = \textit{NIA}_T (\textit{S}_T (\textit{AspectEnv} (\textit{NIA}_T \ t \ m)) (t \ m) \ a)
\]

Observe that $\textit{NIA}_T$ splits the monad stack into an upper part $t$, with the effects available to aspects; and a lower part $m$, with the effects available to base computation. We extend other definitions (weave, deploy, etc.) accordingly.
Note that $\mathbb{NIA}_T$ is a proper monad, but not a monad transformer. This is because the $\text{MonadTrans}$ class is designed for a type constructor $t$ that is applied to some monad $m$, but $\mathbb{NIA}_T$ takes two types as arguments. We could define the partial application $\mathbb{NIA}_T t$ as a monad transformer, but this is inconvenient because explicit lift operations would skip the upper layer of the stack\(^1\). However, for allowing explicit lifting into $\mathbb{NIA}_T$ we need an operation to transform a computation from $t \ m$ into an $\mathbb{NIA}_T t \ m$ computation. To this end we provide the $\text{niLift}$ operation as follows:

$$\text{niLift} :: \text{Monad} (t \ m) \Rightarrow t \ m \ a \rightarrow \mathbb{NIA}_T t \ m \ a \ \niLift ma = \mathbb{NIA}_T S T S_T \lambda aenv \rightarrow \text{do} \ a \leftarrow ma \ \text{return} (a, aenv)$$

**Effect Interference and Pointcuts** The novelty compared to EffectiveAdvice is that we also have to deal with interferences for pointcuts. But to allow effect-based reasoning on pointcuts, we need to distinguish between the monad used by the base computation and the monad used by pointcuts. Indeed, in the interpretation of the type $\text{PC} m a b$, $m$ stands for both monads, which forbids to reason separately about them. To address this issue, we need to interpret $\text{PC} m a b$ differently, by saying that the matched type is $a \rightarrow b$ instead of $a \rightarrow m \ b$. In this way, the monad for the base computation (which is implicitly bound by $b$) does not have to be $m$ at the time the pointcut is defined. To accommodate this new interpretation with the rest of the code, very little changes have to be made\(^2\). Mainly, the types of $\text{pcCall}$, $\text{pcType}$ and the definition of $\text{Aspect}$:

$$\text{pcCall}, \text{pcType} :: \text{Monad} m \Rightarrow (a \rightarrow b) \rightarrow \text{PC} m a b$$

$$\text{data} \ \text{Aspect} m a b c d = (\text{Monad} m, \text{LessGen} (a \rightarrow b) (c \rightarrow m \ d)) \Rightarrow \ \text{Aspect} (\text{PC} m a b) (\text{Advice} m c d)$$

Note how the definition of $\text{Aspect}$ forces the monad of the pointcut computation to be unified with that of the advice, and with that of the base code. The results of Section 4.2 can straightforwardly be rephrased with these new definitions.

**Typing Non-Interfering Pointcuts and Advices** Using rank-2 types (Peyton Jones et al., 2007) we can restrict the type of pointcuts and advices. The following types synonyms guarantee that non-interfering pointcuts ($\text{NIPC}$) and advices ($\text{NIAdvice}$) only use effects available in $t$.

$$\text{type} \ \text{NIPC} t a b = \forall m. (\text{Monad} m, \text{MonadTrans} t) \Rightarrow \text{PC} (\mathbb{NIA}_T t m) a b$$

$$\text{type} \ \text{NIAdvice} t a b = \forall m. (\text{Monad} m, \text{MonadTrans} t) \Rightarrow \text{Advice} (\mathbb{NIA}_T t m) a b$$

By universally quantifying over the type $m$ of the effects used in the base computation, these types enforce, through the properties of parametricity, that pointcuts or advices cannot refer to specific effects in the base program. We can define aspect construction functions that enforce different (non-)interference patterns, such as non-interfering pointcut $\text{NIPC}$ with unrestricted advice $\text{Advice}$, unrestricted pointcut $\text{PC}$ with non-interfering advice $\mathbb{NIA}_T$Advice, etc.

**Enforcing Non-Interference** Coming back to Open Modules and protected pointcuts, to enforce non-interfering advice we need to define a typed combinator that requires an advice of type $\mathbb{NIA}_T$Advice:

$$\text{niAdvice} :: (\text{Monad} (t \ m), \text{Monad} m) \Rightarrow \mathbb{NIA}_T t a b \rightarrow \text{Advice} (\mathbb{NIA}_T t m) a b \ \niAdvice adv = adv$$

---

1. Because we would lift from $m$ to $(\mathbb{NIA}_T t) m$
2. The implementation available online uses this interpretation of $\text{PC} m a b$. 

module FibErr (fib, ppcFib) where
import AOP

pcFib = pcCall fibBase 'pcAnd' pcArgGT 2
ppcFib = protectPC pcFib niAdvice

fibBase n = return 1

fibAdv proceed n = do f₁ ← errorFib # (n - 1)
                         f₂ ← errorFib # (n - 2)
                         return (f₁ + f₂)

fib = do deploy (aspect pcFib fibAdv)
          return errorFib

errorFib :: (MonadTrans t, E_M String m) ⇒ Int → NIA_T t m Int
errorFib n = if n < 0
            then (niLift o lift o throwError)“Error: negative argument”
            else fibBase # n

Figure 8.1: Fibonacci with error.

Observe that the \textit{niAdvice} combinator is computationally the identity function, but it does impose a type requirement on its argument. Using this combinator, a module can expose a protected pointcut that enforces non-interference with base effects.

\textbf{Fibonacci Module with Error Handling} We now define a Fibonacci module (Figure 8.1) where base functions \textit{fibBase} and \textit{fibAdv} raise an exception when given a negative argument.\footnote{We do not use an error-checking aspect on purpose, for the sake of illustration. We use such an aspect in Section 8.2 where we consider the issues of multiple effectful aspects.} The exception is raised on monad \textit{m} that corresponds to base computation, and which is required to be an instance of \(E_M\). The definition of \textit{ppcFib} enforces that external advice cannot manipulate exceptions in \textit{m}, because it uses the \textit{niAdvice} advice combinator. The drawback is that because we are using an effect in an inner layer of the stack, we need to use explicit lifting to satisfy the expected type.

\textbf{Non-Interfering Base Computation} Symmetrically, we can check that a part of the base code cannot interfere with effects available to aspects by using the type synonym \textit{NIBase}, which universally quantifies over the type \textit{t} of effects available to the advice:

\[
type \text{NIBase} \ m \ a \ b = \forall t. (\text{Monad} \ m, \text{MonadTrans} \ t) \Rightarrow a \to \text{NIA}_T \ t \ m \ b
\]

\textbf{Reasoning About Pointcut Interference} Another use of effect reasoning can be done at the level of pointcuts. Indeed, in the monadic embedding of aspects, we allow for effectful pointcuts. For example, we can define a sequential pointcut combinator (Douence et al., 2001) \textit{pcSeq} \(pc₁ \ pc₂\), that matches first \textit{pc₁} and then \textit{pc₂}:

\[
\text{pcSeq} :: (S_M Bool m) ⇒ PC \ m \ a \ b → PC \ m \ c \ d → PC \ m \ c \ d
\]

\[
\text{pcSeq} \ (PC \ mpc₁ \ (PC \ mpc₂)) =
\]

\[
PC \$ \ do \ pc₁ ← mpc₁
\]

\[
\quad pc₂ ← mpc₂
\]

\[
\quad return \$ \ λjp → do \ b ← get
\]
As expressed in the $S_M$ $Bool$ $m$ constraint, the pointcut requires a boolean state in which to store the current point of its matching behavior: False (resp. True) means $pc_1$ (resp. $pc_2$) is to be matched. Consequently, any base program that modifies this state will alter the behavior of the pointcut. This situation can be avoided by using the non-interfering base computation type $NIBase$, just described above.

### 8.2 Interference Between Multiple Aspects

$NIA_T$ only distinguishes between base and aspect computation. Although useful, this implies that interference between aspects is still possible because all of them will share the same upper part of the monad stack. A similar situation happens with base programs and the lower part of the monad stack.

To illustrate this issue, consider a Fibonacci module program that uses the memo advice to improve the performance, and also uses a checkArg advice that throws an exception when given a negative argument (instead of a base code check as in Figure 8.1). In this setting, checkArg could update the cache with incorrect values, either accidentally or intentionally; or conversely, memo could throw arbitrary exceptions, even with a non-negative argument.

#### Finer-Grained Splitting of the Monad Stack

Following the idea used in $NIA_T$, to enforce non-interference between memo and checkArg we need to split the monad stack into the monad for base computation $m$, and two upper layers $t_1$ and $t_2$. The idea is to assign to each aspect a unique layer in the stack, and to use parametricity to ensure non-interference. To this end we define the $NIA_{T_2}$ monad, which splits the monad stack as described. We also consider $niLift_2$, which serves the same role as $niLift$.

\[
\text{newtype } NIA_{T_2} \ t_1 \ t_2 \ m \ a = NIA_{T_2} \ (S_T \ (AspectEnv \ (NIA_{T_2} \ t_1 \ t_2 \ m)) \ (t_1 \ (t_2 \ m)) \ a)
\]

Again, we extend other definitions properly (weave, etc.). Using rank-2 types, the following type synonyms guarantee that non-interfering pointcuts and advices access can only access the effect available in the first layer $L_1$, which corresponds to $t_1$; or in the second layer $L_2$, which corresponds to $t_2$.

\[
\text{type } NIPC_{L_1} \ t_1 \ t_2 \ m \ a = \forall t_2 m. (Monad \ m, \ MonadTrans \ t_1, \ MonadTrans \ t_2) \Rightarrow PC \ (NIA_{T_2} \ t_1 \ t_2 \ m) \ a \ b
\]

\[
\text{type } NIPC_{L_2} \ t_1 \ t_2 \ m \ a = \forall t_1 m. (Monad \ m, \ MonadTrans \ t_1, \ MonadTrans \ t_2) \Rightarrow PC \ (NIA_{T_2} \ t_1 \ t_2 \ m) \ a \ b
\]

\[
\text{type } NIAAdv_{L_1} \ t_1 \ t_2 \ m \ a = \forall t_1 m. (Monad \ m, \ MonadTrans \ t_1, \ MonadTrans \ t_2) \Rightarrow Advice \ (NIA_{T_2} \ t_1 \ t_2 \ m) \ a \ b
\]

\[
\text{type } NIAAdv_{L_2} \ t_1 \ t_2 \ m \ a = \forall t_1 m. (Monad \ m, \ MonadTrans \ t_1, \ MonadTrans \ t_2) \Rightarrow Advice \ (NIA_{T_2} \ t_1 \ t_2 \ m) \ a \ b
\]

#### Non-Interference Combinators

To enforce non-interference properties we need to define advice combinators, as we did with $niAdvice$. Again, we can enforce different non-interference patterns, by defining as many construction functions as required. We describe the advice combinators $niAdvice_{L_1}$ and $niAdvice_{L_2}$ that enforce that aspects work exclusively with the effect provided by the first and second layer, respectively.

\[
niAdvice_{L_1} :: (Monad \ m, \ MonadTrans \ t_1, \ MonadTrans \ t_2) \Rightarrow NIAAdv_{L_1} \ t_1 \ a \ b \rightarrow Advice \ (NIA_{T_2} \ t_1 \ t_2 \ m) \ a \ b
\]
8.2. INTERFERENCE BETWEEN MULTIPLE ASPECTS

\[
\begin{align*}
iAdvice_{L_1} \; adv &= adv \\
iAdvice_{L_2} :: (Monad \; m, \; MonadTrans \; t_1, \; MonadTrans \; t_2) \Rightarrow \\
& \quad NIAdvice_{L_2} \; t_2 \; a \; b \to Advice \; (NIAt_{t_1} \; t_2 \; t_1 \; m) \; a \; b \\
iAdvice_{L_2} \; adv &= adv
\end{align*}
\]

Now we define the monad stack \( S \) that provides the state and error-handling effects.

\[
\text{type } S = NIAt_{t_2} \; (ET \; String) \; (ST \; (Map \; Int \; Int)) \; I
\]

Then, we define the new fibonacci function using the \( checkArg_{L_1} \) and \( memo_{L_2} \) advices, which operate on the first and second layer of the monad stack, respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
fibMemoErr :: \text{Int} \to S \; \text{Int} \\
fibMemoErr \; n &= \text{do} \; \text{deploy} \; (\text{aspect} \; \text{pcFib} \; (\text{niAdvice}_{L_2} \; \text{memo}_{L_2})) \\
& \quad f \leftarrow \text{fib} \\
& \quad \text{deploy} \; (\text{aspect} \; (\text{pcCall} \; f) \; (\text{niAdvice}_{L_1} \; \text{checkArg}_{L_1})) \\
& \quad f \# n
\end{align*}
\]

The implementation of \( checkArg_{L_1} \) is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{checkArg}_{L_1} \; \text{proceed} \; \text{arg} &= \\
& \quad \text{if} \; \text{arg} < 0 \\
& \quad \text{then} \; (\text{niLift}_{t_2} \circ \text{throwError}) \; \text{"Error: negative argument"} \\
& \quad \text{else} \; \text{proceed} \; \text{arg}
\end{align*}
\]

And similarly, we define \( memo_{L_2} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{memo}_{L_2} \; \text{proceed} \; n &= \\
& \quad \text{do} \; \text{table} \leftarrow \text{niLift}_{t_2} \; \$ \; \text{lift} \; \$ \; \text{get} \\
& \quad \text{if} \; \text{member} \; n \; \text{table} \\
& \quad \text{then} \; \text{return} \; (\text{table} ! \; n) \\
& \quad \text{else} \; \text{do} \; y \leftarrow \text{proceed} \; n \\
& \quad \quad \text{table}' \leftarrow \text{niLift}_{t_2} \; \$ \; \text{lift} \; \$ \; \text{get} \\
& \quad \quad (\text{niLift}_{t_2} \circ \text{lift} \circ \text{put}) \; (\text{insert} \; n \; y \; \text{table}') \\
& \quad \quad \text{return} \; y
\end{align*}
\]

Note that \( checkArg_{L_1} \) is applied on calls to the \textit{external} fibonacci function \( f \), while \( memo_{L_2} \) is applied to the \textit{internal} calls of the Fibonacci module, exposed by \text{pcFib}.

While an improvement over the binary base/aspect approach of EffectiveAdvice, illustrated in Section 8.1, this approach has two major drawbacks. First, it is not scalable because we need a different \( NIAt_{T_n} \) monad to support a setting with \( n \) mutually exclusive effects for aspects. Second, it is necessary to use explicit lifting in the implementation of advice. The reason is that we are explicitly using an effect from a layer at an arbitrary position in monad stack. Because we need to preserve parametricity to enforce non-interference, an advice cannot make any assumptions on the monad transformers that compose the stack. In particular, it cannot assume that the transformers support implicit liftings from the inner layers of the stack. In fact, in the presence of implicit lifting the layer from which an effect comes depends on the concrete monad stack used. These issues hamper modularity and reusability of aspects. In general, there is a tension between implicit lifting—designed to make a layer provide several effects at once—and splitting the monad stack with one aspect/effect per layer. In Section 8.4 we address these issues by using monad views (Schrijvers and Oliveira, 2011).
8.3 Background: Monad Views

Monad views, recently developed by Schrijvers and Oliveira (2011), are a technique for handling the monad stack, which extends and complements the standard mechanisms of explicit and implicit liftings (Section 2.3). Monad views provide robust support for accessing the effects of the monad stack without being coupled to a particular stack layout. Views are denoted using \( \sim \), and are an instance of the View type class that defines the from operation. Additionally, we use bidirectional views, denoted with the \( \Leftrightarrow \) type operator. In addition to from, a bidirectional view supports the to operation. The types of these operations are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{from} & : (\text{Monad } m, \text{Monad } n, \text{View } (\sim)) \Rightarrow n \sim m \rightarrow n \ a \rightarrow m \ a \\
\text{to} & : (\text{Monad } m, \text{Monad } n) \Rightarrow n \Leftrightarrow m \rightarrow m \ a \rightarrow n \ a
\end{align*}
\]

In short, given two monads \( n \) and \( m \), a view \( n \sim m \) transforms computations from \( n \) to \( m \), and a bidirectional view \( n \Leftrightarrow m \) can also transform computations from \( m \) to \( n \).

**View-specific operations.** Views are first-class values, hence they can be used as arguments. For instance, consider the functions \( \text{getv} \) and \( \text{putv} \) defined in (Schrijvers and Oliveira, 2011):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{getv} & : (\text{Monad } m, \text{SM}_s n, \text{View } (\sim)) \Rightarrow (n \sim m) \rightarrow m \ s \\
\text{putv} & : (\text{Monad } m, \text{SM}_s n, \text{View } (\sim)) \Rightarrow (n \sim m) \rightarrow s \rightarrow m ()
\end{align*}
\]

Given an initial monad \( m \) and a view \( n \sim m \), \( \text{getv} \) returns a computation \( m \ s \) from an arbitrary state layer \( n \). Conversely, \( \text{putv} \) puts a new value into state layer \( n \).

**Creating views** Schrijvers and Oliveira propose the construction of views using structural and nominal masks, which are applied onto the layers of a monad stack (Schrijvers and Oliveira, 2011).

- A structural mask is a bit-like mask applied to the monadic stack in order to hide the layers that conflict with implicit lifting. Such a mask is created by concatenating unary masks for each layer using the :: type operator: \( \Box \) indicates a visible layer and \( \blacksquare \) a hidden layer.

- A nominal mask refers to layers of the stack using names instead of relative positions. This is done with the tag monad transformer \( T \). Given an arbitrary type \( \text{Tag} \), the layer \( T \text{Tag} \) labels a particular position of the monad stack using type \( \text{Tag} \). An example of a tagged monad stack (for some types \( \text{Tag}_1 \) and \( \text{Tag}_2 \)) is:

\[
\text{type } M = T \text{Tag}_1 (\text{SM}_T \text{Int} (T \text{Tag}_2 \text{ET}_T \text{String} I))
\]

where the \( \text{SM}_T \) layer is labeled with \( \text{Tag}_1 \) and the \( \text{ET}_T \) layer is labeled with \( \text{Tag}_2 \).

For inspecting tagged monad stacks, the type class \( n \subseteq \text{Tag} m \) exposes a monad \( n \) representing the layer of the stack \( m \) tagged with type \( \text{Tag} \). It also provides the structure operation to obtain the view between \( n \) and \( m \) associated to \( \text{Tag} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{class } (\text{Monad } m, \text{Monad } n) \Rightarrow n \subseteq \text{Tag} m \text{ where} \\
\text{structure} & : \text{View } (\sim) \Rightarrow \text{Tag} \rightarrow (n \sim m)
\end{align*}
\]

---

4. We follow the graphical notation used in (Schrijvers and Oliveira, 2011)
8.4 Beyond the Aspect/Base Distinction

Monad views enable a different approach to enforce non-interference. The idea is that aspects will be
generic with respect to the effects they require using type class constraints, assuming exclusive access to
a monad stack with those effects. To avoid non-interference, client code uses a concrete monad stack and
transforms each advice into a view-specific advice where the aspect only sees the sections of the monad
stack that it is allowed to access.

For instance, the memo advice described in Figure 7.2 requires access to a dictionary to store the
precomputed results. This is explicit in the (inferred) type of the advice:

\[
\text{memo} :: (\text{Monad } m, \text{Ord } a, \text{SM} (\text{Map } a b) m) \Rightarrow \text{Advice } m a b
\]

In a similar way we define checkArg, which requires access to an error effect:

\[
\text{checkArg} :: (\text{Monad } m, \text{Num } a, \text{EM} \text{String } m) \Rightarrow \text{Advice } m a b
\]

\[
\text{checkArg } \text{proceed } \text{arg} =
\begin{align*}
\text{if } \text{arg} < 0 \\
\text{then } \text{throwError} \text{"Error : negative argument"} \\
\text{else } \text{proceed } \text{arg}
\end{align*}
\]

Arbitrarily Splitting the Monad Stack with Views  Observe now that the advice does not depend on the
specific position of an effect in the monad stack. The novelty with respect to using implicit liftings is that
we can assign to each aspect a virtual view of the monad stack that only contains the effect available to
them. To assign a part of the monad stack to an advice we define the withView function:

\[
\text{withView} :: (\text{Monad } n, \text{Monad } m) \Rightarrow n \triangleright m \to \text{Advice } n a b \to \text{Advice } m a b
\]

\[
\text{withView } v \text{ adv } \text{proceed } \text{arg} = \text{from } v \triangleright (\lambda a \to v \triangleright \text{proceed } a)) \text{ arg}
\]

This function transforms an advice from a restricted monad \(n\) to an advice in the “complete” stack \(m\),
using a bidirectional view provided as argument. We require a bidirectional view because we need to
lift the proceed function, with type \(a \to n b\) into an equivalent function with type \(a \to m b\)—which
by construction performs effects only on \(n\). Then, because evaluation of the restricted advice yields a
computation \(n b\), we use the from operation to lift it into a computation \(m b\).

Observe that by partially applying withView with a given view we obtain a function of type \(\text{Advice } n a b \to
\text{Advice } m a b\), which fits with the notion of advice combinators (Section 7.3). Therefore it is possible to ex-
port protected pointcuts that expose a particular section of the monad stack to external advice. Additionally
we can define functions to transform join points and pointcuts, in a similar way to withView.

Using Structural Masks  Consider a concrete monad stack \(S_1\) which holds the required state and error
effects.

\[
\text{type } S_1 = \text{A}_T (\text{E}_T \text{String } (\text{S}_T (\text{Map } \text{Int } \text{Int})))
\]

Then, we define the fibonacci function as follows:

\[
\text{fibMemoErr'} \text{n } \text{do } \text{deploy } (\text{aspect } \text{pcFib } (\text{withView } v_1 \text{ memo})))
\]

\[
f \leftarrow \text{fib}
\]

\[
\text{deploy } (\text{aspect } (\text{pcCall } f) (\text{withView } v_2 \text{ checkArg}))
\]

\[
f \not\# \text{n}
\]

\[
\text{where } v_1 = \square \cdots \text{■} \cdots \square
\]

\[
v_2 = \square \cdots \square \cdots \text{■}
\]
CHAPTER 8. CONTROLLING EFFECT INTERFERENCE

We define views $v_1$ and $v_2$ using structural masks. Both allow access to $A_T$, allowing AOP-specific operations into advice (e.g. deploying aspects). Besides that, $v_1$ exposes only the $S_T$ transformer, whereas $v_2$ only allows accessing to the $E_T$ transformer. Figure 8.2 depicts how views $v_1$ and $v_2$ define new virtual monad stacks, by applying structural masks to $S_1$. Note that structural masks can be applied only to monad transformers, but not to the monad at the bottom of the stack.

It is clear that now aspects do not need to perform explicit liftings and are not coupled to a particular monad stack. However, these issues are present when constructing views using nominal masks. Changes to the monad stack that is used to run client code need to be reflected in (potentially many) client functions that use structural masks.

Using Nominal Masks A more flexible approach that is not coupled to any particular monad stack is to use nominal masks to tag each effect required by aspects. Then client code can use the tags to directly access the effects and properly transform the advices. Consider a monad stack $S_2$, where the state and error layers are tagged:

```
data StateTag
data ErrorTag

type $S_2 = A_T (T^{ErrorTag} (E_T String (T^{StateTag} (S_T (Map Int Int) I)))$
```

The stack is tagged at the type level, therefore we define two singleton types (with no data constructors), namely $StateTag$ and $ErrorTag$, to use as arguments for the $T$ monad transformer.

The fibonacci function implemented using nominal masks is:

```
fibMemoErr'' :: \forall m n_1 n_2. (Monad m,
    n_1 \subseteq StateTag (A_T m), S_M (Map Int Int) n_1,
    n_2 \subseteq ErrorTag (A_T m), E_M String n_2)
    \Rightarrow Int \rightarrow A_T m Int

fibMemoErr'' n = do deploy (aspect pcFib (withView v_1 memo))
    f ← fib
    deploy (aspect (pcCall f) (withView v_2 checkArg))
    f # n

where v_1 = structure StateTag :: n_1 \triangleright m
    v_2 = structure ErrorTag :: n_2 \triangleright m
```

In contrast to the previous definition, we need to use explicit type annotations because using nominal masks can lead to ambiguity in type inference. Observe that we assume a monad $m$ that is tagged with two singleton types $StateTag$ and $ErrorTag$. We use $\subseteq$ to expose these layers as monads $n_1$ and $n_2$ respectively, and we constrain these monads to expose the corresponding effects. Therefore, by using nominal masks we can independently evolve the definition of $S_2$, as long as we keep the tagged layers expected by $fibMemoErr''$ (satisfying both the tag name and the required effect).

---

5. The $\forall m n_1 n_2$ annotation is required to use the type variables in the scope of a do expression.
8.4. BEYOND THE ASPECT/BASE DISTINCTION

Perspectives on Using Views  The content of the `do` expression is the same using structural or nominal masks. In fact it is possible to define a more generic function that takes views $v_1$ and $v_2$ as argument. Because views are first-class values, there is a wide design space on how to use them to control aspect interference. For example, aspects can be defined directly using $\sqsubseteq$ constraints as required. On the other hand, programmers must carefully define the views that are provided to each advice, because the typechecker cannot distinguish between intentional and accidental sharing of effects.

Controlling effect interference between aspects is a well-known and widely researched area in the AOP community. The two approaches presented in this chapter show that the concrete mechanism used to manage the monad stack determines the expressiveness of type-based reasoning techniques. We believe that the problem of assigning exclusive access to effects in the monadic stack originates from the fact that the monad stack is *public* and *transparent* to all components in a system. We conjecture that a mechanism that statically controls access to effects, while being flexible for developers ought to be devised, and indeed is a line of future work that transcends aspect-oriented programming. As a final remark, in a setting with an unrestricted `deploy` operation the restrictions on advice must be applied at each particular aspect deployment. This makes it difficult to establish global properties about advice in a system (which may require external static analysis). This can be solved with a custom $\mathcal{A}_T$-like monad transformer that provides a more restricted deployment mechanism.

In the next chapter we focus on how to exploit the extensibility provided by our monadic weaver in order to modularly implement new aspect semantics, thus illustrating how our framework can be used as a research tool.
Modular Language Extensions

The typed monadic embedding of aspects supports modular extensions of the aspect language. The simplest extension is to introduce new user-defined pointcuts. More interestingly, because the language features a monadic weaver (Tabareau, 2012), we can modularly implement new semantics for aspect scoping and weaving. In addition, all language extensions benefit from the type-based reasoning techniques described before—to the best of our knowledge, this is a novel contribution of this work. In this chapter we describe the following developments:

— A user-defined control flow pointcut designator.
— Secure weaving, in which a set of join points can be hidden from advising.
— Privileged aspects that can see hidden join points from a secure computation.
— Aspect weaving with execution levels (Tanter, 2010).
— An example of type-based reasoning in the semantics of execution levels.

9.1 Control Flow Pointcut

An interesting illustration of extending the language with user-defined pointcuts is the case of control flow checks. Essentially, implementing the pcCflow pointcut requires a way to track join points emitted during program execution. This tracking mechanism can be implemented modularly using a state monad transformer that holds a stack of join points, and an aspect that matches every join point, stores it in the stack, and then proceeds to obtain the result, which is returned after popping the stack. This corresponds to the stack-based implementation of cflow described by Masuhara et al. (2003).

Join Point Stack To do this, we first define a join point stack as a list of existentially-quantified join points, EJP, just like we did to define the aspect environment as a list of homogeneous EAspect values (Section 3.1).

\[
\text{data } EJP = \forall a b m.\text{Monad } m \Rightarrow EJP (JP m a b) \\
\text{type } JPStack = [EJP]
\]

Then, to collect the join points into a JPStack we define the JP_T monad transformer, reusing the implementation of the standard S_T transformer:

\[
\text{newtype } JP_T m a = JP_T (S_T JPStack m a)
\]
In addition, to support a polymorphic monad stack we define the \( \mathbb{J} \mathbb{P}_M \) type class as follows, and declare \( \mathbb{JP}_T \) as an instance.

```
class Monad m ⇒ \( \mathbb{JP}_M \) m where
    getJPStack :: m JPStack
    pushJPStack :: EJP → m ()
    popJPStack :: m ()

instance Monad m ⇒ \( \mathbb{JP}_M \) (\( \mathbb{JP}_T \) m) where . . .
```

### Defining \( \text{pcCflow} \)

Given the definitions above, the implementation of \( \text{pcCflow} \) is very similar to that of \( \text{pcCall} \) (Section 3.1).\(^1\)

\[
\text{pcCflow} :: \mathbb{JP}_M m ⇒ (a → m b) → PC m c (m' d)
\]

\[
\text{pcCflow} f = \text{return} \ \$ \ \lambda_? → \ \text{do}
\]

\[
jpStack ← \text{getJPStack}
\]

\[
\text{return} \ \$ \ \text{any} (\lambda ejp → \text{compareFunEJP} f ejp ∧ \text{compareTypeEJP} f ejp) \ jpStack
\]

Here \( \text{compareFunEJP} \) checks the equality of the function bound to the join point and function \( f \); and \( \text{compareTypeEJP} \) checks that the type of \( f \) is more general than the type of the join point. Function \( \text{any} \) returns whether any element of \( jpStack \) satisfies a given predicate. We can define the \( \text{pcCflow} \) below pointcut in a similar way.

### Maintaining the Join Point Stack

Now it remains to define the aspect that maintains the join point stack. We first define the \( \text{pcAny} \) pointcut, which matches all functions applications and pushes the corresponding join point into the stack.

\[
\text{pcAny} :: \mathbb{JP}_M m ⇒ PC m a b
\]

\[
\text{pcAny} = PC \ \$ \ \text{return} \ \$ \ \lambda jp → \ \text{do} \ \text{pushJPStack} \ (\text{EJP} \ jp)
\]

\[
\text{return} \ \text{True}
\]

Note that the definition of \( \text{pcAny} \) preserves type soundness (Section 4.1.1) because its matched type is given by two fresh type variables \( a \) and \( b \), and hence is the most general type possible. Next, we define \( \text{collectAdv} \) as an advice that performs \( \text{proceed} \), pops the stack and returns the result.

\[
\text{collectAdv} \ \text{proceed} \ \text{arg} = \ \text{do} \ \text{result} ← \ \text{proceed} \ \text{arg}
\]

\[
\text{popJPStack}
\]

\[
\text{return} \ \text{result}
\]

Finally, we define the \( \text{maintainJpStack} \) aspect as follows.

\[
\text{maintainJpStack} :: \mathbb{JP}_M m ⇒ \text{Aspect} m (m) a b
\]

\[
\text{maintainJpStack} = \ \text{aspect} \ \text{pcAny} \ \text{collectAdv}
\]

Although simple, this approach is inefficient because we are matching and storing all join points, instead of only those that can be queried in existing uses of \( \text{pcCflow} \). Alternative optimizations can be defined, for example putting in the stack only relevant join points, or a per-flow deployment that allows using a boolean instead of a stack (Masuhara et al., 2003).

A consequence of not defining \( \text{pcCflow} \) as a primitive pointcut is that we need to ensure that evaluation of \( \text{maintainJpStack} \) occurs before than any other advice. Otherwise, control flow pointcuts from other aspects will have incorrect information to determine whether to execute the advice. This can be implemented directly in a custom \( \mathbb{A}_T \) transformer that takes a list of priority aspects and ensures they are always evaluated first during weaving.

---

1. Note that, as discussed in Section 4.1.1, we specifically declare that the matched type of the pointcut is in a different monad \( m' \).
9.2 Secure Weaving

For security reasons it can be interesting to protect certain join points from being advised. To support such a secure weaving, we define a new monad transformer \( A^S_T \), which embeds an (existentially quantified) pointcut that specifies the hidden join points, and we modify the weaving process accordingly (not shown here).

\[
\text{data } EPC \ m = \forall a \ b. EPC (PC \ m \ a \ b)
\]
\[
\text{data } A^S_T \ m \ a = A^S_T (AspectEnv (A^S_T \ m) \to EPC (A^S_T \ m) \to m (a, (AspectEnv (A^S_T \ m), EPC (A^S_T \ m))))
\]

This can be particularly useful when used with the \( \text{pcCflow} \) pointcut to protect the computation that occurs in the control flow of critical function applications. For instance, we can ensure that the whole control flow of function \( f \) is protected from advising during the execution of program \( p \), assuming a function \( \text{run}A^S_T \), similar to \( \text{run}A_T \) (Section 3.2):

\[
\text{run}A^S_T (EPC (pcCflow f)) \ p
\]

9.3 Privileged Aspects

Hiding some join points to all aspects may be too restrictive. For instance, certain “system” aspects like access control should be treated as privileged and view all join points. Another example is the aspect in charge of maintaining the join point stack for the sake of control flow reasoning (used by \( \text{pcCflow} \)). In such cases, it is important to be able to define a set of privileged aspects, which can advise all join points, even those that are normally hidden in a secure computation. The implementation of a privileged aspects list is a straightforward extension to the secure weaving mechanism described above.

9.4 Execution Levels

Execution levels avoid unwanted computational interference between aspects, i.e. when an aspect execution produces join points that are visible to others, including itself (Tanter, 2010). Execution levels give structure to execution by establishing a tower in which the flow of control navigates. Aspects are deployed at a given level and can only affect the execution of the underlying level. The execution of an aspect (both pointcuts and advices) is therefore not visible to itself and to other aspects deployed at the same level, only to aspects standing one level above. The original computation triggered by the last \( \text{proceed} \) in the advice chain is always executed at the level at which the join point was emitted. If needed, the programmer can use level-shifting operators to move execution up and down in the tower.

The monadic semantics of execution levels, first illustrated by Tabareau (2012), are implemented in the \( \text{EL}_T \) monad transformer (Figure 9.1). The \( \text{Level} \) type synonym represents the level of execution as an integer. \( \text{EL}_T \) wraps a \( \text{run} \) function that takes an initial level and returns a computation in the underlying monad \( m \), with a value of type \( a \) and a potentially-modified level. As in the \( A_T \) transformer, the monadic \( \text{bind} \) and \( \text{return} \) functions are the same as in the state monad transformer. The private operations \( \text{inc}, \text{dec} \), and \( \text{at} \) are used to define the user-visible operations \( \text{current}, \text{up}, \text{down}, \) and \( \text{lambda}\_\text{at} \). In addition to level shifting with \( \text{up} \) and \( \text{down} \), \( \text{current} \) reifies the current level, and \( \text{lambda}\_\text{at} \) creates a level-capturing function bound at level \( l \). When such a function is applied, execution jumps to level \( l \) and then goes back to the level prior to the application (Tanter, 2010).

The semantics of execution levels can be embedded in the definition of aspects themselves, by transforming the pointcut and advice of an aspect at deployment time, as shown in Figure 9.2.\footnote{For simplicity, in Section 3.2 we only described the default semantics of aspect deployment; aspect (un)deployment is actually defined using overloaded \( \text{(un)deployInEnv} \) functions.} This is done by
type Level = Int

newtype EL m a = EL (ST Level m a)

-- primitive operations
inc = EL $ l → return ((), l + 1)
dec = EL $ l → return ((), l - 1)
at _ = EL $ → return ((),)

-- user-visible operations
current = EL $ l → return ((), l)
up _ = do { inc; result ← _; dec; return result }
down _ = do { dec; result ← _; inc; return result }
lambda _ at _ = λ arg → do n ← current
                        at l
                        result ← _ arg
                        at n
                        return result

Figure 9.1: Execution levels monad transformer and level-shifting operations

deployInEnv (Aspect (pc :: PC (AT (EL m))) tpc) adv) aenv =
  let
    pcEL ldep = (PC $ return $ λjp → do
                  lapp ← current
                  if lapp ≡ ldep then up $ runPC pc jp
                                  else return False) :: PC (AT (EL m)) tpc
    advEL ldep proceed arg = up $ adv (lambda_at proceed ldep) arg
  in do l ← current
       return EAspect (Aspect (pcEL l) (advEL l)) : aenv

Figure 9.2: Redefining aspect deployment for execution levels semantics. An aspect is made level-aware by transforming its pointcut and advice.

functions pcEL and advEL. pcEL first ensures that the current execution level lapp matches ldep, the level at which the aspect is deployed. If so it then runs the pointcut one level above. Similarly, advEL ensures that the advice is run one level above, with a proceed function that captures the deployment level.

Example Figure 9.3 defines a generic logging advice, logAdv, which appends the argument and result of advised functions to the log. In program, we deploy an aspect that intercepts all calls to showM (the monadic version of show) where the argument is of type Int (we require a type annotation for the pointcut because showM is a bounded polymorphic function—see Section 5.2 for details).

The evaluation of the program depends on the instantiation of the monad stack M. In a setting without execution levels, advising showM with logAdv triggers an infinite loop because logAdv internally performs open applications of showM, which are matched by the same aspect. Using the execution level semantics, evaluation terminates because the join point emitted by the advice is not visible to the aspect itself.

Interestingly, explicit open applications limit the possibilities of unwanted advising. More oblivious-

3. Using the tell function of the MonadWriter class (denoted \( M \)), which is not described in Section 2.3, but which essentially is a state monad with append-only access.
9.5. REASONING ABOUT LANGUAGE EXTENSIONS


\[
\text{showM} \ a = \text{return} \ (\text{show} \ a)
\]

\[
\text{logAdv} \ \text{proceed} \ a = \text{do} \ \text{argStr} \leftarrow \text{showM} \ \# \ a
\]

\[
\text{tell} \ (\text{"Arg": } \# + \text{argStr})
\]

\[
\text{result} \leftarrow \text{proceed} \ a
\]

\[
\text{return} \ \text{result}
\]

\[
\text{program} \ n = \text{runM} \ $ \ \text{do}
\]

\[
\text{deploy} \ (\text{aspect} \ (\text{pcCall} \ (\text{showM::} \rightarrow \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{M String})) \ \text{logAdv})
\]

\[
\text{showM} \ \# \ n
\]

Figure 9.3: A program that loops unless execution levels are used.

ness, e.g. through partial application of \(\#\), makes it harder to track down these issues. Nevertheless, identifying the source of the regression is not sufficient \textit{per se}: in our example, if it is necessary for \text{logAdv} to use open applications (so that other aspects can intervene), there is not much that can be done to avoid regression.

**Beyond execution levels** Execution levels adds a topological dimension to the composition of aspects into a system. However, their tower-like structure may be too restricted for certain scenarios, for instance for dynamic analyses aspects (Tanter et al., 2010). Recently, Tanter et al. (2012) proposed \textit{programmable membranes} as a generalization of execution levels. We have developed a prototype implementation of membrane semantics in Effective Aspects (Figueroa et al., 2013), using the same approach of converting pointcuts and advices at deployment time. However, instead of passing the current level of execution (an integer), we maintain the bindings between membranes (a graph) using a state monad.

9.5 Reasoning about Language Extensions

The above extensions can be implemented in a dynamically typed language such as LAScheme (Tanter, 2010). However, it is challenging to provide any kind of reasoning about effects due to the dynamic nature of the language.

**Enforcing Non-Interference in Language Extensions** We can combine the monadic interpretation of execution levels with the management of effect interference (Chapter 8) in order to reason about level-shifting operations performed by base and aspect computations. For instance, it becomes possible to prevent aspect and/or base computation to use effects provided by the \text{EL}_T monad transformer, thus ensuring that the default semantics of execution levels is preserved (and therefore that the program is free of aspect loops (Tanter et al., 2014)). For this we must consider a concrete monad stack that has the \text{A}_T and \text{EL}_T transformers on top:

\[
\text{type} \ \text{AEL}_T \ m = \text{A}_T \ \text{EL}_T \ m
\]

Observe that this monad stack is general with respect to other effects it may contain. Then, we simply define an advice combinator that forbids access to the \text{EL}_T layer, which provides the level-shifting operations, for instance:

\[
\text{levelAgnosticAdv} = \triangledown \text{withView} \ (\bigtriangleup : : : \blacklozenge : : : \square)
\]

This mask hides the layer with the execution-level-related effects, but allows access to \text{A}_T at the top, and to the rest of the stack. Then to ensure level agnostic advice we just redefine \text{program} to use this combinator,
in a suitable monad stack \( M \):

\[
\text{type } M = \text{AEL}_T (\text{WT}_T \text{String} I) \\
\text{runM } c = \text{runI} \circ \text{runWT}_T (\text{runA}_T c) 0
\]

\[
\text{program } n = \text{runM} \circ \begin{array}{l}
\text{do} \\
\text{deploy (aspect (pcCall (showM :: \rightarrow \text{Int} \rightarrow M \text{String}) (levelAgnosticAdv logAdv)))} \\
\text{showM } \# n
\end{array}
\]

If more advanced use of execution levels is required, this constraint can be explicitly relaxed in the \( A_T \) or \( E_L_T \) monad transformer, thus stressing in the type that it is the responsibility of the programmer to avoid infinite regression.

Using Types to Enforce Weaving Semantics The type system makes it possible to specify functions that can be woven, but only within a specific aspect monad. For instance, suppose that we want to define a critical computation, which must only be run with secure weaving for access control. The computation must therefore be run within the \( A_S^S \) monad transformer with a given pointcut \( pc_{_ac} \) (ac stands for access control).

To enforce the use of \( A_S^S \) with a specific pointcut value would require the use of a dependent type, which is not possible in Haskell. This said, we can use the newtype data constructor together with its ability to derive automatically type class instances, to define a new type \( A_T^{AC} \) that encapsulates the \( A_S^S \) monad transformer and forces it to be run with the \( pc_{_ac} \) pointcut:

\[
\text{newtype } A_T^{AC} m a = A_T^{AC} (A_S^S m a) \quad \text{deriving (Monad, OpenApp, \ldots )} \\
\text{runSafe } (A_T^{AC} c) = \text{runA}_T (\text{EPC } pc_{_ac} c)
\]

Therefore, we can export the critical computation by typing it appropriately:

\[
critical :: \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow A_T^{AC} m a
\]

Because the \( A_T^{AC} \) constructor is hidden in a module, the only way to run such a computation typed as \( A_T^{AC} \) is to use \( \text{runSafe} \). The critical computation is then only advisable with secure weaving for access control.

9.6 Other Approaches to Modular AOP Language Extensions

Although the extensibility of programming languages is an issue that goes beyond AOP, in this section we briefly discuss related work that directly addresses the issue of extending the semantics of aspect-oriented languages.

Extensible compilers The AspectBench Compiler (abc) (Avgustinov et al., 2006) is an extensible compiler to ease the development of AspectJ extensions. Its frontend is implemented using JastAdd (Ekman and Hedin, 2007), a general purpose extensible compiler for Java. Among the several AspectJ extensions based on we distinguish the recent work on Join Point Interfaces (Bodden et al., 2014), and the work on StrongAspectJ (De Fraine et al., 2008). We are not aware of other extensible compilers for other aspect languages, besides the ALIA4J framework discussed below.

ALIA4J framework The ALIA4J framework (Bockisch et al., 2011) goes beyond extensible compilers, aiming to be a general framework for the development of languages with advanced dispatching mechanisms. This is realized by a meta-model that serves as an intermediate representation language that can be later compiled into specific execution models. In particular, ALIA4J has been used to abstract the dispatching mechanism of the AspectJ and CaesarJ (Aracic et al., 2006) aspect languages.

4. We use the WriterT transformer (\( \text{WT}_T \)), which is the canonical instance of \( \text{WM} \).
Monadic interpreters Monadic interpreters (Liang et al., 1995) are the classic mechanism for modular language extensions in functional programming. Wand et al. (2004) defined a monadic interpreter to structure the denotational semantics of AspectJ. Although their work is untyped, it could benefit from the extensibility of monad transformers in order to feature modular language extensions. As we discussed before in Chapter 6, the extensibility features of our model come from the fact that our weaver is monadic.

This chapter ends the second part of this thesis, focused on controlling effects. We first described in Chapters 7 and 8 how to combine the principles of Open Modules with the techniques of EffectiveAdvice. A standing issue regarding our use of EffectiveAdvice is the lack of formal results regarding interference of aspects in a system. We have only shown that we can restrict certain pointcut/advice combinations to be deployed, which may be sufficient for local guarantees about aspect behavior. This issue is addressed in the third part of the thesis, where we establish how to reason compositionally about aspects in a system. Here the main challenge is that quantification forces us to reason about the context on which aspects are applied—in addition to the local properties of aspects.
Compositional Reasoning About Aspect Interference
The Challenge of Compositional Reasoning

As we have illustrated in Part II, aspect-oriented programming promotes separation of concerns at the textual level, but semantic interactions between components of an aspect-oriented program are challenging to predict and control.

Consequently, the issue of interference has received a lot of attention in the AOP literature and related areas (which we discuss later in Chapter 14). In particular, Oliveira et al. (2012) developed MRI, which stands for Modular Reasoning about Interference, a purely functional model of incremental programming with effects. Effects are made explicit through the use of monads. MRI enables both modular reasoning and reasoning about non-interference of effects using a range of reasoning techniques like equational reasoning and parametricity (Reynolds, 1983; Wadler, 1989). MRI has been used to express two theorems about harmlessly mixins. The central notion is that a mixin is harmless if the advised program is equivalent to the unadvised program, provided we ignore the effects introduced by the mixin. In MRI, harmlessness can be defined with respect to any computational effect, as long as an associated projection function exists to ignore the introduced effects. MRI therefore subsumes Dantas and Walker’s notion of harmless advice, which is specific to I/O effects (Dantas and Walker, 2006).

While originally formulated as “EffectiveAdvice” (Oliveira et al., 2010) with a suggested connection to aspect-oriented programming, MRI does not address quantification; advices are mixins which are applied explicitly. The lack of quantification greatly simplifies modular reasoning, because it is enough to study a single module/function and a mixin in isolation. In addition, MRI only focuses on step-wise applications of mixins, in which the composition of a base component with a mixin can then be treated as a new base component for a subsequent mixin application. In contrast, in the pointcut/advice model of AOP, several aspects live in an aspect environment and are all woven at each join point.

The third part of this thesis addresses the challenge of reasoning about aspect interference in the presence of quantification. It has been argued that unrestricted quantification hampers modular reasoning, thereby requiring a form of global reasoning (Kiczales and Mezini, 2005). Recovering modular reasoning can be achieved by restricting quantification, for instance following the Open Modules approach (Aldrich, 2005). Yet, as we demonstrate in this work, while unrestricted quantification hampers modular reasoning, it is amenable to compositional reasoning: global harmlessness results can be obtained through the composition of smaller proofs. This compositionality makes it possible to evolve an aspect-oriented system and reuse previously-established results.

In particular, we develop a framework for establishing harmlessness results about aspect-oriented systems in a compositional manner, using Haskell as a conveniente source language for System $F_\omega$, as it is done also in MRI. First, we establish an abstract monadic model of AOP, which is more amenable to analysis, with a level of complexity similar to that of MRI; and then we simplify the model presented in Chapter 3 in
order to adapt it to this abstract specification. Finally, we formulate a general behavioral equivalence theorem between a given aspect-oriented system run with respect to two different aspect environments, modulo projection of additional side-effects. This general theorem is proven assuming four sufficient conditions that have to be established separately. When an aspect-oriented system evolves, only some of these conditions may need to be re-established in order to preserve the general theorem.

This chapter informally illustrates the challenges of compositional reasoning about aspect interference (Section 10.1) and complements the background on monadic programming (Section 2.3) by introducing the concept of monadic equational reasoning in Haskell, in particular the algebraic laws required of monads and monad transformers (Section 10.2).

10.1 Compositional Reasoning, Informally

To illustrate the challenges of reasoning about aspect interference, we introduce a simple base program (written in an imaginary ML-like language) defined in terms of some known functions \( f \) and \( g \).

\[
prog x y = \begin{aligned}
\text{let } r_1 &= f x \\
\text{let } r_2 &= g y \\
r_1 + r_2
\end{aligned}
\]

In the following, we present different changes to a system composed of this program and some aspects, and consider questions related to semantic equivalence. We define aspects as a pointcut/advice pair, and use \( \text{run} \) to execute programs with certain aspects.

Adding aspects We first add an aspect to the existing system. For instance, to log all calls to \( f \) we define a new system:

\[
s_1 = \text{run} [(\text{call } f, \text{log})] \text{ prog}
\]

with a typical implementation of the logging advice:

\[
\text{log proceed } x = \text{print } "\text{Entering function ..."}
\]

\[
\text{proceed } x
\]

Is the behavior of \( s_1 \) equivalent to the original program? Strictly speaking, they are not equivalent if we consider the output generated by \( \text{print} \). However, we observe that the return value of the system is left unchanged, and that if we ignore the printed output, both systems are equivalent. This corresponds to the notion of harmlessness established in MRI (Oliveira et al., 2012). In the general case, establishing that applying the logging aspect is harmless requires to reason globally about the aspect and the composed system.

Some questions arise when we see, intuitively, that the logging advice is harmless for every function on which it may be applied. This property of logging when seen as a mixin is formalized and proven in MRI, but can we use this knowledge when the advice is applied to a system via quantification?

Widening quantification We now widen the quantification of the logging aspect, modifying the pointcut to match additional join points. For instance, if we now want to log calls to \( g \), it suffices to define a combined pointcut:

\[
s_2 = \text{run} [(\text{call } f \lor \text{call } g, \text{log})] \text{ prog}
\]

Intuitively, this change is also harmless. But how to prove it formally? Do we need to reason globally about the system from scratch? or can we reuse some facts from the proof that logging \( f \) in the system is harmless?
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Evolving the base program  We now evolve the base program by replacing the use of $f$ with that of another function $h$:

$$
\text{prog}' \ x \ y = \ \text{let } r_1 = h \ x \ \text{in}
\quad \text{let } r_2 = g \ y \ \text{in}
\quad r_1 + r_2
$$

$s_3 = \text{run } [(\text{call } f \lor \text{call } g, \log)] \ \text{prog}'$

A first observation is that $\text{call } f$ will never match. We must change references to $f$ also in the aspect environment:

$s_4 = \text{run } [(\text{call } h \lor \text{call } g, \log)] \ \text{prog}'$

Changing $f$ for $h$ will most assuredly modify the semantics of the base program, and consequently of the system. This is expected when the base program is evolving. However, we may want to know if the logging aspect is still harmless in this new system. The question is: what amount of reasoning do we need to perform? Do we need to prove again that logging is harmless with respect to the whole system, or can we reason compositionally and only verify that the advice is harmless with respect to $h$?

Widening quantification, revisited  Let us now consider a memoization aspect, with the following advice definition:

$$
\text{memo proceed } x = \ \text{if } (\text{member } x \ \text{table})
\quad \text{then } \text{table}[x]
\quad \text{else let } r = \text{proceed } x \ \text{in}
\quad \text{insert } (\text{table}, x, r)
\quad r
$$

The advice maintains a reference to a lookup table of precomputed values, indexed by argument $x$. If the result bound to $x$ is already in the table, it is immediately returned. Otherwise the value is computed, stored in the table for future references, and returned.

It is intuitively clear that adding memoization on calls to $f$ is harmless. In fact, if we manually apply memo as a mixin on top of $f$, then we even know formally that it is harmless (Oliveira et al., 2012).

Now, if we follow the quantification widening scenario from above—which was harmless with the logging advice—is the harmlessness of memoization preserved?

$s_5 = \text{run } [(\text{call } f \lor \text{call } g, \text{memo})] \ \text{prog}$

The answer to the question actually depends on the context in which the advice is applied. In a context where $f$ and $g$ actually are the same function, or one of both is never applied, then harmlessness is preserved. But if $f$ and $g$ are different functions that are both applied, the behavior of the composed system is drastically affected because the same lookup table is used to store results from both functions!

Compositional reasoning  The examples presented above illustrate that, in presence of quantification, it is generally not enough to establish local properties for aspects, but it is also required to reason about the context in which those aspects are applied. Therefore, the modular reasoning techniques developed in the case of MRI are not directly applicable in a setting with quantification, because some form of global reasoning is generally required.

But global reasoning need not be monolithic, which is why we provide a formal framework to establish global equivalence properties in a compositional manner. Compositional reasoning facilitates the task of formally establishing properties about aspect-oriented programs. In practice, while it is possible to apply monolithic global reasoning to tiny systems like the ones considered in this section, this approach hardly scales to larger systems. Furthermore, compositional reasoning accommodates software evolution: it makes it possible to reuse previously-established results that are stable under the considered change scenarios.
10.2 Background: Monadic Reasoning in a Nutshell

The compositional reasoning framework proposed in this work is formulated in a monadic setting. We now complement the overview of monadic programming presented in Section 2.3, by introducing the core concepts of equational reasoning, observational equivalence, and the algebraic laws for monads and monad transformers.

In addition, we summarize in Figure 10.1 the definitions of the state ($S_T$) and writer ($W_T$) monad transformers, used in the next chapters. The figure shows the types of their constructors ($S_T$, $W_T$), evaluation functions ($runS_T$, $runW_T$), and projection functions ($\pi_S$, $\pi_W$). The projection functions remove the corresponding effect from the monad stack (here, by discarding the threaded state or writer).

10.2.1 Equational Reasoning and Observational Equivalence

Equational reasoning is the process of transforming a program by replacing expressions in a manner similar to high-school algebra. Expression $e_1$ can be replaced by $e_2$ only if the two are equivalent. Observational equivalence, denoted as $\equiv$ in the paper, is an equivalence relation between expressions that holds whenever two expressions have the same observable behavior. That is, $e_1 \equiv e_2$ iff for every program context $C$, both $C[e_1]$ and $C[e_2]$ yield the same value, or both diverge. For example, consider the $\eta$-reduction rule from the $\lambda$-calculus, which states that $\lambda x \rightarrow f \; x \equiv f$ (when $x$ is not free in $f$).

10.2.2 Monad Laws

Monad laws are crucial for equational reasoning in a monadic setting (Wadler, 1992). A proper monad is one that obeys the following three laws:

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{return } x \gg= f \equiv f \; x & \text{ -- left identity} \\
& p \gg= \text{return} \equiv p & \text{ -- right identity} \\
& (p \gg= f) \gg= h \equiv p \gg= \lambda x \rightarrow (f \; x \gg= h) & \text{ -- associativity}
\end{align*}
\]

The first two laws, left and right identity, state that return neither changes the value nor performs any computational effect. The associativity law states that only the order of computations is relevant in a $\gg=$ expression. In the same way, monad transformers need to satisfy the following laws:

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{lift} \circ \text{return} \equiv \text{return} & \text{ -- identity preservation} \\
& \text{lift} \; (m \gg= f) \equiv \text{lift} \; m \gg= (\text{lift} \circ f) & \text{ -- comp. preservation}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that Haskell does not enforce that declared instances of the $Monad$ or $MonadTrans$ classes actually respect these laws. This has to be proven separately for each considered instance.

We have illustrated informally why compositional reasoning is desirable. Because we can reuse certain proofs about the system or about aspects, the key benefit of compositional reasoning is that it scales to
large systems—in contrast to monolithic global reasoning. Nevertheless, we need to be precise about what compositional reasoning is and under what scenarios we can reuse harmlessness proofs. We will make this claims precise in the following chapter, using equational reasoning and the monadic laws. In particular, we will establish a general theorem about compositional harmlessness, whose preconditions specify the situations where proofs must be re-established.
Compositional Reasoning, Formally

11.1 Abstracting Monadic AOP

Our approach to compositional reasoning relies on a monadic formulation of AOP, but is independent from the concrete implementation of an aspectual computation monad transformer. In this chapter, we define an aspectual computation monad transformer denoted $\mathcal{A}_T$ in an abstract manner, by prescribing its interface and properties. The theorem of compositional reasoning in Section 11.2 is established based on this abstract specification only.

11.1.1 Join Point Model

As before, we consider a join point model in which join points are function applications. However, here we abstract over any concrete design choice by introducing an abstract join point type, on which pointcuts predicate:

```haskell
data Jp m a b
type Pc m a b = Jp m a b -> Bool
```

The type variables respectively denote the underlying monad stack, and the argument and return types of the applied function. The concrete representation of \( Jp \) can hold more information (e.g. contextual information, tags) or less, if some information is not meant to be used in pointcuts.

Because a denotational model cannot assume implicit generation of join points, we require the presence of an open application operator $\#$ that takes a function of type \( a \to \mathcal{A}_T m b \) and returns a function of the same type whose application produces a join point (this effect is encapsulated in the $\mathcal{A}_T$ monad transformer):

```haskell
(#) :: (a -> \mathcal{A}_T m b) -> (a -> \mathcal{A}_T m b)
```

Note that, in general, there is no reason to assume a single manner to generate join points, so there can indeed be a family of operators $\#^i$, which are interpreted by the aspect weaver as needed. Finally, one can view a partial open application \( f \ #^i \) as an open function, whose application produces join points.

An advice is a function that executes in place of a join point matched by a pointcut. The first argument of the advice, typically called proceed, is a function which represents the original computation at the matched join point. An aspect simply pairs a pointcut with an advice.

```haskell
type Advice m a b = (a -> m b) -> (a -> m b)
type Aspect m a b = (Pc m a b, Advice m a b)
```
As described in Chapter 4, supporting polymorphic aspects implies that the aspect environment should be an heterogeneous list. In order to avoid accidental complexity, we do not consider this issue in this abstract specification.

**Aspectual computation** Given a concrete A\_T transformer, we require a function that evaluates an A\_T computation given an aspect environment:

\[
\text{run}_{A_T} :: \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow AEnv (A_T m) \rightarrow A_T m \rightarrow m a \rightarrow m a
\]

**Abstracting open applications** Similarly to the S\_M and \(\mathbb{W}_M\) type classes, we introduce a type class to define an abstract interface for performing open applications:

\[
\text{class } \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow A_M m \text{ where }
\]

\[
\#^i :: (Int \rightarrow m \text{ Int}) \rightarrow (Int \rightarrow m \text{ Int})
\]

\[
\text{instance } \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow A_M (A_T m) \text{ where}...
\]

The only operation of this class is \(\#^i\), and we require that any monad \(A_T m\) be an instance of this class. Note that \(A_M\) allows a form of type-based reasoning about open applications: any function of type \(\forall m.D m \Rightarrow a \rightarrow m b\), where \(D\) is a class constraint that does not entail \(A_M\), cannot perform any open applications (and hence cannot emit join points).

### 11.1.2 Necessary Properties of A\_T

To be a correct model, the \(A_T\) transformer needs to satisfy a number of properties. First, it has to satisfy the monad transformer laws, and when applied to any monad \(m\), the monad laws must be satisfied as well. Moreover, for all aspect environments \(aenv\), the function \(\text{run}_{A_T} aenv\) must be a monad morphism.

**Definition 9.** A monad morphism \(h\) is a function of type

\[
h :: \forall a. M_1 a \rightarrow M_2 a
\]

that transforms computations in one monad \(M_1\) into computations in another monad \(M_2\). The function satisfies two laws:

\[
h \circ \text{return} \equiv \text{return}
\]

\[
h (m \gg= f) \equiv h m \gg= h \circ f \quad (\forall m, f)
\]

For \(\text{run}_{A_T}\), the first monad is \(A_T m\) and the second monad is just \(m\). Moreover, the two monad morphism laws have an intuitive meaning in this setting: the first law expresses that weaving has no impact on pure computations, and the second law expresses that weaving is compositional.\(^1\)

In the same spirit, we also require that a third law holds for \(\text{run}_{A_T} aenv;\)\(^2\)

---

1. If \(A_T\) supports dynamic deployment of aspects, as in the model described in Chapter 3, weaving cannot be compositional. We can nevertheless prove the monad morphism laws for the static fragment, and deal with dynamic deployment on a case-by-case basis.

2. This law actually subsumes the first monad morphism law, as \(\text{return} \equiv \text{lift} \circ \text{return}\).
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\[
\text{log} : \forall M \text{ String } m \Rightarrow \text{Advice } m \ a \ b \\
\text{log proceed } x = \textbf{do} \ \text{tell } "\text{Entering function } \ldots"
\quad \text{proceed } x
\]

\[
\text{memo} : (\text{Ord } a, S_M (\text{Map } a \ b) \ m) \Rightarrow \text{Advice } m \ a \ b
\]

\[
\text{memo proceed } x = \textbf{do}
\quad \text{table } \leftarrow \text{get}
\quad \textbf{if} \ \text{member } x \ \text{table}
\quad \textbf{then} \ \text{return} (\text{table} ! x)
\quad \textbf{else} \ \textbf{do} \ y \leftarrow \text{proceed } x
\quad \quad \text{table}' \leftarrow \text{get}
\quad \quad \text{put} (\text{insert } x \ y \ \text{table}')
\quad \text{return} y
\]

Figure 11.1: Logging and memoization advice in monadic style

\[
\text{run}_{A_T} aenv \circ \text{lift} \equiv \text{id}
\]

This law expresses that \(\text{run}_{A_T} aenv\) is a left inverse of \(\text{lift}\). In words, weaving an effectful computation that does not involve open applications has no impact.

These laws have to be established whenever a concrete \(A_T\) transformer is implemented. We will come back to this when presenting a simple \(A_T\) transformer in Chapter 12.

11.1.3 Running Example in Monadic Style

Section 10.1 used pseudo-code to describe a base program and aspects. In Haskell, the base program is defined in monadic style using the do notation as follows:

\[
\text{prog } x \ y = \textbf{do} \ r_1 \leftarrow f \ #^1 x
\quad \quad r_2 \leftarrow g \ #^3 y
\quad \quad \text{return} (r_1 + r_2)
\]

The program can be run as an aspectual computation in the \(A_T\) transformer with a logging aspect on open applications of \(f\) as follows:

\[
\text{run}_{A_T} [(fPc, \text{log})] \ (\text{prog } 5 \ 12)
\]

The pointcut \(fPc\) is left undefined at this stage, since in this abstract model we do not prescribe a specific way to denote functions. The definitions of the log and memo advices in monadic style are given in Figure 11.1.

11.2 Compositional Harmlessness Theorem

This section formalizes our approach to compositional reasoning about aspect interference. This approach revolves around the following general theorem, which provides a framework for the reasoning. The theorem considers an AOP system that is run with respect to a particular aspect environment \(aenv\). The theorem states that, under four sufficient conditions, the system preserves its observable behavior under an alternative aspect environment \(aenv'\) that may introduce additional effects. With the four conditions it provides a step-by-step guide to proving non-interference.
A key property of the theorem is that it supports compositional reasoning. Compositionality is achieved because the theorem splits the system into two parts, an open function \( f \#^i \) and a context \( c \), whose conditions are independent, can be proven separately, and can be reused in different compositions. Moreover, the system can easily be decomposed into all the individual open functions (rather than just two parts) by repeated application of the theorem. In fact, the third condition below, which relates to the context, is an instance of the theorem and thus explicitly invites this systematic decomposition.

**Theorem 4 (Compositional Harmlessness Theorem).** Given an expression:

\[
\text{system} ::= \forall m. C \iff A \rightarrow A m B
\]

Here \( A \) and \( B \) are some types, and \( m \) is a type variable constrained by some type class constraints \( C \) that at least require \( m \) to be an instance of Monad.

We assume that \( \text{system} \) is given in terms of the following decomposition:

\[
\text{system} \equiv c (f \#^i)
\]

where \( c, f \) and \( i \) are arbitrary values of the following types (with \( C_f \) entailed by \( C \); again \( A' \) and \( B' \) are some types):

\[
c ::= \forall m. C m \Rightarrow (A' \rightarrow A_T m B') \rightarrow A \rightarrow A_T m B
\]

\[
f ::= \forall m. C_f m \Rightarrow A' \rightarrow A_T m B'
\]

Also, we are given two aspect environments \( aenv \) and \( aenv' \) of types:

\[
aenv ::= \forall m. D m \Rightarrow AEnv (A_T m)
\]

\[
aenv' ::= \forall m. D m \Rightarrow AEnv (A_T (T m))
\]

where \( T \) is some instance of MonadTrans and \( D \) is a type class constraint that at least requires \( m \) to be an instance of Monad.

The given projection function:

\[
\pi ::= \forall m. a. Monad m \Rightarrow T m a \rightarrow m a
\]

is a left-inverse of \( \text{lift} \) that removes the additional \( T \) effect from the monad stack \( T m \).

If the four conditions on \( c \) and \( f \) given below hold, then we have that:

\[
\text{run}_{A_T} aenv \text{ system} \equiv \pi (\text{run}_{A_T} aenv' \text{ system})
\]

The four conditions on \( c \) and \( f \) are:

1. **Compositional weaving**

\[
\forall env. \text{run}_{A_T} env (c (f \#^i)) \equiv \text{run}_{A_T} env c (\text{lift} \circ \text{run}_{A_T} env \circ (f \#^i))
\]

2. **Compositional projection**

\[
\pi \circ \text{run}_{A_T} aenv' \circ c (\text{lift} \circ \text{lift} \circ \pi \circ \text{run}_{A_T} aenv' \circ (f \#^i))
\]

\[
\equiv \pi \circ \text{run}_{A_T} aenv' \circ c (\text{lift} \circ \text{run}_{A_T} aenv' \circ (f \#^i))
\]
3. Contextual harmlessness

\[ \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env} \circ c \circ (\lambda g \rightarrow \text{lift} \circ g) \equiv \pi \circ \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env}' \circ c \circ (\lambda g \rightarrow \text{lift} \circ \text{lift} \circ g) \]

4. Local harmlessness

\[ \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env} \circ (f \ #^i) \equiv \pi \circ \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env}' \circ (f \ #^i) \]

Proof. The proof proceeds by straightforward equational reasoning:

\[
\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env} \circ \text{system} \\
\equiv \{-\text{system decomposition -}\} \\
\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env} \circ (c \ (f \ #^i)) \\
\equiv \{-\text{compositional weaving -}\} \\
\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env} \circ c \circ (\text{lift} \circ \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env} \circ f \ #^i) \\
\equiv \{-\text{local harmlessness -}\} \\
\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env} \circ c \circ (\text{lift} \circ \pi \circ \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env}' \circ f \ #^i) \\
\equiv \{-\text{contextual harmlessness -}\} \\
\pi \ (\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env}' \circ (\text{lift} \circ \pi \circ \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env}' \circ f \ #^i)) \\
\equiv \{-\text{compositional projection -}\} \\
\pi \ (\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env}' \circ c \ (f \ #^i)) \\
\equiv \{-\text{compositional weaving -}\} \\
\pi \ (\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env}' \ (c \ (f \ #^i))) \\
\equiv \{-\text{system decomposition -}\} \\
\pi \ (\text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env}' \ \text{system}) \]

We now explain and illustrate how the theorem can be used.

11.2.1 System Decomposition

The starting point is to view the system as the composition of a particular function \( f \) and a context \( c \). For instance, we can write our running example as \( c_1 \ (f_1 \ #^i) \) where

\[
f_1 = f \\
c_1 = \lambda f \ x \ y \rightarrow \text{do} \ \ r_1 \leftarrow f \ x \\
\hspace{1cm} r_2 \leftarrow g \ #^j \ y \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{return} \ (r_1 + r_2)
\]

Here the context \( c_1 \) is just system abstracted over \( f \ #^i \). Note that the same system can be decomposed in many different ways, in order to focus on different open functions.

11.2.2 Compositional Weaving

The first condition states that weaving the composite system is equivalent to weaving the context \( c \) and the function \( f \) separately and then composing them.

While the compositional weaving condition is formulated in terms of the specific \( c \) and \( f \), it comes almost for free from the three laws that \( \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \text{env} \) satisfies (recall Section 11.1.2). To see why, let us consider the essential ways in which \( c \) can use \( f \). There are two permitted ways:
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1. $c$ does nothing with $f$, and thus whether $f$ is woven or not is inconsequential.
2. $c$ invokes $f$ (once or more), which means embedding it in its larger computation (once or more) with $\gg$, which is where the second law comes in. Note that the second law can be used repeatedly to tackle a larger computation sequence $m \gg f_1 \gg \ldots \gg f_n$.

However, there is also one way in which the condition can be violated:

3. The context $c$ is itself weaving the open function with a custom aspect environment. One such example is:

$$c = \lambda f \to \text{lift} \circ \text{run}\mathcal{A}_T [ ] \circ f$$

where $c$ weaves the function with an empty aspect environment, irrespective of the aspect environment used to weave $c$ itself.

This illegal use of $f$ can be avoided by introducing a measure of parametricity. Instead of using the fixed monad transformer $\mathcal{A}_T$ and its fixed function $\#^2$ in $c$ and $f$, we make $c$ and $f$ parametric in the particular type and function definition. This parameterization is conveniently achieved by imposing the $\mathcal{A}_M$ constraint on the monad stack instead of applying the $\mathcal{A}_T$ transformer. It prevents $c$ from invoking the weaving function $\text{run}\mathcal{A}_T$ locally on $f$ because $\text{run}\mathcal{A}_T$ only works for $\mathcal{A}_T m'$ and not for all possible $m$ that instantiate $\mathcal{A}_M$. We summarize our technique for establishing compositional weaving in the following conjecture.

**Conjecture 1.** Provided that $f$ and $c$ have the following polymorphic types:

$$c :: \forall m. (C \to m, \mathcal{A}_M m) \Rightarrow (A' \to m B') \to A \to m B$$

$$f :: \forall m. (C_f m, \mathcal{A}_M m) \Rightarrow A' \to m B'$$

the condition of compositional weaving holds.

We believe that this conjecture can be proven with logical relations, which is a rather technically challenging task that is currently out of the scope of this work.

### 11.2.3 Compositional Projection

The second condition expresses that composing the projected context $c$ and projected function $f$ is equivalent to projecting the composition.

This condition has a similar shape as that for compositional weaving. Hence, in the case that the projection function $\pi$ is a monad morphism, then the same solution as for compositional weaving applies. For instance, the projection $\pi_W$ of the writer effect (used in the logging advice) is well-known (and easily verified) to be a monad morphism. This means that, if the system abstracts over the implementation of the writer effect with the type class constraint $\mathcal{W}_M$, then its projection is indeed compositional.

However, it is a very strong requirement for the projection function to be a monad morphism. For instance, the projection $\pi_S$ of the state effect is not a monad morphism:

$$\pi_S 0 (\text{get} \gg \lambda x \to \text{put} (x + 1) \gg \text{get}) \equiv \text{return} 1$$

$$\pi_S 0 (\text{get} \gg \lambda x \to \text{put} (x + 1)) \gg \pi_S 0 \text{get} \equiv \text{return} 0$$

This explains why we must be careful when adding the `memo` advice of Figure 11.1, which has a memo table as its state, to our running example. If the pointcut of this advice matches both the function $f$ on the one hand and the function $g$ in the context $c$ on the other hand, then the two uses of the advice may interfere through the shared state. For instance, the result for $f 3$ may be stored in the table and later wrongly used as if it were the result for $g 3$. This problem is not discovered when we consider the impact of `memo` on $c$ and $f$ separately. On the contrary, `memo` is contextually and locally harmless, but globally harmful. We only discover this problem because compositional projection does not hold. This illustrates why compositional projection is a crucial condition.

In some cases, the use of `memo` in a larger system is nevertheless harmless. As we cannot take the monad morphism route to establishing this, we need to resort to alternative techniques.
— If the woven function \( \text{run}_{A_T} \text{aenv'} \circ (f \ #^i) \) does not use the projected effect, then projection is indeed compositional. This is for instance the case when \( \text{memo} \) does not advise \( f \). We can formally capture this as:

\[
\exists h, \text{lift} \circ h \equiv \text{run}_{A_T} \text{aenv'} \circ (f \ #^i)
\]

Let us now reason about the relevant part of the left-hand side of the condition:

\[
\text{lift} \circ \text{lift} \circ \pi \circ \text{run}_{A_T} \text{aenv'} \circ (f \ #^i)
\]

\[\equiv \{-\text{assumption -}\}
\]

\[
\text{lift} \circ \text{lift} \circ \pi \circ \text{lift} \circ h
\]

\[\equiv \{-\pi \text{ is left inverse of lift -}\}
\]

\[
\text{lift} \circ \text{lift} \circ h
\]

\[\equiv \{-\text{assumption -}\}
\]

\[
\text{lift} \circ \text{run}_{A_T} \text{aenv'} \circ (f \ #^i)
\]

If we plug this conclusion into the left-hand side of the compositional projection condition, we obtain its right-hand side. In other words, the condition follows from the assumption.

— The dual assumption from the above is that the context \( c \) does not use the projected effect. This is for instance the case when \( \text{memo} \) advises \( f \) but not \( c \). Unfortunately, this case is not as straightforward. While \( c \) does not directly interfere with the effect, it may indirectly create interference by invoking \( f \) repeatedly and those invocations may interfere with one another through their shared effect. This requires reasoning about the compatibility of an advised \( f \) with itself. For instance, in the case of \( \text{memo} \) it is perfectly fine for multiple invocations of \( f \) to share the memo table; in fact, that is exactly the point of memoization. A counterexample is an advice that monitors whether a function is invoked at most \( n \) number of times, where \( n \) is the first input its called with, and raises an error when that limit is exceeded. This advice is perfectly fine for a function in isolation that takes \( n \) (recursive) calls, but when there are multiple separate invocations, then the error may be triggered inadvertently.

Note that we can safely memoize both \( f \) and \( g \) in our example, if separate tables are used. This amounts to using two instances of \( \text{memo} \) that each act on a different \( S_T \) layer in the monad stack. In this setup, the state of the components is isolated from each other. Hence, this scenario involves the two classes of compositional projection discussed above.

### 11.2.4 Contextual Harmlessness

The third condition expresses that as far as the context \( c \) is concerned, the aspect environments \( \text{aenv} \) and \( \text{aenv}' \) are indistinguishable. There are various ways in which \( \text{aenv} \) and \( \text{aenv}' \) can be related for this to be true, for example:

— Unused aspects \((\text{pc}, a)\), where the pointcut \( \text{pc} \) does not match any join point in \( c \), can be freely added or removed.

— Two aspects \((\text{pc}_1, a_1)\) and \((\text{pc}_2, a_2)\) can be reordered if they either do not match on the same applications in \( c \) or their advices commute \((a_1 \circ a_2 \equiv a_2 \circ a_1)\).

— The pointcut of an aspect can be replaced by one that matches the same join points in \( c \).

— The advice of an aspect can be replaced by one that behaves in the same way with respect to \( c \).

— Multiple aspects can be replaced simultaneously by another set of aspects that together behave in the same way on \( c \), redistributing the work among themselves, e.g. splitting a predicate into two disjoint ones.

Note that the contextual harmlessness condition is a variant of the general theorem itself, but on a smaller system that only consists of the context \( c \). Hence, it can be proven by recursively decomposing the context and invoking the general theorem on the two parts. This insight is essential to scale up our approach from a two-function system to arbitrarily complex systems.
For instance, in the running example we can build a simpler system from \( c_1 \), namely \( c_1 (lift \circ h) \), where \( h : C \to A' \to m B' \) is universally quantified. This form is smaller than the original system because it features fewer open applications; \( h \)'s type is constrained to not feature any. The resulting system has the form:

\[
\text{system'} = \lambda x y \to \begin{array}{l}
\text{do } r_1 \leftarrow \text{lift} (h x) \\
r_2 \leftarrow g \; \text{#}^j y \\
\text{return} (r_1 + r_2)
\end{array}
\]

which can be decomposed as \( \text{system'} = c_2 (f_2 \; \text{#}^j) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
f_2 &= g \\
c_2 &= \lambda g x y \to \begin{array}{l}
\text{do } r_1 \leftarrow \text{lift} (h x) \\
r_2 \leftarrow g y \\
\text{return} (r_1 + r_2)
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

Here we can consider the harmlessness of the extended environment \( aenv' \) separately for \( g \) and \( c_2 \). Note that since \( c_2 \) does not contain any more open applications, contextual harmlessness is trivially established for it.

### 11.2.5 Local Harmlessness

The fourth condition requires the harmlessness of the extended aspect environment \( aenv' \) with respect to a single function seen in isolation. In our recursively decomposed example, this means we can study the impact of \( aenv' \) on \( f \) and \( g \) individually.

We do not go into detail here, but devote Chapter 13 to adapting the techniques of MRI for proving this condition in our setting. These techniques involve both regular proofs based on equational reasoning over the actual implementations of function and advice, as well as the more lightweight parametricity-based techniques that only need to consider the types.

In this chapter we have developed the main contribution of the third part of the thesis. The compositional harmlessness theorem precisely describes four sufficient conditions to establish that swapping an aspect environment for another one preserves the semantics of a system. The theorem is established in terms of an abstract monadic AOP system, which must fulfill certain characteristics. In the next chapter we instantiate a simple monadic AOP model, which is a simplification of the full-fledged model presented in the first two parts of the thesis, in order to illustrate the use of the compositional harmlessness theorem. In a broader sense, a main challenge that remains is how to translate—at least intuitively—the preconditions and the conclusion of the theorem, which are rather technical and too specific to the monadic setting, to other aspect languages.
A Simple Monadic AOP Model

In order to illustrate concrete applications of compositional reasoning about aspect interference, we now describe a simple monomorphic monadic model of pointcut/advice AOP in Haskell. The model is a simplification of the monadic embedding of aspects described in Chapter 3. The main differences are that this model:

1. does not support polymorphic aspects; only functions of type \( \text{Int} \rightarrow m \text{Int} \), for some monad \( m \), are open to advice.
2. only has pure pointcuts, i.e. pointcuts that cannot use monadic effects.
3. uses an abstract syntax tree of computations that expose function applications as join points and turn it into a monad transformer.
4. does not support dynamic aspect deployment; \( \mathcal{A}_T \) computations are evaluated under a fixed aspect environment.
5. uses a more general model of tagged open weaving to specify quantification.

12.1 An Embedding of Open Applications

We implement \( \mathcal{A}_T \) as a monad transformer that captures open function applications in a syntactic form. The interpreter function \( \text{run}_{\mathcal{A}_T} \) interprets the open applications by weaving them with the aspect environment.

**Join point model** Join points represent open function application. In order not to deal with function equality or type comparisons as discussed in Section 5.1.1, we rely on tagged applications: pointcuts match join points based on tag equality (\( pc\text{Tag} \)). Here, tags are just integers:

```haskell
type Tag = Int

data Jp m a b = Jp Tag

pcTag t (Jp t') = t \equiv t'
```

Note that in this simple instantiation of monadic AOP, join points only embed the tag of an open application, and neither the applied function nor the argument.

---

1. Our \( \mathcal{A}_T \) implementation is a close cousin of a free monad. In Haskell terms, a free monad is an instance of the class \( \text{Monad} \) that can be defined for any \( \text{Functor} \) (Kmett, 2008)
instance Monad m ⇒ Monad (A_T m) where
  return = \_\_\_ m >>= \_\_\_ return \_\_\_ \_\_ Return
m ≫= f = A_T (unA_T m >>= \_\_\_ return \_\_\_ \_\_\_ \_\_ f x)
  OpenApp t g x k →
返回 (OpenApp t g x (λy → k y ≫= f))

instance MonadTrans A_T where
  lift ma = A_T (ma >> \_\_\_ return \_\_\_ \_\_\_\_ Return)

Figure 12.1: A_T instances for the Monad and MonadTrans type classes.

Defining the monad transformer The A_T transformer extends a given monad m with the ability to expose some open function applications. A computation A_T m a is denoted by an alternating sequence of computations in the monad m and exposed open function applications starting with the former.

data A_T m a = A_T {unA_T :: m (ResultA_T m a)}
data ResultA_T m a
  = Return a
  | OpenApp Tag -- tag
    (Int → A_T Int) -- function
    Int -- argument
    (Int → A_T m a) -- continuation

The ResultA_T value indicates what comes next after an m computation. Either the computation is done, which is denoted by the Return constructor, or an open function application comes next, denoted by the OpenApp constructor. In particular, OpenApp t g x k denotes the open application of g to x with tag t, followed by the continuation k that proceeds the computation with the result of the open application. Figure 12.1 shows the instances for the Monad and MonadTrans type classes. Observe that for open applications, ≫= extends the corresponding continuation k with operation f.

Notice that, in general, we cannot guarantee that weaving terminates, hence the definition of ResultA_T must be interpreted in a co-inductive way—an assumption that we exploit later on our proofs.

Open Applications Function openApp creates the denotation of tagged open applications:

openApp t f x = A_T (return (OpenApp t f x return))

Because return is the left and right identity of ≫=, we use it as the continuation that proceeds with the result of the open application. Hence, in isolation, open applications provide a semantics-preserving connection point for composition through ≫= . Using openApp, A_T can be declared as an instance of the A_M type class:

instance Monad m ⇒ A_M (A_T m) where
  f #^ x = openApp t f x

12.2 Running A_T Computations

We define the runA_T interpreter function which evaluates an A_T computation:

runA_T aenv m = unA_T m ≫= go where
  go (Return r) = return r
12.3 Aspect Weaving

The weaver is defined recursively on the aspect environment as follows:

\[
\text{weave} :: \text{Monad } m \Rightarrow (\text{Int} \to m \text{ Int}) \to \text{AEnv } m \to Jp m \text{ Int} \to m (\text{Int} \to m \text{ Int})
\]

\[
\text{weave } f \ [] = \text{return } f
\]

\[
\text{weave } f \ ((\text{pc}, \text{adv}) : \text{asps}) \text{ jp} = \text{weave } (\text{if } \text{pc} \text{ jp }\text{ then } \text{adv } f \text{ else } f) \text{ asps } \text{jp}
\]

For each aspect it applies the pointcut to the join point. Then it continues weaving on the rest of the aspect environment using either \(\text{adv } f\) if the pointcut matches, or \(f\) otherwise.

12.4 Properties of \(\mathbb{A}_T\)

To exploit the general result of the previous section, we need to establish that \(\mathbb{A}_T\) is a proper aspectual monad transformer that satisfies the necessary properties described in Section 11.1.2.

Lemma 1 (Monad laws for \(\mathbb{A}_T\)). \(\mathbb{A}_T\) fulfills the monad transformer laws. In addition, for any monad \(m\), \(\mathbb{A}_T m\) fulfills the monad laws.

Lemma 2 (\(\text{run}\mathbb{A}_T\) monad morphism). For any aspect environment \(\text{aenv}\), \(\text{run}\mathbb{A}_T \text{ aenv}\) is a monad morphism. Furthermore, it is also a left inverse of \(\text{lift}\).

The proofs proceed by straightforward equational reasoning and co-induction on the shape of the monadic composition, and are available in Appendix A. Crucially, the proofs rely on the monad and monad transformer laws for \(\mathbb{A}_T\).

Given the importance of the compositionality of weaving (which corresponds to the second law of monad morphisms), we show its proof in Figure 12.2. This law is fundamental for the formalization of Chapter 11 and for the theorem of the following chapter. The proof consists of folding and unfolding the definitions of \(\text{run}\mathbb{A}_T\), its internally-defined function \(go\), and the \(\gg\gg\) operation of \(\mathbb{A}_T\); it also uses the monad laws on \(m\), and the identity \(\text{un}\mathbb{A}_T \circ \mathbb{A}_T \equiv \mathbb{A}_T \circ \text{un}\mathbb{A}_T \equiv \text{id}\). A crucial step is the use of the co-induction hypothesis to start folding the definitions.

This chapter developed a simplified monadic model of AOP in order to connect the formal results of Chapter 11 and a simplified version of the framework presented in Part I and Part II. The main simplifications are the lack of effectful pointcuts and the static deployment of aspects. In contrast, a significant improvement that ought to be adopted in the full-fledged framework is to expose open applications as an abstract syntax tree (similar to a free monad). Because this approach reifies open applications, we can perform arbitrary program transformations on them. How to exploit this facility is an immediate line of future work.
run_{A_T} aenv (m \gg_{A_T} f)
\equiv \{-\text{unfold} \gg_{A_T} -\}
run_{A_T} aenv (\lambda_{A_T} (\text{un}_{A_T} m \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of }\n\quad \text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{un}_{A_T} (f x))\n\quad \text{OpenApp } t x g k \rightarrow \text{return}_{m} (\n\quad \quad \text{OpenApp } t x g (\lambda y \rightarrow k y \gg_{A_T} f)))))
\equiv \{-\text{unfold} \text{un}_{A_T} \text{ and } \text{un}_{A_T} \circ \lambda_{A_T} \equiv \text{id} -\}
\text{un}_{A_T} m \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of }\n\quad \text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{un}_{A_T} (f x)\n\quad \text{OpenApp } t x g k \rightarrow \text{return}_{m} (\n\quad \quad \text{OpenApp } t x g (\lambda y \rightarrow k y \gg_{A_T} f))) \gg_{m} \text{ go}
\equiv \{-\text{assoc. of } \gg_{m} + \text{distributing } \text{go} \text{ over } \text{case } -\}
\text{un}_{A_T} m \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of }\n\quad \text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{un}_{A_T} (f x) \gg_{m} \text{ go} \n\quad \text{OpenApp } t x g k \rightarrow \text{return}_{m} (\n\quad \quad \text{OpenApp } t x g (\lambda y \rightarrow k y \gg_{A_T} f))) \gg_{m} \text{ go}
\equiv \{-\text{assoc. of } m\}
\text{un}_{A_T} m \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of }\n\quad \text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{un}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } (f x)\n\quad \text{OpenApp } t x g k \rightarrow \text{un}_{A_T} (\lambda_{A_T} (\text{return}_{m} (\n\quad \quad \text{OpenApp } t x g (\lambda y \rightarrow k y \gg_{A_T} f)))) \gg_{m} \text{ go}
\equiv \{-\text{left } \text{id } \text{of } m + \text{folding } \text{un}_{A_T} -\}
\text{un}_{A_T} m \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of }\n\quad \text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{return } m \gg_{m} \text{ un}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f\n\quad \text{OpenApp } t x g k \rightarrow \text{un}_{A_T} \text{ aenv} \n\quad \quad (\lambda_{A_T} (\text{return}_{m} (\text{OpenApp } t x g (\lambda y \rightarrow k y \gg_{A_T} f))))))\n\equiv \{-\text{folding} \gg_{A_T} -\}
\text{un}_{A_T} m \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of }\n\quad \text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{return } m \gg_{m} \text{ un}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f\n\quad \text{OpenApp } t x g k \rightarrow \text{un}_{A_T} \text{ aenv} \n\quad \quad ((\lambda_{A_T} (\text{return}_{m} (\text{OpenApp } t x g k) \gg_{A_T} f))))
\equiv \{-\text{co-induction hypothesis } -\}
\text{un}_{A_T} m \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of }\n\quad \text{Return } x \rightarrow \n\quad \quad \text{return } m \gg_{m} \text{ run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f\n\quad \text{OpenApp } t x g k \rightarrow \text{run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv} \n\quad \quad (\lambda_{A_T} (\text{return}_{m} (\text{OpenApp } t x g k))) \gg_{m} \text{ run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f
\equiv \{-\text{factoring } \text{run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f \text{ from } \text{case } -\}
\text{un}_{A_T} m \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow (\text{case } r \text{ of }\n\quad \text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{return } m \gg_{m} \text{ run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f\n\quad \text{OpenApp } t x g k \rightarrow \text{run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv} \n\quad \quad (\lambda_{A_T} (\text{return}_{m} (\text{OpenApp } t x g k)))\gg_{m} \text{ run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f
\equiv \{-\text{assoc. of } m\}
\text{un}_{A_T} m \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow (\text{case } r \text{ of }\n\quad \text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{return } m \gg_{m} \text{ run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f\n\quad \text{OpenApp } t x g k \rightarrow \text{run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv} \n\quad \quad (\lambda_{A_T} (\text{return}_{m} (\text{OpenApp } t x g k)))\gg_{m} \text{ run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f
\equiv \{-\text{assoc. of } m\}
\text{un}_{A_T} m \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow (\text{case } r \text{ of }\n\quad \text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{return } m \gg_{m} \text{ run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f\n\quad \text{OpenApp } t x g k \rightarrow \text{run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv} \n\quad \quad (\lambda_{A_T} (\text{return}_{m} (\text{OpenApp } t x g k)))\gg_{m} \text{ run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f
\equiv \{-\text{folding } \text{go } -\}
\text{un}_{A_T} m \gg_{m} \text{ go} \gg_{m} \text{ run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f
\equiv \{-\text{folding } \text{run}_{A_T} -\}
\text{run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } m \gg_{m} \text{ run}_{A_T} \text{ aenv } \circ f

Figure 12.2: Proof of the second monad morphism law for run_{A_T}. 

Local Harmlessness

In Chapter 11, we have shown how the first three conditions of Theorem 4 can be met. This chapter develops local harmlessness results using the monadic AOP model of Chapter 12. We now discuss how local harmlessness of the updated aspect environment $aenv'$ with respect to the initial environment $aenv$ can be established in this setting. Concretely, we must prove that:

$$\text{run}_{AT}(aenv \circ (f \#^i)) \equiv \pi \circ \text{run}_{AT}(aenv' \circ (f \#^i))$$

We observe that the problem of reasoning about aspect interference for an isolated function woven by aspects is directly analogous to the work of MRI in the model of mixins. Therefore, we can benefit from the established results of MRI in at least two ways:

— Translate AOP programs into the setting of MRI; establish the required program equivalence in this setting, and interpret this result back into the AOP model. This approach allows us to reuse directly all the theorems proven in the MRI model.

— Lift the reasoning techniques developed in MRI to the AOP setting, to establish similar harmlessness results. This path is potentially more general and avoids a translation to MRI, but it does entail the need to re-establish all theorems proven in the MRI model in the AOP model.\(^1\)

Here, we adopt the first approach, leaving the second one as a possible line of future work.

### 13.1 AOP-MRI Translation

We present a commutative correspondence diagram that gives a high-level overview of the chosen technique. In this diagram, the local harmlessness condition of Theorem 4 is represented by path (d). Instead of proving this directly, the goal is to obtain (d) by the composition of paths (a), (b) and (c).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{f}_{MRI} + \text{mix} & \quad \text{(b)} \quad \equiv \quad \pi(\text{f}_{MRI} + \text{mix}') \\
\text{f}_{AOP} + aenv & \quad \text{(c)} \quad \equiv \quad \pi(\text{f}_{AOP} + aenv') \\
\end{align*}
\]

\(^1\) Although in Part II we adapt the use of parametricity to enforce non-interference of pointcuts, advice and base programs to the AOP model, rigorous formal results have not been established yet in the model of Chapter 3.
Starting from an AOP system composed by function $f_{AOP}$ and aspect environment $aenv$, step (a) involves finding a function $f_{MRI}$ and a mixin $mix$, such that their composition is equivalent to this initial system. In the same way, step (c) requires to find a mixin $mix'$ equivalent to aspect environment $aenv'$. Given this, we can reuse the reasoning techniques and established results of MRI to determine the equivalence of step (b) between $f_{MRI}$ composed with $mix$ and the projection of $f_{MRI}$ composed with $mix'$.

A drawback of this approach is that it is not known how to perform steps (a) and (c) in a general manner, because there are AOP programs that cannot be expressed using mixins, as illustrated later. Still, we can prove that a connection exists for a wide family of functions and aspect environments (Theorem 5 below).

We now briefly summarize the MRI model and prove a theorem connecting MRI to AOP. Then, using the Fibonacci function as a concrete example, we show how to prove that the logging and memoization aspects from Figure 11.1 are locally harmless.

### 13.2 Background: the MRI Framework

MRI models inheritance by the composition of mixins through open recursion. This inheritance model is defined as (Oliveira et al., 2012):

\[
\text{type } Open\ s = s \rightarrow s
\]
\[
new:: Open\ s \rightarrow s
\]
\[
new\ a = fix\ (\lambda f \rightarrow a \ f)
\]
\[
(\oplus) :: Open\ s \rightarrow Open\ s \rightarrow Open\ s
\]
\[
a_1 \oplus a_2 = \lambda super \rightarrow a_1\ (a_2\ super)
\]

The type $Open\ s$ represents an open component of type $s$. $new$ is a fixpoint combinator that closes, or instantiates, an open component that is potentially extended. Finally, the $\oplus$ operator defines component composition. The following diagram (taken from (Oliveira et al., 2012)) illustrates the inheritance model:

\[
p = new\ (a_1 \oplus a_2 \oplus \ldots \oplus a_n \oplus base)
\]

To create a component $\oplus$ instantiates $super$ references for every extended component, and $new$ instantiates the self-reference $this$.

MRI formally captures the notion of harmlessness that has been used in Part III of this work. Given a mixin $mix$ and base component $bse$, then $mix$ is harmless if:

\[
\pi\ (new\ (mix \oplus bse)) \equiv runI \circ new\ bse
\]

for some projection $\pi$. Here $runI$ is the projection of the identity monad, which has no computational effect.

MRI provides two harmless mixin theorems (Oliveira et al., 2012). Using these theorems it is formally proven that logging is harmless for any arbitrary function. It is also proven that memoization is harmless when applied to the Fibonacci function. In the examples of next section we detail the specific techniques used in these proofs.

### 13.3 Connecting MRI to AOP

There is a direct connection between an advice and a mixin, as witnessed by the types of these entities: both type synonyms $Advice\ m\ a\ b$ and $Open\ (a \rightarrow m\ b)$ denote the same type $(a \rightarrow m\ b) \rightarrow (a \rightarrow m\ b)$. 
This reveals that any MRI mixin can be used as an advice. However the converse is not generally true if an advice performs open applications. For instance an aspect could trigger infinite regression by matching join points emitted on its own advice. However, if an advice uses a type class constraint that does not entail \( k_m \) (which means that it cannot perform any open application), this cannot happen.

To connect a base function \( f_{AOP} \) with an open recursive equivalent function, we need a stronger constraint. Namely, we ask that \( f_{AOP} \) is equivalent to the fixpoint of an open recursion \( f_{MRI} \) (that does not make use of open application) in the following way:

\[
f_{AOP} \equiv \text{fix} (\lambda f \to f_{MRI} (f \#^i))
\]

Putting these together, we can state a general theorem that relates MRI to AOP and eases considerably the establishment of steps (a) and (c) of the correspondence diagram.

**Definition 10** (AOP agnostic function). A function

\[
f :: \forall m. C \; m \Rightarrow (A \to m \, B) \to (A \to m \, B)
\]

is AOP-agnostic iff \( C \) is a type class constraint that entails Monad but not \( k_m \). This means that the function does not emit join points.

**Theorem 5.** Given AOP-agnostic functions

\[
f_{MRI} :: \forall m. C \; m \Rightarrow (A \to m \, B) \to (A \to m \, B)
\]

\[
adv_v :: \forall m. D_v \; m \Rightarrow (A \to m \, B) \to (A \to m \, B)
\]

and given an aspect environment

\[
aenv = [(\text{pcTag} \; t_1, \text{adv}_1), \ldots , (\text{pcTag} \; t_n, \text{adv}_n)]
\]

we have that

\[
\text{run}_{A_{\text{\#}}} \; aenv \circ f_{AOP} \#^i \equiv \text{new} (\text{adv}_k' \oplus \ldots \oplus \text{adv}_1' \oplus f_{MRI})
\]

where \( f_{AOP} \) is such that

\[
f_{AOP} \equiv \text{fix} (\lambda f \to f_{MRI} (f \#^i))
\]

and \( [\text{adv}_1', \ldots , \text{adv}_k'] = [\text{adv}_1 \mid \text{pcTag} \; t_i (Jp \; t) \equiv \text{True}] \) is the list of all advices in \( aenv \) whose \( \text{pcTag} \; t_i \) pointcut matches \( \#^i \) applications.

**Proof.** The proof proceeds by equational reasoning and co-induction on the shape of the monadic composition:

\[
\text{run}_{A_{\text{\#}}} \; aenv \circ f_{AOP} \#^i \\
\equiv \{\text{-definition of } f_{AOP} \text{-} \}
\]

\[
\text{run}_{A_{\text{\#}}} \; aenv \circ \text{fix} (\lambda f \to f_{MRI} (f \#^i)) \#^i \\
\equiv \{\text{-unfolding of the fixpoint -} \}
\]

\[
\text{run}_{A_{\text{\#}}} \; aenv \circ f_{MRI} (\text{run}_{A_{\text{\#}}} \; aenv \circ f_{AOP} \#^i) \#^i \\
\equiv \{\text{-compositionality of weaving -} \}
\]

\[
\text{run}_{A_{\text{\#}}} \; aenv \circ f_{MRI} (\text{new} (\text{adv}_k' \oplus \ldots \oplus \text{adv}_1' \oplus f_{MRI})) \#^i \\
\equiv \{\text{-weaving -} \}
\]

\[
\text{adv}_k' \circ \ldots \circ \text{adv}_1' \circ f_{MRI} (\text{new} (\text{adv}_k' \oplus \ldots \oplus \text{adv}_1' \oplus f_{MRI})) \\
\equiv \{\text{-definition of } \oplus \text{-} \}
\]

\[
\text{adv}_k' \oplus \ldots \oplus \text{adv}_1' \oplus f_{MRI} (\text{new} (\text{adv}_k' \oplus \ldots \oplus \text{adv}_1' \oplus f_{MRI})) \\
\equiv \{\text{-folding the } \text{new fixpoint -} \}
\]

\[
\text{new} (\text{adv}_k' \oplus \ldots \oplus \text{adv}_1' \oplus f_{MRI})
\]
The same proof can be made for any model of AOP as described in Section 11.1; one just has to accommodate the proof according to the concrete way (in particular the ordering) in which aspects are woven.

**Example that cannot use Theorem 5** We now present an aspect-oriented implementation of the Fibonacci function that cannot be translated into MRI by Theorem 5. In this example, taken from (Aldrich, 2005), the function is split into a base case that simply returns 1, and an advice that handles the recursive calls. The composed function `plainFib` combines the base program and advice to provide the regular unoptimized version of Fibonacci.

```plaintext
plainFib n = runAT [(pcTag t, fibAdv)] (fibBase #^ t n)
fibBase _ = return 1
fibAdv proceed n =
  if (n <= 2) then proceed n
  else do f_1 ← fibBase #^ t (n - 1)
          f_2 ← fibBase #^ t (n - 2)
          return (f_1 + f_2)
```

We cannot apply Theorem 5 because of the type of `fibAdv`. Since `fibAdv` performs open applications of `fibBase`, its type necessarily contains a type class constraint that entails \( A_M \); thus violating the initial condition of Theorem 5. In fact, it does not seem possible to define `fibAdv` using mixins, because the full aspect environment is woven upon each open application, whereas mixins can only execute the next component using `super`.

**Applying the theorem** We now present an example, using the Fibonacci function as a concrete value for \( f \), on how to follow the steps of the correspondence diagram to prove the harmlessness of the logging and memoization advices of Figure 11.1. We consider the starting environment `aenv` to be empty; and illustrate the case of adding each aspect individually. Figure 13.1 presents the Fibonacci function in the AOP and MRI models, along with their plain, logged and memoized versions.

### 13.4 Harmlessness of Logging

The local harmlessness of `log` applied to `fib_{AOP}` corresponds to the following lemma:

**Lemma 3.** \( plainFib_{AOP} \equiv \pi_W \circ logFib_{AOP} \)

**Proof.** Following the commutative correspondence diagram, by composition of Lemma 4, Lemma 5 and Lemma 6. \( \square \)

**Step (a)** We must translate \( plainFib_{AOP} \) into MRI. We choose `plainFib_{MRI}` as its translation, hence we must prove the following:

**Lemma 4.** \( plainFib_{AOP} \equiv plainFib_{MRI} \)

The proof is direct consequence of Theorem 5, using the equality

\[
\text{fib}_{AOP} \equiv \text{fix} (\lambda f \rightarrow \text{fib}_{MRI} (f \ #^ t))
\]

that can be proven by equational reasoning and induction on the integer argument.
13.5. HARMLESSNESS OF MEMOIZATION

Lemma 6. $\pi \circ fib_{AOP} \equiv fib_{MRI}$

Again, this is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.

13.5 Harmlessness of Memoization

Proving the harmlessness of memoization involves the same steps as that of logging. In this case we greatly benefit from the established results of MRI, because proving step (b) is rather complex. The issue is that, conversely to logging, memoization is not harmless in general; hence this property must be proven for each particular function. The main difficulty of such a proof is to show that the function maintains an invariant on the memoization table: namely, that the stored values actually correspond to the results of the original function. In the work of Oliveira et al. (2012) this is proven for $fib_{MRI}$, developing a long equational reasoning proof—the Coq proof assistant is used to manage the complexity of the proof.

It is in complex situations like this that the interest of following the steps of the AOP-MRI correspondence diagram is justified. In addition, we can benefit from new results about harmlessness of specific mixins.

This chapter was devoted to show how to fulfill the local harmlessness requirement of Theorem 4 for the particular case of our simple monadic model. In particular we sketched a general approach for a subset of mixins.

Figure 13.1: Fibonacci function. Left: in the simple pointcut/advice model of Chapter 12. Right: in the MRI setting (taken from Oliveira et al., 2012)

Step (b) For the second step we need to prove:

Lemma 5. $plainFib_{MRI} \equiv \pi_W \circ logFib_{MRI}$

Here we benefit from the results of MRI. In MRI the local harmlessness of logging is proven for any arbitrary component, like $fib_{MRI}$; hence it holds for this particular case (Oliveira et al., 2012).

In fact the general harmlessness of logging is an application of the harmless mixin theorem of MRI (Oliveira et al., 2012). This theorem is proven using: (i) parametricity (Reynolds, 1983; Wadler, 1989) to ensure that the base component cannot access the effects used by the mixin; (ii) a mixin combinator to guarantee that super is called exactly once, and that the arguments and return values are not modified; and (iii) algebraic laws for monadic effects. Consequently, any mixin that satisfies this theorem is also harmless for functions that are AOP-agnostic (Definition 10).

Step (c) Finally, we prove the equivalence between $logFib_{AOP}$ and $logFib_{MRI}$:

Lemma 6. $\pi_W \circ logFib_{AOP} \equiv \pi_W \circ logFib_{MRI}$
of advices that can be expressed in the mixin-based model of MRI. Nevertheless, recall that the actual fact that we needed to prove is that:

$$\text{run}_{A,T} aenv \circ (f \#^1) \equiv \pi \circ \text{run}_{A,T} aenv' \circ (f \#^1)$$

Then, depending on the specific environments $aenv$ and $aenv'$ involved, and of course depending on the specific function $f$, the difficulty of proving this requirement may vary greatly. Indeed, we envision the need to use a proof assistant like Coq in order to ease the task. Finally, we believe that establishing local harmlessness in our full-fledged model is a very interesting line of future work. Indeed, a first challenge to address is how to address the potential interference of effectful pointcuts with regard to the MRI notion of harmlessness.
Related Work, Part III

We have extensively related our work to EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010) (Chapter 7 and Chapter 8) and its successor, MRI (Oliveira et al., 2012) (Chapter 10 to Chapter 13). Indeed, the work developed in this thesis is built upon these pieces of work: first, the monadic embedding of aspects in Haskell developed in Chapter 3 is a practical programming system that can be seen as extending EffectiveAdvice with quantification, but it does not describe how to do formal reasoning. The model can also be regarded as an extension of Open Modules (Aldrich, 2005) that incorporates computational effects modeled using monads. In addition, the work presented in Part III was motivated by the desire to bring the reasoning power of MRI to aspect-oriented programming with quantification.

In the AOP literature the issues of modular reasoning and aspect interference are closely related and in some cases intertwined; however we choose to present the relevant work in two separate sections, according to our particular (and subjective) point of view. We start reviewing the approaches to modular reasoning and AOP (Section 14.1), as well as the proposals to reason about aspect interference (Section 14.2).

14.1 Approaches to Modular Reasoning in AOP

In the AOP literature we identify two lines of work that mainly address the conflict between full-blown aspect quantification and modular reasoning. On the one hand, approaches like Open Modules (Aldrich, 2005) try to protect software entities from advising. On the other hand, approaches like execution levels (Tanter, 2010) try to limit the scope of aspects, that is, the set of join points exposed to pointcuts of applicable aspects.

14.1.1 Protecting Modules from Aspects

We now describe Open Modules (Aldrich, 2005), aspect-aware interfaces (Kiczales and Mezini, 2005), crosscutting interfaces (Griswold et al., 2006) and join point interfaces (Bodden et al., 2014).

Open Modules

Open Modules (OM) (Aldrich, 2005) is a module system that is both open to extension with advice and also amenable to modular reasoning. As we already described this proposal in Section 7.1, we now describe in more detail the relation between OM and our work.
Our model significantly extends OM in two ways. First, we feature first-class polymorphic pointcuts, aspects and advices; whereas only pointcuts are considered first-class in OM. And second, we introduce explicit reasoning about effects by using monads. However, although our pointcut language is more expressive, we can currently retain the modular reasoning of OM only when restricting the pointcut language to one single pointcut, namely \textit{pcCall}, just like in Aldrich’s proposal.

The module system of OM is based on that of ML. Consequently, there are two fundamental constructs in the OM module system: signatures and structures. A signature specifies a particular interface while a structure can be seen as a particular implementation of a signature. In contrast, we reuse Haskell’s module system to directly export first-class pointcuts. In OM pointcuts and advices refer to specific labels, which correspond to top-level declarations inside a module structure. To hide internal calls from external advice, OM features a sealing operation that works both at the type level and at the level of the operational semantics of the language. At the type level, sealing a module means that only the members in the ascribed signature are visible. At the operational level, sealing a module hides the internal calls within a module by creating a set of internal labels, which are used in the implementation of the module; and a set of external labels, which are used in the external signature of the module. Because pointcuts and advice are predicated over labels instead of being directly defined over functions, sealing a module ensures that external advices will always refer to external labels and similarly that internal advices will refer to internal labels.

In our full-fledged model we hide internal applications following a similar approach, but exploiting our notion of function identity rather than relying on labels. Given an internal function \( f \), which is not exported by its module, it is not possible for an external aspect to create a \textit{pcCall} \( f \) pointcut simply because \( f \) is not available (however it is possible to use a generic \textit{pcType} pointcut, which would match open applications of \( f \), hence our restriction to \textit{pcCall}). To distinguish between the internal and external identity of a function we can simply define and export a new function \( g = f \), that is computationally equivalent but has a different identity. If no pointcut is exported then we have encoded the semantics of OM: internal advice can affect \( f \), external advice can only affect external calls to \( g \), and the module can export a pointcut to provide access to internal calls as desired. Although both approaches are similar, Open Modules presents a special-purpose language and type system, whereas we do not extend the module nor the type system of Haskell. Interestingly, we can straightforwardly define a sealing transformation in the AOP model of Chapter 12 because open applications are reified in the monadic structure. This would allow us to preserve the guarantees of OM with quantification beyond only \textit{pcCal}.

Finally, we observe that proving the equivalence of two modules in the formal setting of OM relies on “global” reasoning with unrestricted quantification. Our formal framework (Chapter 11) could be used to enhance that part of the reasoning.

Aspect-aware and Crosscutting Interfaces

Kiczales and Mezini (2005) also recognize that the crosscutting nature of aspects hampers modular reasoning. Moreover, they argue that strictly modular reasoning about programs written in the presence of quantification is not feasible, and introduce a notion of aspect-aware interfaces that rely on a global reasoning step to infer precise dependencies. Once this step is performed, extended modular reasoning is available for a particular deployment of aspects in a system.

Similar to aspect-aware interfaces, Griswold et al. (2006) propose crosscutting interfaces (XPIs) as a design pattern to improve modularity in the design of aspect-oriented programs in languages like AspectJ. Unlike aspect-aware interfaces, XPIs are not inferred from a particular system deployment but are rather explicitly designed and, as along as the pattern is followed, should not require global analysis.

The idea of XPIs raised from an experiment that used AOP to improve the design on a large Java system. Among their findings, the authors argue that it is difficult to enforce invariants on aspects due to the obliviousness property of AspectJ because “[…] apparently innocuous changes or extensions to the code base could then change the matched join points, violating assumptions the aspects made” (Griswold et al., 2006).
The essential idea of XPIs is to serve as an intermediate layer—and more specifically as a contract—between the base code that is subject to aspects, and the concrete implementation of advices. In particular, an XPI is a regular aspect that only defines pointcuts. These pointcuts have a public interface and represent abstract sets of join points. The specific join points matched by the pointcuts must be adjusted during the evolution of the software. Additionally, the XPI describes a semantic specification by indicating pre- and post-conditions that advices must satisfy. Then, in order to apply advice to a system aspects must not directly reference the base code—instead, aspects must refer to the pointcuts defined in a concrete XPI.

Both Kiczales and Mezini (2005) as well as Griswold et al. (2006) evaluate their work by comparing two implementations of a simple figure editor. One implementation uses the traditional AspectJ approach while the other is designed using aspect-aware interfaces or XPIs. In both cases the authors considered certain evolution scenarios (different in each case) and concluded that their approach helped to develop aspect-oriented software that is more robust and extensible.

In their work, Kiczales and Mezini advocate for compositional, or rather incremental, reasoning as we do in our work. They argue that this is reflected in the implementation of AspectJ (at least as of version 1.2 (Kiczales and Mezini, 2005)), where the weaver process constructs a weaving plan with information similar to aspect-aware interfaces to avoid recompiling unmodified code. On the other hand, the main drawback of XPIs is that it lacks any language-enforced mechanism. As a design pattern, it relies on the discipline of developers and therefore cannot provide any strong guarantees about modularity. Finally, neither of these proposals has been used to perform formal (modular) reasoning.

### Join Point Interfaces

Bodden et al. (2014) propose Join Point Interfaces (JPIs) as a means to separate base code and aspect code while enabling separate development and modular reasoning. In their work, join point interfaces are an additional layer of abstraction between base code and aspects, defined syntactically as a method signature with return type, a formal-parameter list and a list of thrown exceptions. Advice now is deployed on join point interfaces instead of pointcuts that directly relate to the base code. Classes need to explicitly exhibit a join point interface declaring its signature and the corresponding pointcut. Join points can be emitted implicitly, as in plain AspectJ, or explicitly using closure join points (Bodden, 2011).

Bodden and colleagues implemented JPIs as an extension to AspectJ. The following example adapted from (Bodden et al., 2014) illustrates the concepts described above:

```java
jpi void CheckingOut(double price, Customer cust);

class ShoppingSession { ...
  exhibits void CheckingOut(double price, Customer c):
    execution(* checkOut(..)) && args(*, price, *, c)

  void checkOut(final Item item, double price, final int amount, final Customer cus) {
    ...
  }
}
```

A join point interface is declared using the `jpi` keyword followed by a method-like signature, including return type and the list of checked exceptions. The example defines the `CheckingOut` interface that semantically represents that an item is about to be bought, in the context of an e-commerce system.

The `ShoppingSession` class implements part of the business logic, in particular the `checkOut` method. The `exhibits` declaration binds a regular AspectJ pointcut to the join point interface. Now consider an aspect to give customers a 5% discount on their birthday. This is implemented as:

```java
where the advice uses exactly the same signature of the join point interface.
```
aspect Discount {
    void around CheckingOut(double price, Customer c) {
        double factor = c.hasBirthday()? 0.95 : 1;
        proceed(price * factor, c);
    }
}

Finally, the implementation of JPIs features static and modular type checking, which supports modular reasoning and guarantees the absence of weave-time errors. In addition, they support the notion of generic advice (using Java generics) as well as providing a mechanism to control global quantification.

Connection with this Work

The proposals described in this section advocate for the definition of an extended module (or class) interface to tame the power of unrestricted quantification through pointcuts. In our work we have followed the approach of Open Modules, but we consider that our join point model could reflect the other approaches without much significant challenges. This discussion also highlights part of the debate about obliviousness in the AOP community. Both aspect-aware interfaces and XPIs keep obliviousness as a core concept in their implementation, while trying to work around some of the issues caused by it. In contrast, Open Modules opts for a restricted design where obliviousness is forbidden between module boundaries. Finally, JPIs are designed as a pragmatic complement to AspectJ. Both kinds of aspects, plain AspectJ aspects with full obliviousness and JPI-bound aspects, can co-exist in the same system. Our work does not feature obliviousness. Open function applications are explicitly declared using the # operator; although we argue that some form of obliviousness can be achieved by using some form of preprocessing (e.g. a macro system or a source-to-source translation from other language).

14.1.2 Limiting the Scope of Aspects

Regarding this line of work we describe the proposals of statically and dynamically scoped aspects (Dutchyn et al., 2006), scoping strategies (Tanter, 2008), and the topological approach of execution levels (Tanter, 2010).

Statically- and Dynamically-scoped Aspects

AspectScheme (Dutchyn et al., 2006) is a higher-order functional aspect language that features first-class aspects. In contrast to first-order aspect languages like AspectJ, aspects in AspectScheme are dynamically deployed. This poses the challenge of determining the scope of aspects, in other words, when will aspects be active or applicable to a particular join point.

AspectScheme addresses this question by allowing aspects to be either dynamically- or statically-scoped. The (fluid-around pc adv body) expression deploys a dynamically-scoped aspect, with pointcut pc and advice adv, that applies to any join point emitted during the dynamic extent of the evaluation of body. Conversely, the (around pc adv body) expression deploys a statically-scoped aspect. This kind of aspect is bound to applications that are lexically explicit in the body. As statically-scoped aspects may be unfamiliar to some readers, we will explain it by-example, using the original examples presented by Dutchyn et al. (2006). For instance, consider:

(around (call open-file) trace-advice)
(open-file "vancouver")

1. This is similar to AspectJ’s within pointcut designator.
In this case, the aspect will apply because the application of \texttt{open-file} is lexically bound in the body. The same will happen in this program:

\begin{verbatim}
(let ([static-traced-open (around (call open-file) trace-advice)
    (lambda (f) (open-file f))])
  (static-traced-open "vancouver"))
\end{verbatim}

for the same reason. However, the aspect will not apply in the following case:

\begin{verbatim}
(let ([apply-to-vancouver (lambda (f) (f "vancouver"))])
  (around (call open-file) trace-advice
    (apply-to-vancouver open-file)))
\end{verbatim}

because the application of \texttt{open-file} is in the dynamic extent of \texttt{apply-to-vancouver}, instead of being lexically bound. It is important to observe that aspects bound lexically in a procedure will apply in all future applications of that function—even after the evaluation of the \texttt{around} expression has finished—in a way similar to per-object deployment in AspectJ.

**Scoping Strategies**

Tanter (2008) proposed the *scoping strategies* mechanism as a generalization to control the scope of dynamically-deployed aspects. Essentially, this consists in considering and controlling three orthogonal dimensions that determine the scope of an aspect:

- \(c\): *call stack propagation*, to control whether the aspect sees join points produced beyond the activation of a new stack frame.
- \(d\): *delayed evaluation propagation*, to control whether the aspect is captured in created procedural values, such as functions and objects, in order to see the join points of their future evaluations.
- \(f\): *local join point filtering*, to refine in a deployment-local manner the join points seen by the aspect.

A deployment strategy \(\delta(c, d, f)\) is defined in terms of these three dimensions. Tanter uses AspectJ to illustrate the need for flexible scoping of aspects, and implements a prototype interpreter that extends AspectScheme. In this prototype \(c\), \(d\) and \(f\) are regular first-class functions, therefore allowing total flexibility on the scoping conditions for each dimension.

In a nutshell, dynamic deployment using scoping strategies is performed using a single syntactical construct \(\texttt{deploy}(a, \delta(c, d, f), e)\). Evaluating this expression deploys the aspect (or set of aspects) \(a\) into expression \(e\), using the scoping determined by strategy \(\delta(c, d, f)\). Scoping strategies go beyond dynamic and lexical scoping, as proposed in AspectScheme, and can express a full continuum between these two extremes.

**Topological Scoping of Aspects**

In subsequent work Tanter addresses the issue of infinite regression of aspects. Loosely speaking, this problem happens when an aspect advises one of its own join points, triggering an infinite loop. As a solution Tanter proposed execution levels, which we briefly described in Section 9.4. Later, Tanter et al. (2012) proposed the more general *membrane model* for AOP. These proposals add a topological dimension to control the scope of aspects, because the propagation of join points now flows between nodes in a graph. In execution levels the graph follows a strictly linear ordering, whereas in the membrane model the graph can be arbitrary. The fundamental idea behind topological scoping is that the place of execution (\textit{i.e.} the level or the membrane) in which a join point is emitted is a dynamically-scoped property of execution, instead of being bound to a static code entity.

**Execution levels** A program computation is structured into \textit{levels}. Aspects deployed at level \(n\) only observe join points from level \(n - 1\). In turn, the computation of an aspect (\textit{i.e.} the evaluation of its pointcuts and advice) is reified as join points visible at level \(n + 1\). This way aspects cannot match their own join
Figure 14.1 describes the default behavior of execution levels in the context of a figure editor in AspectJ. First, the base code evaluates the method `move`, which emits a call join point at level 1. An aspect deployed at level 1 evaluates its pointcut against the join point. The join points emitted by the pointcut are depicted as `pcexec`, and are emitted at level 2. After the pointcut accepts the join point, the advice of the aspect is evaluated. Potentially, the pointcut exposes some context `ctx` to the advice. In turn, advice evaluation also emits join points, denoted as `advexec`, at level 2. Finally, when the advice calls the original computation through `proceed`, the level is shifted-down to that of the original computation computation, namely, to level 0. Join points generated during the evaluation of the original computation, such as a call to `setX`, are emitted at level 1.

The default semantics of execution levels avoid aspect regression but are inflexible. In some cases it may be required to expose advice execution to aspects that observe base level computation. To provide flexibility to developers, Tanter proposed explicit level-shifting operators: `up` and `down`. Shifting an arbitrary expression using `up` or `down` moves its computation one level above or below, affecting the visibility of its join points. With these operators programmers can specify the level at which computation is performed, according to specific needs. A refined proposal including a formal proof of how execution levels avoid a certain class of infinite regression has been recently published (Tanter et al., 2014).

Membranes for AOP As a generalization of execution levels, Tanter et al. (2012) proposed the model of programmable membranes for AOP (briefly described in Section 9.4). The idea of the membrane model for AOP was born from the need to generalize execution levels to different topologies. Instead of a linear or tower-like structure like in execution levels, the membrane model features a membrane topology, which is an arbitrary graph with membranes as vertices and an advising relation as edges.

Aspects are registered in a given membrane, and their computation (pointcuts, advice) happens inside that membrane, and is only visible to the advising membranes. We recently developed a prototype implementation of membranes (Figueroa et al., 2013) in order to informally assess the impact of the model with respect to aspect interference. A simple model of membranes has also been included in the PHANtom language (an AOP language for Pharo Smalltalk) (Fabry and Galdames, 2014). Unlike execution levels, the design and development of the membrane model has not stabilized yet, and is a potential direction for future work.
Connection with this Work

Regarding the scope of aspects in our full-fledged model, we have presented dynamic deployment at the top level only. Deployed aspects behave like dynamically-scoped aspects, except that they extend to the whole evaluation of the program rather than to the scope of a particular expression. Because our framework is extensible with respect to aspect (un)deployment, we can easily implement the scoping mechanisms described in this section. Indeed, we have already shown in Section 9.4 how to modularly implement the semantics of execution levels by defining a custom monad transformer. In a related publication (Figueroa et al., 2013) we have also implemented the semantics of the membrane model. Therefore, the modular implementation of these scoping mechanisms serve as evidence in favor of our claims regarding the extensibility of our framework as well as its use as a tool for experimenting with novel aspect semantics.

Regarding our model for compositional reasoning, we feature only static deployment of aspects because otherwise weaving is not compositional (Section 11.1.2). In order to support dynamic deployment we would need to reason statically about the static fragments between deployments. We believe this approach will allow us to reason compositionally regardless of the deployment mechanism in use.

14.2 Reasoning about Interference in AOP

In addition the work described above, there is a vast literature which specifically address interference analysis in the setting of AOP. Here, we only discuss the most directly related work; an extensive and recent review of the area, which also covers reasoning techniques in functional, object-oriented, and feature-oriented programming can be found in (Oliveira et al., 2012).

Interference of Stateful Aspects

A stateful aspect (Douence et al., 2002) is an aspect that is defined in terms of a sequence of join points during program execution, instead of a single join point. The aspect itself is defined as a finite-state machine, whose state changes upon matching the next join point of its corresponding sequence. Because stateful aspects can evolve according to the whole story of execution, they are specially well-suited for tasks such as a security or error detection.

Regarding the interaction between stateful aspects, Douence et al. (2004) present a formal approach to establish that two stateful aspects commute, and in that sense do not interfere. Their work, specific to the state effect, is also based on equational reasoning, but no theorem is stated. Instead an algorithm checks the cases where aspects are independent, leaving conflicts to be resolved by the programmer. Conflicts are resolved using specific composition or adapter operators.

Observers and Assistants

A well-known situation of non-interference has been captured by Clifton and Leavens (2002) as observers. Similar to augmentation advice, observers do not change the behavior of a module. On the other hand, assistants are aspects that are explicitly allowed to interfere with the specification of a module. Assistants must be explicitly accepted by a module through an accepts declaration. This declaration must refer to an aspect using its fully qualified name. In our work, assistants can be related to protected pointcuts. The difference is that protected pointcuts accept any advice that conforms to their restrictions, whereas with assistants we need to fully known in advance the identity of the aspect that is accepted.

Later, Clifton, Leavens, and Noble (2007) proposed an extension of AspectJ with annotations to control two forms of interference on control and heap effects. The correctness of annotations is checked using a type-and-effect system. To achieve a similar separation of the monad stack we have used the parametricity-based techniques of EffectiveAdvice, as well as monad views (Chapter 8).
Intraprocedural Analyses

Rinard et al. (2004) present a classification for different kinds of advice, depending on their control-flow and data-flow properties. They also present automatic program analyses for AspectJ that report about the interactions between aspects and a system. However no proofs are given that the analyses are actually correct.

As we described before (Section 7.4), the kinds of advice based on their control flow behavior are: augmentation, replacement, narrowing and combination advice. Regarding computational effects, the analyses consider whether aspects and base code share access to a field. Besides writing and reading to a field, which corresponds to the state effect, the authors use the notion of abstract fields to denote other actions that are externally visible. Quoting from (Rinard et al., 2004), the kinds of effectful interactions between advice and method are:

- **Orthogonal**: The advice and method access disjoint fields.
- **Independent**: Neither the advice nor the method may write a field that the other may read or write.
- **Observation**: The advice may read one or more fields that the method may write but they are otherwise independent.
- **Actuation**: The advice may write one or more fields that the method may read but they are otherwise independent.
- **Interference**: The advice and method may write to the same field.

In our work we have already related to the classification with respect to control flow behavior, following EffectiveAdvice (Oliveira et al., 2010). In our work, these characterizations can be determined by the granularity of the type classes related to monadic effects. For example, the standard $S_M$ class defines both the $get$ and $put$ method, which makes it difficult to reason about shared access. Indeed, Oliveira et al. (2012) address this issue by redefining $S_M$ in terms of two separate classes, one for each operation.

The main difference between our approach and that of Rinard and colleagues is that we aim to statically enforce a certain kind of interaction, while their purpose is to identify and inform developers about the behavior of an already composed system. Finally, an informal idea of compositional reasoning is considered in this work. By knowing the kind of interaction of a specific aspect added to a system developers can focus their reasoning only into the potentially problematic interactions caused by the new aspect.

Harmless Advice

Dantas and Walker (2006) define an object calculus extended with harmless advice. Unlike regular aspect-oriented advice, harmless advice can only change the termination behavior of a program and perform I/O. Therefore, harmless advice presents a weak non-interference property: either it changes the termination behavior, or the final result is not affected by advice. They argue that under the restrictions of harmlessness, aspect-oriented advice can still perform many of its characteristic applications: profiling, invariant checking and program monitoring. As a case study, the authors ported a set of security policies originally implemented for Java and found that only one policy, which limited the sending rate of data in the network, was not harmless.

Theoretically, Dantas and Walker developed a typed lambda calculus with explicitly labeled control-flow points and with advice; following the calculus presented by Walker et al. (2003). Non-interference is enforced by a type and effect system based on a lattice of protection domains. Similar to systems for information flow, the idea is that if $p < q$ in the protection domain lattice, then advice in domain $p$ cannot interfere with computation in domain $q$. In our work we used the notion of non-interference defined in MRI (Oliveira et al., 2012), which subsumes the notion of Dantas and Walker.

Translucid Contracts

Ptolemy (Rajan and Leavens, 2008) is an object-oriented and AO-like language that uses event types, features explicit announcement of events, and where handlers can react upon events in a manner similar
to AOP advice. Event types abstract the occurrence of particular events in a system, can expose context through bound variables, and can constrain the behavior of handlers through blackbox contracts.

Bagherzadeh et al. (2011) proposed translucid contracts for Ptolemy as a mechanism to specify the control-flow behavior of handlers—which was not possible using just blackbox specifications. Based on structural refinements, a translucid contract is a template-like algorithm that abstractly describes the behavior expected from concrete handlers. The authors show how the categories of advice related to control flow defined by Rinard et al. (2004) can be specified using translucid contracts. Additionally, they show a small example to argue that translucid contracts are strictly more expressive than those categories.

A core feature of translucid contracts is that they support modular verification. This is done by combining a static verification step in the type checking phase of the compiler, which checks that handlers are actual refinements of the translucid contract, with certain dynamic runtime checks that are required due to some dynamic deployment features of their language.

Our work is fairly similar to that of Ptolemy and translucid contracts. Both approaches feature explicit announcement of join points (resp. events). Also, both translucid contracts and protected pointcuts serve as an external specification to which external advices or handlers must conform. Moreover, these specifications are based on types: a translucid contract is bound to an event type, and the type of a protected pointcut directly represents the restrictions. We believe that the model of tagged function applications (Chapter 12) can be designed to closely represent the approach of event types as implemented in Ptolemy.

Regarding the specification of control flow behavior, both approaches can at least express the categories of Rinard et al. (2004). Also, in their work Bagherzadeh et al. (2011) recognize the similarity between translucid contracts and EffectiveAdvice: “Their work shares commonalities with ours in terms of explicit interfaces having more expressive contracts to state and enforce the behavior of interactions. However, it is difficult to adapt their ideas built upon their non-AO core language [...] as they do not support quantification” (Bagherzadeh et al., 2011). It is not clear, however, which approach is more expressive. An advantage of our approach is that protected pointcuts can also impose restrictions on the computational effects that advices can use.

**Formal Verification of Aspects**

Starting from his pioneering work on superposition for distributed systems (Katz, 1993), Katz (2006) has later refined his work to give a classification of aspects. He distinguishes three kinds of classes of temporal behavior: *spectative superposition* (that amounts to harmlessness), *regulative superposition* (that can modify which actions occur, but cannot change the computation performed by an individual action) and *invasive superposition* (that can change anything). Inspired by these categories, Djoko Djoko et al. (2006) have recently proposed to capture observer, aborter and confiner aspects directly in the language under consideration. Namely for each category, they define a specific aspect language with the property that any aspect written in that language belongs to the category.

Recently, Disenfeld and Katz (2013) defined a compositional model checking method for events and aspects specification using temporal logic on event detection. The technique is used to detect interference in systems where aspects may be activated during the execution of other aspects.

In a similar approach, Krishnamurthi et al. (2004) also present a technique for modular verification of aspects. Given a set of temporal logic properties that must be satisfied along with a fixed set of pointcuts, they generate sufficient conditions on the pointcuts themselves to enable modular verification.
Conclusions
 Contributions

This chapter briefly reviews the main contributions of this thesis. To summarize, this thesis presented two main original contributions:

1. A lightweight, full-fledged, typed, and monadic embedding of the pointcut/advice model of aspect-oriented programming in Haskell.
2. A general theorem of compositional harmlessness, proved for an abstract monadic AOP framework.

We now discuss in more detail the specific contributions embodied in each of these two items.

A Full-fledged Monadic Embedding of Aspects

Our first main contribution is the development of a novel approach to embed aspects in an existing language. We exploit monads and the Haskell type system to define a typed monadic embedding that supports both modular language extensions and (informal) reasoning about effects with pointcut/advice aspects.

A core specific contribution is the proof that type soundness follows from our design, despite using a potentially unsafe type coercion. Although the use of anti-unification for typing aspects is not novel (cf. AspectML), it encompasses an important contribution of our work. First, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first anti-unification algorithm that works statically (at compile time) on types themselves. This is done exploiting Haskell type classes as a means to perform type-level computation. Second, the ability to perform type-level anti-unification is crucial in avoiding the development of a special purpose or ad-hoc type system (either from scratch or as an extension). Because we use the plain Haskell type system, our library is potentially easier to maintain through future iterations of the Haskell language.

Another specific contribution is that we reconcile the flexibility of dynamically-typed aspect languages, like AspectScheme and AspectScript, in particular first-class aspects, pointcuts and advices, and user-defined pointcuts; with the guarantees of statically typed languages like AspectML. Moreover, compared to other approaches to statically-typed polymorphic aspect languages, the proposed embedding is more lightweight, expressive, extensible, and amenable to interference analysis.

An interesting point that reflects the tradeoff between expressiveness and safety is the definition of the pointcut language. On the one hand, allowing user-defined pointcuts brings the flexibility of dynamic aspect languages, but entails the responsibility of proving their soundness in a case-by-case basis. On the other hand, we can ensure pointcut safety by providing only a fixed set of predefined safe pointcuts and logical combinators, as is done in AspectML (Dantas et al., 2008). In our design we opted for the former
because we believe that its benefits far outweighs its cost, in particular when considering our framework as a research tool to experiment with novel aspect semantics. In addition we consider that this approach is compatible with the design philosophy of Haskell to provide “escape hatches”, like unsafeCoerce, in order to go beyond what the type system can currently prove as safe.

Additionally, our model can be regarded as the marriage of Open Modules with EffectiveAdvice. On the one hand, we can use the standard module system of Haskell to present a public interface, while still allowing internal aspects (although for now it is limited to pcCall pointcuts, just like in Open Modules). On the other hand we can use the advice combinators from EffectiveAdvice in order to restrict the behavior of advice. Our proposal of protected pointcuts neatly encompasses both approaches by allowing developers to present a protected interface for external advising.

Finally, we have illustrated how to exploit the capability to implement modular language extensions. We believe that our model can serve as a vehicle for research into specific aspect semantics without the burden of developing a full-blown language from scratch. Moreover, all reasoning techniques or theorems developed in the monadic setting are immediately available to these language extensions, without any cost to researchers.

A Framework for Compositional Interference Reasoning

In the pointcut/advice model of aspect-oriented programming, unrestricted quantification through pointcuts forces global reasoning. We show that such global reasoning can be compositional. Compositionality is crucial for formal reasoning to scale up to large systems; equivalence proofs are hard to develop, so they should be partially reused as much as possible when a system evolves. We develop a framework for compositional reasoning about interference, using monads to express and reason about effects in a pure functional setting.

We introduce a general equivalence theorem that relies on four sufficient conditions—namely compositional weaving, compositional projection of effects, contextual and local harmlessness—that can be proven and reused independently. We demonstrate how the framework can be used to reason about a variety of scenarios related to the evolution of aspect-oriented programs.
Perspectives

Based on the limitations of our work and some ideas originated through its development, we now outline several potential directions for future research.

Regarding AOP and MRI

The first and most direct line of work is to scale the expressiveness of the model defined in Part III to that of the full-fledged model of Parts I and II, while preserving the reasoning results established in Chapter 11. Because MRI does not feature quantification, this probably requires the adaptation of the techniques used in MRI to address effectful pointcuts.

Another line of work involving MRI was described before in Chapter 13. Recall that to prove local harmlessness we opted to translate AOP programs into the MRI setting, rather than lift the MRI results directly to our AOP model. This explicitly limits the applicability of our framework, in particular Theorem 5, to advices which can be expressed as a mixin. Hence it is not possible yet to directly reuse our results in aspect semantics that allow aspects to advice other aspects. Second, the statement of Theorem 5 requires a suitable \( f_{MRI} \) function that—we conjecture—might be systematically derived from the corresponding \( f_{AOP} \) function. In this situation it would be useful to rephrase the theorem in terms of the aspect model in order to avoid work that might be tedious or error prone. Finally, further investigation on how to apply the results from MRI directly into the AOP setting may yield new and interesting research questions related to the nature of quantification and its interaction with effects.

Mechanization of the Model

To be stricter in the formalization of our model and our proofs, we are interested in describing the model of Part III in the Coq proof assistant. A reason to choose Coq, besides personal preference, is to benefit from the recent formalization of monad transformers by Delaware et al. (2013).

Modular Reasoning

A promising line of future research is to study means to strengthen compositional reasoning to achieve modular reasoning under certain scenarios. For instance, our definition of protected pointcuts (Section 7.3) has yet to be formalized. Additionally, because, ultimately, unrestricted quantification is incompatible with
modular reasoning, it is appealing to combine the coarse-grained modular reasoning provided by Open Modules (Aldrich, 2005) with our compositional reasoning techniques for reasoning about equivalence of modules.

**Reasoning About Language Extensions**

Chapter 9 shows how to modularly define new aspect semantics, in particular execution levels. It would be interesting to exploit our framework for compositional reasoning in order to establish formal properties of such extensions. For example, in the case of execution levels it is proven that certain kinds of loops are avoided by default (Tanter et al., 2014); this is proven in the setting of a core calculus based on small-step operational semantics. It would be interesting to compare the development of a similar proof in our setting, using equational reasoning and parametricity (Reynolds, 1983; Wadler, 1989).

Another interesting point is related to the membrane semantics for AOP. In previous work we informally suggested that the membrane model in combination with the control-flow combinators (Section 7.4) were sufficient to avoid a large range of scenarios of aspect interference (Figueroa et al., 2013). This can be now formalized in the reasoning framework developed in this work.

**Handling of the Monadic Stack**

In Chapter 8 we illustrated that the handling of the monadic stack was crucial to establish non-interference properties between components in a system. We also proposed to use monad views as a potential solution to some of these issues. However there is a gap between the specification of monad views and the formal results established in MRI: namely, the parametricity-based theorems that underlie the proofs of MRI have not been established for monad views. We believe this could be a fruitful line of future work that goes beyond aspect-oriented programming.

**Anti-unification with Subtyping**

The main theoretical result of Part I is to show that by using a type-level anti-unification algorithm we can ensure the type safety of pointcut/advice pairs. A particular limitation of this algorithm is that it does not take into account type class constraints, therefore the least general type of two types whose constructors do not match is just an unbounded type variable.

However, in a general setting, the real shortcoming is that anti-unification does not take into account the subtyping relation of the types in a system (the type class hierarchy in the case of Haskell). Ideally, by taking the type hierarchy into account, a novel anti-unification algorithm could derive a least general type that is more interesting and useful than just a type variable. This line of work appears to be closely related to the type system proposed in StrongAspectJ (De Fraine et al., 2008).

**Connection with Type-and-effect Systems**

The connection between monads and type-and-effect systems is well known (Wadler, 1998). It may be fruitful to establish the correspondence between our monadic model of aspects and a type-and-effect systems. Moreover, and related also to the handling of the monadic stack, we are interested in investigating the connection between monads and type-and-capabilities systems as proposed by Pottier (2013).
**Compositional Reasoning for AspectJ**

From the practitioners’ point of view it can be argued that our compositional harmlessness theorem is too specific to Haskell and to the monadic setting. It remains to be seen how we can translate the results, or at least the intuitions, behind our development to a mainstream aspect language like AspectJ. In particular we believe that the four preconditions of the theorem may be incorporated as heuristics for the visualization of aspects in a system, for example as developed in AspectMaps (Fabry et al., 2014).

**Empirical Evaluation of Crosscutting Concerns in Haskell**

Because Haskell is used not only for research but also for development in the software industry, we are interested in performing an empirical study of whether aspects can improve off-the-shelves Haskell software. To this end we plan to analyze (part of) the Hackage software repository. Hackage is the de-facto repository for open source software written in Haskell, featuring over 5000 packages written by over 1000 people. As a first step we plan to use existing aspect-mining techniques (e.g. those surveyed by Kellens et al. (2007)) to identify the prevalence of crosscutting concerns in Haskell packages. Then, we would like to perform some case studies comparing the original and AO-refactored versions of some subset of software packages.

**Performance Optimizations**

As discussed in Section 5.5, we have not evaluated the performance of any of the models presented in this thesis. Intuitively, we consider that the evaluation of aspects’ pointcuts is the more expensive operation in the approach, and we envision that existing optimizations techniques in the AOP literature can be adapted.

Additionally—and specifically regarding the model of compositional reasoning—we conjecture that its performance can be worse than that of the first model because we are using a free-monad-like codification of aspect programs. In this particular case it would be interesting to study whether Voigtländer (2008) optimizations for the evaluation of free monads can be applied to our model.

In general we believe that performance optimization is mostly an engineering work, and is out of the scope of this work. Importantly, although performance is indeed an important property of a language, we would like to enter into performance considerations only with real-world profiling information.
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Proofs of the Properties of the Simple Monadic AOP Model

A.1 Monad Laws

A.1.1 Left Identity

\[ \text{return}_{A_T} \ x \equiv_{A_T} f \]
\[ \equiv \{-\text{unfolding } \equiv_{A_T} \text{ and } \text{return}_{A_T} \text{ -}\} \]
\[ A_T \ (\text{un}A_T \ (A_T \ (\text{return}_m \ (\text{Return} \ x)))) \equiv_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case} \ r \ of \]
\[ \text{Return} \ x \rightarrow \text{un}A_T \ (f \ x) \]
\[ \text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_m \ (\text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y \ \equiv_{A_T} f)) \]
\[ \equiv \{-\text{un}A_T \circ A_T \equiv \text{id} \text{-}\} \]
\[ A_T \ (\text{return} \ (\text{Return} \ a)) \equiv_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case} \ r \ of \]
\[ \text{Return} \ x \rightarrow \text{un}A_T \ (f \ x) \]
\[ \text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_m \ (\text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y \ \equiv_{A_T} f)) \]
\[ \equiv \{-\text{left identity of } \equiv_{m} \text{-}\} \]
\[ A_T \ (\text{case} \ \text{Return} \ x \ \text{of} \]
\[ \text{Return} \ x \rightarrow \text{un}A_T \ (f \ x) \]
\[ \text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_m \ (\text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y \ \equiv_{A_T} f)) \]
\[ \equiv \{-\text{applying case } + A_T \circ \text{un}A_T \equiv \text{id} \text{-}\} \]
\[ f \ x \]

A.1.2 Right Identity

\[ p \equiv_{A_T} \text{return}_{A_T} \]
\[ \equiv \{-\text{unfolding } \equiv_{A_T} \text{-}\} \]
\[ A_T \ (\text{un}A_T \ p \equiv_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case} \ r \ of \]
\[ \text{Return} \ x \rightarrow \text{un}A_T \ (\text{return} \ x) \]
\[ \text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_m \ (\text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y \ \equiv_{A_T} \text{return}_{A_T}))) \]
\[ \equiv \{-\text{un}A_T \circ A_T \equiv \text{id} + \text{unfolding return}_{A_T} \text{-}\} \]
\[ A_T \ (\text{un}A_T \ p \equiv_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case} \ r \ of \]
\[ \text{Return} \ x \rightarrow \text{un}A_T \ (A_T \ (\text{return}_m \ (\text{Return} \ x)))) \]
\[ \text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_m \ (\text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y \ \equiv_{A_T} \text{return}_{A_T}))) \]
\[\equiv \{ -\alpha_T \circ \text{un}\alpha_T \equiv id + \text{co-induction hypothesis} -\} \]
\[\alpha_T (\text{un}\alpha_T \ p \gg m (\lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of}) \]
\[\text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{un}\alpha_T (f \ x) \]
\[\text{OpenApp } t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_m (\text{Return } x) \text{ (OpenApp } t \ x \ g \ k)) \]
\[\equiv \{-\text{folding case branches} -\} \]
\[\alpha_T (\text{un}\alpha_T \ p \gg m (\lambda r \rightarrow \text{return}_m r)) \]
\[\equiv \{-\eta\text{-reduction} -\} \]
\[\alpha_T (\text{un}\alpha_T \ p \gg m \text{ return}_m) \]
\[\equiv \{-\text{right identity of } \gg m + \text{un}\alpha_T \circ \alpha_T \equiv id -\} \]
\[p \]

### A.1.3 Associativity of \(\gg_{\alpha_T}\)

\[(p \gg_{\alpha_T} f) \gg_{\alpha_T} \ h \]
\[\equiv \{-\text{unfold } \gg_{\alpha_T} -\} \]
\[\alpha_T (\text{un}\alpha_T \ p \gg m \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of}) \]
\[\text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{un}\alpha_T (f \ x) \]
\[\text{OpenApp } t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_m \ (\text{OpenApp } t \ x \ g (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y \gg_{\alpha_T} f))) \gg_{\alpha_T} \ h \]
\[\equiv \{-\text{fold } \gg_{\alpha_T} \text{ + simplifications} -\} \]
\[\alpha_T ((\text{un}\alpha_T \ p \gg m (\lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of } \ldots)) \gg_{\alpha_T} (\lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of } \ldots)) \]
\[\equiv \{-\text{associativity of } \gg_{\alpha_T} -\} \]
\[\alpha_T (\text{un}\alpha_T \ p \gg m \lambda x \rightarrow ((\lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of } \ldots) \ x \gg_{\alpha_T} (\lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of } \ldots))) \]
\[\equiv \{-\beta\text{-reduction} -\} \]
\[\alpha_T (\text{un}\alpha_T \ p \gg m \lambda x \rightarrow (\text{case } x \text{ of}) \]
\[\text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{un}\alpha_T (f \ x) \]
\[\text{OpenApp } t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_m \ (\text{OpenApp } t \ x \ g (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y \gg_{\alpha_T} f)) \]
\[\gg_{\alpha_T} (\lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of } \ldots)) \]
\[\equiv \{-\text{id } \equiv \text{un}\alpha_T \circ \alpha_T \text{ + left unit of } m \text{ and case} -\} \]
\[\alpha_T (\text{un}\alpha_T \ p \gg m \lambda x \rightarrow (\text{case } x \text{ of}) \]
\[\text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{un}\alpha_T (f \ x) \gg_{\alpha_T} m (\lambda r \rightarrow \text{case } r \text{ of } \ldots) \]
\[\text{OpenApp } t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_m \ (\text{OpenApp } t \ x \ g (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y \gg_{\alpha_T} f \gg_{\alpha_T} h)) \]
\[\equiv \{-\text{folding definition of } \gg_{\alpha_T} -\} \]
\[\alpha_T (\text{un}\alpha_T \ p \gg m \lambda r \rightarrow (\text{case } r \text{ of}) \]
\[\text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{un}\alpha_T (f \ x \gg_{\alpha_T} h) \]
\[\text{OpenApp } t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_m \ (\text{OpenApp } t \ x \ g (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y \gg_{\alpha_T} f \gg_{\alpha_T} h)) \]
\[\equiv \{-\eta\text{-abstraction + }\alpha\text{-renaming} -\} \]
\[\alpha_T (\text{un}\alpha_T \ p \gg m \lambda r \rightarrow (\text{case } r \text{ of}) \]
\[\text{Return } x \rightarrow \text{un}\alpha_T ((\lambda x \rightarrow f \ x \gg_{\alpha_T} h) \ x) \]
\[\text{OpenApp } t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_m \ (\text{OpenApp } t \ x \ g (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y \gg_{\alpha_T} \lambda x \rightarrow f \ x \gg_{\alpha_T} h)) \]
\[\equiv \{-\text{folding definition of } \gg_{\alpha_T} -\} \]
\[p \gg_{\alpha_T} \lambda x \rightarrow (f \ x \gg_{\alpha_T} h) \]
A.2 Monad Transformer Laws

A.2.1 Identity Preservation

\[ \text{lift} \ (\text{return}_{m} \ x) \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{unfold \ lift} \ -\} \]
\[ \lambda T \ (\text{return}_{m} \ x) \gg m \ (\lambda a \rightarrow \text{return}_{m} \circ \text{Return} \ a) \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{left identity} \ -\} \]
\[ \lambda T \ (\text{return}_{m} \circ \text{Return} \ x) \]
\[ \equiv \]
\[ \text{return}_{\lambda T} \ x \]

A.2.2 Composition Preservation

\[ \text{lift} \ m \gg_{\lambda T} \ (\text{lift} \circ f) \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{unfold} \gg_{\lambda T} \ -\} \]
\[ \lambda T \ (\text{un}_{\lambda T} \ (\text{lift} \circ f) \ m) \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case} \ r \ of \]
\[ \text{Return} \ x \rightarrow \text{un}_{\lambda T} \ (\text{lift} \circ f \ x) \]
\[ \text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_{m} \$ \text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y) \gg_{\lambda T} \ f)) \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{unfold \ lift} \ -\} \]
\[ \lambda T \ (\text{un}_{\lambda T} \ (\lambda T \ (m \gg_{m} \lambda a \rightarrow \text{return}_{m} \ (\text{Return} \ a))) \gg_{m} \lambda r \rightarrow \text{case} \ r \ of \]
\[ \text{Return} \ x \rightarrow \text{un}_{\lambda T} \ (\text{lift} \circ f \ x) \]
\[ \text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ k \rightarrow \text{return}_{m} \$ \text{OpenApp} \ t \ x \ g \ (\lambda y \rightarrow k \ y) \gg_{\lambda T} \ f)) \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{left \ identity} + \text{case} \ -\} \]
\[ \lambda T \ (m \gg_{m} \lambda a \rightarrow \text{un}_{\lambda T} \ (\text{lift} \circ f \ a)) \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{unfold \ lift} \ -\} \]
\[ \lambda T \ (m \gg_{m} \lambda a \rightarrow \text{un}_{\lambda T} \ (\lambda T \ (f \ a \gg_{m} \lambda a \rightarrow \text{return}_{m} \ (\text{Return} \ a)))) \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{un}_{\lambda T} \circ \lambda T \equiv \text{id} + \eta\text{-reduction} + \text{assoc. of} \gg_{m} \ -\} \]
\[ \lambda T \ ((m \gg_{m} f) \gg_{m} \lambda a \rightarrow \text{return}_{m} \ (\text{Return} \ a)) \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{fold \ lift} \ -\} \]
\[ \text{lift} \ (m \gg_{m} f) \]

A.3 run$$\lambda T$$ is a Monad Morphism

A.3.1 Identity preservation

\[ \text{run}_{\lambda T} \ \text{aenv} \circ \text{return}_{\lambda T} \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{unfolding \ return}_{\lambda T} \ -\} \]
\[ \text{run}_{\lambda T} \ \text{aenv} \circ \lambda T \circ \text{return}_{m} \circ \text{Return} \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{unfolding \ run}_{\lambda T} \ -\} \]
\[ \text{un}_{\lambda T} \circ \lambda T \circ \text{return}_{m} \circ \text{Return} \gg_{m} \ \text{go} \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{un}_{\lambda T} \circ \lambda T \equiv \text{id} + \text{left \ identity} \ -\} \]
\[ \text{go} \circ \text{Return} \]
\[ \equiv \ \{-\text{evaluation} \ -\} \]
\[ \text{return}_{m} \]
A.3.2 Compositionality

See Figure 12.2.

A.3.3 \textit{run}_{\mathcal{A} T} \text{ is left inverse of lift}

\begin{align*}
\text{run}_{\mathcal{A} T} \ aenv \ (\text{lift } m) &\equiv \{-\text{unfold lift -}\} \\
\text{run}_{\mathcal{A} T} \ aenv \ (\mathcal{A} T \ (m \gg_{m} \lambda a \rightarrow \text{return}_{m} \circ \text{Return } a)) &\equiv \{-\text{unfold run}_{\mathcal{A} T} -\} \\
\text{un}_{\mathcal{A} T} \ (\mathcal{A} T \ (m \gg_{m} \lambda a \rightarrow \text{return}_{m} \circ \text{Return } a)) &\equiv_{m} \text{go} \\
\mathcal{A} T \ (m \gg_{m} \lambda a \rightarrow (\text{return}_{m} \circ \text{Return } a \gg_{m} \text{go})) &\equiv \{-\text{un}_{\mathcal{A} T} \circ \mathcal{A} T \equiv \text{id} + \text{associativity of } \gg_{m} -\} \\
m &\equiv_{m} \text{return}_{m} \\
&\equiv \{-\text{right identity -}\} \\
m &\equiv \{-\text{fold id -}\} \\
id m
\end{align*}
Résumé
La programmation orientée aspect (AOP) vise à améliorer la modularité et la réutilisation des couches logiciels en proposant un mécanisme d'abstraction pour faire face aux préoccupations transversales. Cependant, dans la plupart des langages d'aspects généralistes, les aspects ont un pouvoir presque illimité, rentrant éventuellement en conflit avec ces objectifs. Dans ce travail, nous présentons Effective Aspects : une nouvelle approche pour incorporer le modèle pointcut/advice de la programmation fonctionnel statiquement typé comme Haskell. Notre travail comprend deux contributions principales. Premièrement, nous définissons un plongement monadique du modèle pointcut/advice complet de l'AOP. La correction du typage est garantie par l'exploitation du système de type sous-jacent, en particulier les types fantômes et une nouvelle classe de type pour faire de l'anti-unification de types. Dans ce modèle, les aspects sont de première classe, peuvent être déployés de façon dynamique, et le langage de pointcuts est extensible, combinant donc la flexibilité des langages d'aspects typés dynamiquement avec les garanties d'un système de type statique. Les monades nous permettent de raisonner directement sur les effets du calcul à la fois dans les aspects et les programmes de base en utilisant des techniques monadiques traditionnelle. Avec ce système, nous étendons la notion de "open modules" avec des effets, et aussi avec les interfaces de pointcut protégées à l'extérieur d'un advice. Ces restrictions sont appliquées statiquement par le système de type. Aussi, nous adaptons les techniques de EffectiveAdvice afin de raisonner sur des propriétés du flot de contrôle. En outre, nous montrons comment contrôler l'interférence des effets en utilisant l'approche fondée sur la paramétricité de EffectiveAdvice. Nous montrons que cette approche n'est pas satisfaisante en présence de multiples aspects et proposons une approche différente en utilisant des vues monadiques, une nouvelle technique pour le traitement de la pile monadique, développée par Schrijvers et Oliveira . Ensuite, nous exploitons les propriétés de notre modèle pour permettre la construction modulaire de nouvelles sémantiques pour la portée d'aspects et le tissage. Notre deuxième contribution s'appuie sur un modèle puissant pour raisonner sur la composition de mixins avec effets et leur interférence, fondée sur un raisonnement équationnelle, paramétrique, et les lois algébriques sur les effets monadiques. Notre contribution est de montrer comment raisonner sur l'interférence en présence de quantification sans restriction pour les pointcuts. Nous montrons que le raisonnement global peut être compositional, ce qui est essentiel pour le passage à l'échelle de l'approche face aux évolutions de grands systèmes.

Abstract
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) aims to enhance modularity and reusability in software systems by offering an abstraction mechanism to deal with crosscutting concerns. But, in most general-purpose aspect languages aspects have almost unrestricted power, eventually conflicting with these goals. This work presents Effective Aspects: a novel approach to embed the pointcut/advice model of AOP in a statically-typed functional programming language like Haskell; along two main contributions. First, we define a monadic embedding of the full pointcut/advice model of AOP. Type soundness is guaranteed by exploiting the underlying type system, in particular phantom types and a new anti-unification type class. In this model aspects are first-class, can be deployed dynamically, and the pointcut language is extensible, therefore combining the flexibility of dynamically-typed aspect languages with the guarantees of a static type system. Monads enable us to directly reason about computational effects both in aspects and base programs using traditional monadic techniques. Using this we extend the notion of Open Modules with effects, and also with protected pointcut interfaces to external advising. These restrictions are enforced statically using the type system. Also, we adapt the techniques of EffectiveAdvice to reason about and enforce control flow properties as well as to control effect interference. We show that the parametricity-based approach to effect interference falls short in the presence of multiple aspects and propose a different approach using monad views, a novel technique for handling the monad stack, developed by Schrijvers and Oliveira. Then, we exploit the properties of our model to enable the modular construction of new semantics for aspect scoping and weaving. Our second contribution builds upon a powerful model to reason about mixin-based composition of effectful components and their interference, based on equational reasoning, parametricity, and algebraic laws about monadic effects. Our contribution is to show how to reason about interference in the presence of unrestricted quantification through pointcuts. We show that global reasoning can be compositional, which is key for the scalability of the approach in the face of large and evolving systems. We prove a general equivalence theorem that is based on a few conditions that can be established, reused, and adapted separately as the system evolves. The theorem is defined for an abstract monadic AOP model; we illustrate its use with a simple version of the model just described. This work brings type-based reasoning about effects for the first time in the pointcut/advice model, in a framework that is expressive, extensible and well-suited for development of robust aspect-oriented systems as well as a research tool for new aspect semantics.
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